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Abstract

Contested Cargoes:
Free Trade and Fantasies of the Global
in British Literature and Political Economy, 1814-1865

by
Ay§e £elikkol

Literary depictions of commodity circulation across national borders and tropes of
free trade in economic discourses reveal that in early- and mid-nineteenth-century
Britain, international commerce metonymically represented unstoppable traffic of all
kinds between distant lands. Discursively, legal and illegal forms of free trade, from
smuggling to government-sanctioned importation, became signifiers of unrestrained
intellectual, sexual, and affective exchange. Textual representations of border-crossing
commerce facilitated meditations Britain’s relationship to the rest of the world, helped
imagine cosmopolitan experience, and produced competing models for a world bound by
capitalist exchange.
The evaluation of global capitalism in early- and mid-nineteenth century Britain
relied on moral structures instated by existing nationalist, gender-related, and religious
ideologies even as it produced new ways of understanding the world as a totality.
Narratives and tropes of treasonous betrayal (chapter one) and rampant sexuality (chapter
two), as well as those of marital union (chapter three) and religious devotion (chapter
four), helped ascribe both negative and positive moral valences to free trade. The figures
of the smuggler, the Jew, the prostitute, and the cosmopolitan merchant, appearing in
diverse genres such as the historical novel, nautical fiction, melodrama, epic poetry, and
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the social problem novel, mediated discussions of the social and subjective effects of
laissez-faire. From Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley novels and John Galt’s Annals o f the
Parish to Charles Dickens’s Little Dorrit and Captain Marryat’s Snarleyyow, from
Harriet Martineau’s Dawn Island and Charlotte Bronte’s Shirley to Ebenezer Elliott’s
Com-Law Rhymes and R. H. Home’s Orion, literary works addressed how international
commerce would transform subjective experience. Free trade appeared to correspond to
such diverse experiences as the dissipation of political allegiances, the breaking down of
self-control, the cultivation of romantic attachment, and religious faith. The ideological
function of the translation of economic phenomena into subjective experience was to
criticize or justify global capitalism, not on the grounds of whether it would render
Britons more prosperous, but based upon its imagined effects on inter-personal and
international relations. The understanding of global commerce as a morally socially
transformative force, which informs present-day debates about globalization, was already
present at the free-market economy’s moment of origin.
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1

Introduction

This study has its roots in a simple observation. While preparing for my
comprehensive exams, I noticed the ubiquity of commodities moving across national
borders in nineteenth-century fiction. From silk and cinnamon to underwear and soap,
the innumerable commodities that were imported and smuggled into the Britain seemed
to enjoy a privileged presence in literary works—and so did the merchant sailors,
smugglers, and pirates who dealt these items. Having picked a thematic topic for this
project—the global circulation of commodities— I began to ask questions about the
nineteenth-century valences of inter- or transnational commerce, which I thought would
lead me to the core o f the project. What were people’s attitudes toward commerce across
national borders? In what ways did commodity circulation appear to threaten the nation
state? To look for an answer, I turned to novels. In Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley novels,
for example, commodity influx from the Continent to the British Isles nearly prevents the
forging o f a unified Britain—a pattern that reveals an antagonism between free trade and
national prowess. As chapter one will show, this is a reading I still pursue, though it is no
longer the thrust of the argument.
What I did not understand in these very early stages of the project is that attitudes
toward border-crossing commerce do not have to be excavated through close readings of
literary texts. There is an entire body of contemporary discourse devoted to the topic,
namely political economy, in which many writers openly condemned or embraced
international commerce. Consequently, many treatises, articles, and pamphlets discuss,
sometimes in excruciating detail, the pros and cons of laissez-faire, the economic system
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that would allow for the unregulated circulation o f commodities across national borders.
And predictably enough, when I turned to political economy, I found numerous
declarations that free trade would impoverish the nation and even destroy it. Suddenly,
my former discovery, that through the Waverley novels we learn about an imagined
antithetical relation between national prowess and global commodity circulation, seemed
somewhat trivial. It was not as if, through the readings of literary texts, I was about to
expose an opposition to free trade that would otherwise remain undiscovered.
Becoming increasingly familiar with political economic discussions of commerce,
I turned to the all-too-familiar participation argument. I could argue, for example, that
literature participated in the recognition of free trade as an anti-nationalist force. But this
assertion raised more questions than it answered. What kind of a participant was
literature in ongoing debates about international commerce? What could literature say
about these issues that political economy or journalistic essays did not or could not?
Through this line of questioning, I became determined to discover the unique role that
literature played in contemporary intemational-commerce debates. I flirted with an
argument that carved for literature a special niche: “literature foregrounded the moral and
social aspects o f commodity circulation, while political economy explored its financial
pros and cons.” But, as I soon discovered, there was a major problem with this argument:
it was wrong. Political economy did address questions of morality and social order—
hardly a surprise given its roots in moral philosophy.
Since its origin in the eighteenth century, political economy aimed to discover
what policies the government and the people should adopt to create prosperity, even
though its answers, as in the case o f Thomas Malthus, could be bleak. The central
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question motivating political economists was in its core ethical, insofar as it sought to
find out the course of action that would best serve the nation as a collective body. This
much was obvious, but beyond this, it required reading between the lines to appreciate
just how multi-dimensional political economy’s attentiveness to ethical or moral issues
was. Analyzing metaphors, tropes, narrative patterns, and other rhetorical strategies, I
came across meditations on sexuality, femininity, and religion as well as patriotism. For
example, political economic texts alluded to biblical stories of world harmony and troped
the free circulation of commodities as sexual promiscuity. My initial hypothesis that
literature, in contradistinction to economics, contemplated and revealed the moral and
affective aspects o f commodity circulation could not hold. And all the better so, since I
did not want to resort to older binaries that posited literature as a wishy-washy realm of
feeling and science as the realm of the rational: after all, Foucault had taught us better.
But then I arrived back at my original predicament of not knowing how to approach
literary texts surely so rich in their treatment of foreign commerce. To argue simply that
they were justifying or demonizing global capitalism seemed reductionist, although not
incorrect.
A turning point for my project was a decision to attend more closely to specific
narrative choices and techniques involved in different literary genres. Although, like
most English majors, I had taken courses on poetry, the novel, and even subgenres such
as detective fiction or epic, I was rather crude in my generic distinction between literature
and political economy. Each had subgenres of its own: the historical novel, nautical
fiction and melodrama, the multi-plot novel, and the epic poem on the one hand and
formal treatises, periodical essays, pamphlets, and sermonic lectures on the other. The
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subgenre question proved useful in developing connections between literature and
economics, because the kinship between genres sometimes brings a literary subgenre
close to genres in another body of discourse. For example, Harriet Martineau’s
illustrations o f political economy are somewhere between fiction and economics, John
Galt’s theoretical histories between the historical novel and ethnography. The subgenre
issue compelled me to stop thinking about literature as a bulk category and start thinking
about such diverse issues as the unique perspective of the historical novel on nationhood,
the maritime setting o f nautical fiction, the marriage plot in the multi-plot novel, and the
presumed timelessness of epic poetry—all vis-a-vis those free trade issues thematically
represented in these genres. This project attends to genre not so much as an end in and of
itself, but rather as part of a methodology that helps uncover narrative and tropological
interventions into economic debates. I argue that such interventions were central to the
development of a figurative notion of free trade as signifier of unrestrained intellectual,
sexual, and affective exchange—a development which in turn produced new evaluations
o f capitalism as a morally and socially transformative force.
In early- and mid-nineteenth-century Britain, commodity flow across national
borders appeared strong enough to mobilize anything and everything—not just
commodities, but also information, bodies, cultural practices. I propose that free trade
thus came to signify much more than commodity exchange, evoking unstoppable traffic
o f all kinds between far away lands as well as persons and thereby facilitating or even
compelling meditations on cosmopolitan experience. Obversely, competing models for a
world bound by capitalist exchange developed through narratives and tropes external to
economic inquiry, from those of treasonous betrayal and rampant sexuality on the one
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hand to marital union and religious devotion on the other. These figurations suggest that
free trade was about demolishing loyalty and breaking down restraint or reciprocating
affection and sharing resources. The evaluation of global capitalism in early- and mid
nineteenth century Britain thus relied on moral structures instated by nationalist, genderrelated, and religious ideologies even as it produced new ways of understanding the
world as a totality. While I am interested in textual representations of free trade, for me it
is the existence of actual global capitalist relations that makes the study of these textual
representations worthwhile. Not that I am assuming a mimetic relation between the
textual representations and the material reality of capitalist relations; instead, I am
interested in textual representations of free trade for what it can tell us about existing
structures of morality and affect that nineteenth-century economic liberalism had to
confront, and partially overcome as well as the new ones it had to create for its
justification. But before I go further with the details of the argument as it is divided into
chapters, I will define how I employ free trade and cosmopolitanism in this project,
clarify the time frame o f my argument, and discuss the project’s contribution to existing
scholarly debates in economic literary criticism.
In this project, I define free trade as both an economic system and an economic
practice. As economic system, free trade denotes a state of affairs in which there is
economic incentive and legal allowance for merchants to bring home goods from
abroad.1 Free trade does not denote the complete absence of customs and tariff duties,
but instead describes a system where there are no prohibitions on exportation and
importation, and duties are low enough so as not to cancel out the economic incentive to
sell and consume foreign goods. By contrast, in the protectionist system the government
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destroys the incentive to import and export by either imposing prohibitions on the
importation or exportation of certain or all commodities or by demanding extremely high
duties. In these definitions, I am following early-nineteenth century and Victorian
conventions. As David Robinson, a prominent participant in free-trade debates, declared
in an 1825 Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine article titled “Free Trade”:
The restrictive system, as it has lately existed, may thus be given in the
words of Adam Smith. “Restraints upon the importation o f such foreign
goods for home consumption, as could be produced at home, from
whatever country they were imported.” “These different restraints
consisted sometimes in high duties, and sometimes in absolute
prohibitions.” The new system [free trade]. . . professes to give freedom
to trade, to admit all foreign goods, and to place the foreign producer, all
things considered, on a level with the English one in the English market.
(551-552)
Free trade, then, meant that domestic producers and manufacturers would have no
monopoly, and their foreign counterparts could compete. As such, the free-trade system
was simply laissez-faire in importation and exportation. Of course, free trade also had a
larger meaning that denoted an economic system where there was free competition within
the country as well as without: according to free-trade principles, the government
privileges no one set or organization of domestic producers over another. This larger
definition o f free trade is beyond the scope of this project.
Free trade as practice can exist even if there is no systemic embrace of it by the
government or other authorities. If we define free trade as a state o f affairs in which there
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is plenty of commodity traffic between different countries—as a matter of practice rather
than legislation—free trade can take place even in a protectionist economy, if merchants
and consumers decide to avoid duties. In other words, free trade can exist in the absence
o f the freedom to trade. Smugglers can operate underground free trade networks that
operate outside of and challenge governmental control. In this secondary definition of
free trade as practice, I am again following historical convention: as chapter one will
elaborate, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries smugglers were commonly called
“the free traders.” Transnationality, rather than internationalism, characterizes smuggling
networks, since smugglers bypass the state. Chapters one and two, which include
discussions o f smuggling, refer to the contraband traffic as transnational commerce, with
an implicit understanding that transnational is not synonymous with post-national. In the
context o f this study, transnational does not signify the end of the nation-state, but rather
the existence o f economic operations that do not recognize state authority. As I wish to
emphasize through this usage, not all commodity traffic across national borders was
international, because by definition, internationalism entails the continuing authority of
any one state, even when that authority is reconciled with that of another nation.
These definitions of free trade as both system (freedom to trade) and practice (free
trading) hints at the relevance of cosmopolitanism to economic debates. The
Blackwood’s essay by Robinson, for example, displays an awareness, even in the process
of defining free trade, that the acceptance of a free trade policy would imply that a British
subject would not be privileged over the foreigner in commercial matters. Through the
practice o f free trade—regardless of whether or not there is freedom to trade— foreign
commodities and merchants become part of the British market. Free trade, then, involves
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two distinct but related senses of cosmopolitanism, both of which appear in this study.
The first follows Kant’s usage; far from being outdated, it frequently marks scholarly
discussions on globalization and patriotism today. In her 1996 essay “For Love of
Country,” for example, Martha Nussbaum defines a cosmopolitan as “a person whose
allegiance is to the worldwide community of human beings,” rather than to a specific
nation. The assumption that there is only one worldwide community of human beings
has received criticism for its universalism; however, recently critics such as Bruce
Robbins have also begun to underline that, whatever problems such universalism may
pose, it also opposes the narrowly defined pursuit of national interest that frequently
occurs at the expense of another nation. The second definition o f cosmopolitanism that
free trade discussions evoke is a mixing and mingling of people o f different national
backgrounds and o f their cultures. The declaration that Victorian London was a
cosmopolitan city exemplifies this usage. O f course, these two senses of
cosmopolitanism are far from being mutually exclusive. As various nineteenth-century
texts I analyze in this study reveal, historically the sense of being free from national
limitations was hardly separated from the participation in networks where people of
various nationalities interacted to form cosmopolitan communities.
An excellent example of the perceived confluence of free trade and
cosmopolitanism in the period comes from Charles Dickens’s Little Dorrit (1857-58).
The novel’s opening description of the Marseilles harbor area sets up an interesting
tension between isolation and mingling as it depicts a bazaar with merchants from all
over the world:
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There was no wind to make a ripple on the foul water within the harbor, or
on the beautiful sea without. The line o f demarcation between the two
colors, black and blue, showed the point which the pure sea would not
pass; but it lay as quiet as the abominable pool, with which it never mixed.
Boats without awnings were too hot to touch; ships blistered at their
moorings; the stones of the quays had not cooled, night or day, for months.
Hindoos, Russians, Chinese, Spaniards, Portuguese, Englishmen,
Frenchmen, Genoese, Neapolitans, Venetians, Greeks, Turks, descendants
from all the builders of Babel, come to trade at Marseilles, sought the
shade alike. (15)
In this description, the sea and the weather allow no circulation. The absence of any
wind flowing into the city from the sea (or vice versa), the clear line o f demarcation
between the shallow and the deep waters, and the conceptualization of a “pure sea”
whose waters will not mingle with the rest of the Mediterranean, all point to a state of
isolation where a rigid boundary can be maintained between an imagined inside and
outside. Reinforcing the theme of absolute separation is the small body of water entirely
disconnected from the sea, whose stagnancy renders it “abominable.” Contrasting to the
stagnant pond is the city itself, which boasts multiple pathways that connect it to its
outside: the boats, the ships, and the merchant travelers provide the refreshing draft that
the climate cannot. The comprehensive list of the merchants’ geographically determined
identities, the ensuing emphasis on their imagined common history (they are all
descendants o f Babel), and the final assertion of their coinciding needs (they all need
some shade) compel us to think of the merchants as constituting a community.
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Most interesting for my purposes is the narrative’s subsuming of commerce, a
very specific kind of circulation involving commodities, into a general category of
boundless spatial movement, such as that which ocean currents perform and stagnant
waters lack. It is exactly this figurative notion of free trade as something that transcends
nineteenth-century global capitalism, as signifier of generic mobility and contact, that this
project traces. When free trade becomes a trope for intercourse, it becomes a valuable
term in discourses other than political economy. For example, James Montgomery’s
1833 treatise on literary history exports the term into literary theory:
The lumbering, unwieldy logographic machinery is now confined to the
unimproving and unimproveable Chinese, whose inveterate characteristic
seems to be, that they obtained a certain modicum of knowledge early,
which, for thousands of years, they have neither enlarged nor diminished.
They have lent out their intellects at simple interest, and have been content
to live upon the annual income, without ever dreaming that both capital
and product might be immensely increased by being invested in the
commerce o f minds—the commerce of all others the most infallibly
lucrative, and in which the principles o f free trade are cardinal virtues,
(emphasis mine 283)
The economic context lurking behind this literary history is the Chinese government’s
attempts to stop British opium exportation to China, attempts that not only gave rise to
military confrontation in the late 1830s and then again in 1856, but also turned “China”
into a discursive signifier of all things antithetical to free trade. Montogomery’s
racialized literary history boasts of the British espousal of free trade by condemning
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China for its intellectual isolationism. But it also subjugates the free exchange of
commodities, say o f linen and grain, to that of ideas. O f course, ideas themselves can
become commodified, but that is not a possibility to which Montgomery is alert; hence,
in this passage free trade in ideas appears categorically different from, and yet analogous
to, commerce.
Montgomery’s construal of intellectual free trade, occurring as it does in the
context of British-Chinese disagreements about opium importation, raises questions about
whether his valorization of free trade simply reflects the contemporary dominant
ideology in Britain. This study in its entirety might appear vulnerable to this criticism,
since it studies the valorization of free trade in British literature and culture. I propose
that, while in the first decades of the nineteenth century, border-crossing commerce
signified the dissolution o f national identity and individual integrity in the cultural
imaginary, in the 1820s and 30s, through metonymy and metaphor, free trade began to
correspond to Christian harmony and affective reciprocity, in ways that partly revived,
but also mutated, the previous century’s Enlightenment philosophies. But, as I stress,
narratives and tropes o f betrayal and rootlessness did not just disappear. They coexisted
with those of union and devotion, not infrequently within the same essay, novel, or poem.
I do not argue that either strand dominated the other, but that they complemented and
collided with each other. The entire range of plot patterns, themes, and figures that
appear in this study reveal no monolithic espousal of free trade.
Secondly, the hypothesis that economic liberalism itself—of which free trade was
a part—was the dominant ideology is highly questionable. Although earlier historical
accounts assumed that free trade advocacy established hegemony in the economic
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thought o f the period, as recent scholarship suggests, conservative economics was
actually quite sophisticated and prominent at the time. In other words, the emergence of
new models o f understanding a free trading world in the 1820s and 30s was a
phenomenon in which only certain texts in economics and only certain texts in other
discourses participated. The whole body of economic discourse was far from univocally
advocating laissez-faire; therefore, the oversimplifying view that literature replicates the
dominant ideological stance disseminated by the discourse of economics cannot hold. To
stress the persistence of non-liberal economic thought and policy in the early- and mid
nineteenth century and to introduce the temporal frame of this study (1814-1865), I offer
a summary o f legislative and parliamentary developments about free trade.2
Mercantilism, the economic theory and practice that free trade challenged,
developed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as merchants, government officials,
and pamphleteers published tracts on international commerce following expansion in
overseas trade. Mercantilism sought to augment state power and posited that
international trade could benefit a nation only when its exports exceeded its imports in
monetary value. This model asserted that each nation’s interest opposed that of the
others. According to mercantilist principles, Britain could benefit from international
commerce only when other nations suffered some loss from it. To ensure that British
exports exceeded imports, the government instated protectionist measures regulating
international commerce. Adam Smith’s Wealth o f Nations (1776) challenged what it
called mercantilism. Smith argued that the interests of all nations engaged in commercial
intercourse coincided. All nations would prosper if nations exchanged commodities
freely without governmental interference. O f course, Smith’s anti-protectionist stance
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constituted part o f the larger argument he was making in favor of laissez-faire. Wealth o f
Nations rekindled an age-old debate about the benefits of international commerce.
In the decades following the publication of Wealth o f Nations, protective
measures were widely contested—not only by political economists and politicians but
also by the starving masses. After 1791, long-standing protective legislation and recent
wartime trade prohibitions reinforced one another and resulted in sharp rises in grain
prices. After an 1815 act attempted to fix grain prices (the notorious Com Law of 1815),
the fluctuation persisted, and protectionism began to confront increasing public dissent.
Responding to the 1815 controversy, political economist David Ricardo published his
Essay on the Influence o f a Low Price o f Corn on the Profits o f Stock (1815) and
Principles o f Political Economy and Taxation (1817). Ricardo’s work not only supported
Smith’s anti-protectionist stance, but also offered it a solid economic proof: the theory of
comparative advantage. This theory substantiated Smith’s then-controversial claim that it
was not only the exporting nation, but also the importing one that benefited from a
transaction, without exceptions. Like Smith, Ricardo construed nations as economic
entities with coinciding interests. Ricardo and other classical economists such as James
Mill may have been some of the most famous free trade advocates circa 1815, but they
were by no means the only ones. Free trade was a topic discussed by lay people and
politicians as well as political economists. For example, as historian Alon Kadish points
out, the London Merchants’ Petition of 1820 constitutes one of the first instances of the
public advocacy o f free trade in the nineteenth century.
Liberals and conservatives in the Parliament discussed and frequently disagreed
on free trade issues, though the answer to the question of which party supported which
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position was not always predictable. Liberal Tory governments of the 1820s did support
the liberal economics o f free trade; however, in the following decade when the Whigs
returned to office, the government, enthusiastic to please its landowning constituency,
directed its reform energy to measures ensuring civil and religious liberty rather than to
free trade legislation. In the late thirties, it was no longer the Cabinet but parliamentary
Radicals and Radicals within the Board of Trade who called for free trade (Howe 3). In
the forties, free trade became a central topic in the parliament as well as in public debates,
especially through the influence o f the Anti-Com Law League, a national organization
formed in 1839 to popularize opposition to the Com Laws. The government began to
support free trade after the defeat of the Whigs in 1841: Liberal Tories reduced 750
customs duties in 1842 and abolished 450 in 1845 (Howe 38-69). In 1846, the
conservative prime minister, Tory Sir Robert Peel, agreed to a piece of legislation that
has since then come to represent—but not entirely accurately—the advent of free trade.
The Parliament repealed the Com Laws. While the repeal was a major victory for
liberals, it did not actually mark the ultimate victory of the free trade movement.
Protectionism produced vigorous apologies and pleas both before and after the
repeal o f the Com Laws. Perhaps because economic liberalism gained momentum in the
twentieth century, we now recognize Smith, Ricardo, and their followers as classical
economists. But contemporaneously with the development of a liberal classical
economy, “an alternative political economy was moulded and sustained,” in which
“many Conservatives rejected the assumptions of economic liberalism and replaced them
with an alternative set of arguments about the foundations of stable economic advance
and the role of government in securing it” (Gambles 1). Defenses of the Com Laws were
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as passionate and erudite as attacks on it; praise for imperial economics continually
challenged calls for free trade (Gambles 25-89, 147-203, Semmel 48-100). After the
repeal, far from disappearing, protectionist discourse continued to develop, especially in
pamphlets and journals (Gambles 203-230). Challenges to free trade principles could
come from mainstream (that is, non-conservative) political economy as well: John Stuart
Mill’s 1848 Principles o f Political Economy put forth the infant industry argument,
which influentially argued for protection in those cases where the domestic industry was
not yet developed enough to compete with foreign ones.
Neither did all governmental policies support free trade after the repeal of the
Com Laws. The Navigation Acts, under which all commercial carriers had to be English
ships, continued to exercise protectionism. The Whig Cabinet agreed in principle that
their repeal was necessary but did not agree on the details; further, their determination to
repeal the Acts led to an increase in the momentum of Protectionism. Debates about free
trade continued to be public: shipping interests in the City of London, provincial banking
and commercial interests, protectionist gentry, and much university opinion combined to
oppose the Cabinet’s free trade policy (Howe 71-110). The Navigation Acts were not
fully repealed until 1854. In the 1850s, despite pressure from some Manchester
merchants who declared free trade a failure, Palmerston seemed intent on promoting free
trade. However, subscribing to gunboat diplomacy and seeking territorial annexations, he
implemented a system criticized by Radical proponents of free trade such as Cobden
(Howe 86-105). The French-British commercial treaty of 1860, which abolished
prohibitory duties and restrictions on commerce between the two countries, partly
reversed Peel’s 1846 embrace o f unilateral free trade even as it ruled against
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Protectionism (Howe 42-92). Surely, British policies were more open to free trade by the
time of Palmerston’s prime ministry than in 1815. However, for all its reputation to be
the age of free trade, the economic policies and practices of the early- and mid-Victorian
period neither fully implemented a free trade system nor witnessed the development of a
consensus about how to pursue free trade.
As this brief account reveals, the temporal frame of the project (1814-65) does not
mark a teleological journey toward the uncontestable triumph of economic liberalism:
while government policies were obviously more pro-free trade at the end of this period
than at the beginning, free trade was not uncontested. Instead, the project takes as its
starting point a time when advocacy for both free trade and protectionism became heated
and ends at a time when one specific wave of clash between protectionism and laissezfaire was dissipating—but only to be complemented by a new wave introducing new
historical contingencies. In the 1860s, military aggression and war in Europe and the
ensuing Great Depression in Britain became key issues in economic legislation. This
new context o f war and depression, which introduced concerns abut unilateral commerce
and national revenue (Amstein 137-144), is beyond the scope of this study. The project
is thus framed by the initiation and dissipation of one distinct wave o f controversy around
free trade. Ideological disagreements are central to the framing of the project because
they rendered the topic o f commodity circulation prominent in print culture—not because
the study seeks to polarize cultural history around the axes of economic liberalism and
conservatism. To the contrary, Contested Cargoes shows both protectionist and laissezfaire tendencies performing the same cultural work, that of asserting global commodity
circulation’s ability to transform modes of global and interpersonal interaction.
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Addressing economic discourses and phenomena in a project of literary studies,
this study participates in new economic criticism. A foundational strand in this school of
criticism, mostly post-structuralist in orientation and best exemplified by Marc Shell’s
The Economy o f Literature (1978) and Money, Language and Thought (1982), JeanJoseph Goux’s The Coiners o f Language (French original 1984), and John Vernon’s
Money and Fiction (1984), interrelates money and linguistic representation. Shell argues
that thought processes, as revealed in literature and philosophy, embody economic form
even when they do not thematically address it: the split of the signifier and the signified
in philosophical discourse, for example, interiorizes the increasing mobility of capital.
Goux similarly declares that the logic of general equivalence not only underlies the use of
money, but also shapes patriarchy and logocentrism. Vemon argues that money and
realist fiction both claim to represent real things. These works’ theorizing of economic
phenomena informs my approach to literature, although my project is not interested in the
semiotics o f money. For example, concurring with Shell, Goux, and Vemon that
seemingly extra-economic phenomena and economic logics can be homologous, I
examine how representations of romance and commercial exchange privilege the
structure of reciprocity.
But another wave o f economic criticism, an interdisciplinary one that addresses
the discourse o f economics is more influential on my methodology. David Kaufinann’s
The Business o f Common Life (1995), James Thompson’s Models o f Value (1996), and
Liz Bellamy’s Commerce, Morality, and the Eighteenth-Century Novel (1998) evaluate
developments in political economy and literature in relation to larger underlying
ideological issues. They argue in particular that political economy and the novel made
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parallel contributions to negotiating tensions of liberalism (Kauffnann), understanding
value in a capitalist world (Thompson), and exploring the role of morality in a
commercial state (Bellamy). Each of these studies also posits that the novel and political
economy addressed these problems differently. Kaufmann suggests the former attended
to particulars and the latter to the systemic; Thompson poses that the novel defined and
focused on the domestic while political economy delineated the sphere o f the rational;
Bellamy argues that the novel undertook the specific function of bridging the gap
between public and private morality. Like Kaufmann, Thompson, and Bellamy, I
historicize the discourse of economics to discuss its relation to a particular stage in
capitalism. However, as far as genre is concerned, my scope is larger. I suggest that
novelistic subgenres such as the historical novel and the multi-plot novel, and other
genres such as drama and poetry—which, unlike the novel, did not “rise”
contemporaneously with political economy—closely engaged and added to economic
discussions through their specific thematic and narrative conventions. Further, I focus on
tensions within contemporaneous economic thought, so as to avoid treating political
economy or literature as apologies for free market liberalism.
In Victorian as in eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century studies,
interdisciplinarity marks economic criticism. Regenia Gagnier’s The Insatiability o f
Human Wants (2000) and Gordon Bigelow’s Fiction, Famine, and the Rise o f Economics
in Victorian Britain and Ireland (2003) are remarkable for their attentiveness to the
transition from classical economics to neoclassical economics in the 1870s, which shifted
the axis o f economic analysis from production to consumption. Gagnier argues that
aesthetic understanding in this period underwent similar changes to those in economic
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discourse. Taste, choice, and preference emerged as key terms in aesthetics just as
economics produced the consumption-oriented marginal utility theory, a concurrence that
Gagnier attributes to a larger ideological shift privileging consumption over production.
Bigelow similarly addresses the shift from classical to neoclassical economics,
contending that Romantic approaches to language offered economists a way to represent
capitalism as an expression o f human wishes/consumer choice. If the dominant
economic paradigm in Gagnier’s and Bigelow’s work is consumption (as it was
production in analyses of class), in mine it is exchange, so as to reflect the centrality of
free trade debates (1814-1865) to the development of capitalist ideology. Also at stake in
my choice to privilege exchange over production and consumption is an effort to stress
the anthropological dimension o f commodity exchange as community-consolidator,
which should be o f interest to scholars of nineteenth-century literature. Invested as
realism was in the question of the link between the individual and community, exchange
as community-consolidator is in some sense an inherently literary topic as well as an
economic one.
This project also contributes to the ongoing effort—in the words of a special
PMLA special issue—to globalize literary studies. From where we stand in the twentyfirst century, the necessity of thinking about the global— and sometimes imperialist—
reach o f political, economic, and literary formations is apparent. Just as post-colonial
studies opened up fresh and important ways of understanding nineteenth-century
literature and culture by attending to the colonial system, attentiveness to the cultural and
ideological implications of the global free-market can produce new insight that
complements analyses of the British Empire. New, because imperialist as free trade was,
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it nonetheless defined itself in contradistinction to the colonial system that was all about
monopoly, and it subsequently produced alternative ways of justifying Britain’s power
and British subjects’ privilege in the world.
Studying nineteenth-century ideologies of free trade can help produce what
Felicity Nussbaum in The Global Eighteenth Century calls a genealogy o f globalization.
Giles Gunn underlines how the emerging interest in globalization can provide new ways
o f reading the past:
To engage globalization critically will also necessitate a much more
careful analysis of just how many of the materials in which we profess an
interest, whether from the remote past or the emergent present, have
themselves subjected aspects of globalization to careful scrutiny and to
serious critique and revaluation. (21)
Contested Cargoes undertakes the challenge that Gunn proposes here. Reading familiar
and not so familiar texts from the past, it shows that early and mid-nineteenth-century
literature and culture has “subjected aspects of globalization to careful scrutiny.” I am
not going to suggest that twenty-first-century globalization is nothing new. I think that it
is tremendously new, in worrisome and exciting ways outlined in works such as Michael
Hardt and Antonio Negri’s Empire and Will Hutton and Anthony Giddens’s Global
Capitalism. Discontinuities between present and past forms of globalized existence,
however, do not mean we cannot discuss genealogies of feeling global or acting globally.
As Contested Cargoes attests, my position is that we should. Though a scholarly analysis
o f present-day popular rhetoric on globalization is beyond the scope o f this project, the
texts I analyze point toward ways in which some of today’s rhetoric on global commerce
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grows out of, or in some cases even replicates, nineteenth-century tropes of global
commerce, though the economic conditions and systems have changed so much. Cocacola represents American invasion, as brandy signified French invasion; the global
circulation of commodities is still felt to constitute a forceful torrent; the free market is
still all about harmony, and democracy the best export from the West.
Texts and Chapters
The texts in this study are strategically chosen to best demonstrate the metonymic
figuration o f commodity circulation as geographical dispersion of everything from
pretenders and women to democracy and faith. When I started the project, I picked
certain texts not because I thought they represented a philosophical or ideological trend
that preceded them, but because each was doing something noteworthy, puzzling, or
creative with the topic o f free trade. The study indexes a variety of texts none of which
was initially chosen for their representativeness, but I believe the end product reveals
these texts to be participants in a larger tradition of scrutinizing Britons’ relation to the
wide world.
There is also the question of impact: did the texts I analyze actually circulate
widely enough to influence the future production of ideas, attitudes, and texts? This
question is o f concern especially because so many of my texts are non-canonical.
However, the vast majority of the non-canonical works in this study, such as Ebenezer
Elliott’s Com Law Rhymes or R. H. Home’s Orion, were tremendously popular in their
day; their consumption and circulation measures up to those of canonical texts such as Sir
Walter Scott’s Waverley, Charlotte Bronte’s Shirley, Charles Dickens’s Little Dorrit.
The issues o f both canonicity and popularity apply to economic texts as well. My choice
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to incorporate a wide variety of economic texts that include not only formal treatises such
as James Mill’s Commerce Defended but also essays, pamphlets, and published lectures
on relevant topics raises questions about textual influence. Did documents such as
William Spence’s Tracts on Political Economy, John Elliot’s Letter to the Electors o f
Westminster, Edmund Kell’s The Injurious Effects o f the Corn Laws, and Richard Jones’s
“Primitive Political Economy,” to which I devote significant attention, actually boast a
significant volume of readership? For some, the answer is an easy yes. Spence’s Tracts
was so prominent that Mill wrote Commerce Defended in response to it. For some
others, we can infer a degree of salience: Elliot’s Letter went through four editions in two
years, and Jones’s “Primitive Political Economy” was initially published in Edinburgh
Review, a periodical with high rates of circulation. For others, I have not at this point
been able to confirm popularity or lack thereof: Kell’s Injurious Effects was prominent
enough a lecture to merit printing, but beyond that I am at this point uncertain of its
status.
Each of the four chapters takes up one way in which commodity circulation was
coupled with other kinds of border-crossing traffic in the literary and economic
imagination: the traffic in treasonous bodies, women, feelings of affection, and religious
devotion. My introductory chapter, “Traders as Traitors: Smuggling in Scott, Galt, and
Buchan,” turns to Scottish literature because o f Scottish political economy’s centrality in
initiating free-trade debates. Reading Scott’s Waverley novels, John Galt’s Annals o f the
Parish, and Peter Buchan’s Peterhead Smugglers alongside Adam Smith’s Wealth o f
Nations and William Spence’s Tracts, I argue that the smuggler figure represents at once
the cosmopolitan past of Scotland and the vulnerability of Britain to foreign forces, which
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invariably enter through underground commercial pathways. As I elaborate, historical
fiction is well poised to imagine and discuss the un-patriotic influence of border-crossing
commerce, because with the genre growing out of the national tale, it attends to pre
national moments in which cosmopolitan attachments reign supreme. My second
chapter, “Intercourse: Commercial and Sexual Circulation in Marryat and Dickens,” first
demonstrates the persistent association of global commerce with rampant sexuality by
examining tropes o f uncontrollable flow in treatises on prostitution, plays about
smuggling, and essays on free trade. It then turns to fiction whose spatial setting is not
bound by national borders—Marryat’s The Three Cutters and Snarleyyow, nautical
fiction set in ships traveling the North Sea, England, and Holland, and Charles Dickens’s
Little Dorrit, set in France, Italy, and England—to discuss how such fiction, with its swift
spatial shifts in narrative, replicates what it thematically imagines to be the head-spinning
trajectories o f commodities. The chapter reveals how characteristics such as swift
motion, ghost-like omnipresence, and lasciviousness, come to define a peculiar mode of
cosmopolitanism corresponding to global capitalism.
Chapters three and four turn to justifications of free trade, which, as I want to
reiterate here, coexisted with anti-free-trade sentiment, sometimes even within the same
text. Chapter three, “Coinciding Interests: Commercial and Familial Reconciliation in
Harriet Martineau, Charlotte Bronte, and Radical Politics” examines the imagined
congruence of reciprocal love and free trade as mediated though the notion of mutual
interest. Examining plots where international commerce facilitates not only global and
national, but also interpersonal, conflict resolution, this chapter argues that the multi-plot
novel, with its intertwining political and marriage plots, provided the free-trade economy
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with the affective basis it lacked. The concluding chapter, “God’s Goods: The Religious
Aging o f Free Trade in Ebenezer Elliott, R. H. Home, and G. P. R James,” shows that the
religious tropes o f free trade effaced the historical contingencies of nineteenth-century
global capitalism by rendering free trade archaic, and that culturally ingrained
expectations about poetry contributed to that effacement. Attending to a variety of
literary and economic texts such as Elliott’s Corn Law Rhymes, the Reverend Mr. Kell’s
“The Injurious Effects of the Com Laws,” Home’s Orion, Richard Jones’s “Primitive
Political Economy,” and G. P. R. James’s The Smuggler, I argue that age-old subgenres
of poetry such as hymns and the epic smoothed the transition from older forms of
capitalism to industrial capitalism by asserting the timelessness of global commerce.
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Chapter 1
Traders as Traitors: Scottish Smuggling in John Galt, Walter Scott, and Peter Buchan

In 1826, David Robinson, a regular contributor to the Scottish periodical
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, concluded his essay on “the Trade in Foreign Com”
with a most emphatic assertion: “if the com trade be made free, and heaven continues to
bless the earth with average crops, then in less than five years this country will become
bankrupt—it will be revolutionized—the monarchy will be destroyed, and the empire will
be tom from limb to limb” (“Jacob’s Report” 385). In this apocalyptic scenario, the
importation of com results in the fall of the British crown and the dissolution of the
empire. The reference to a possible revolution appeals to patriotic sentiment by evoking
the history o f a national enemy defeated with difficulty not long ago. Most interesting for
my purpose here is the intertwining of an economic postulate—that the free trade in com
would be detrimental to the domestic economy—with an imagined political outcome, the
breakdown of the nation and the empire. To trace the linkage of border-crossing
commerce to the dissolution of nationhood, I turn to early-nineteenth-century Scottish
literature. In the various narratives I examine, “nation” may signify Scotland, Britain, or
both, but its vulnerability to commerce remains a constant. In these narratives, bordercrossing commerce destabilizes nationhood not for financial reasons, but by mobilizing
ideas, bodies, and information in networks that bypass the authority of the nation-state.
The tension between global commerce and the maintenance of national identity
surfaces extensively in the works of three early nineteenth-century Scottish authors—
John Galt, Walter Scott, and Peter Buchan, all of whom produced historical literature set
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in the early- to mid-eighteenth century: Scott, historical novels, Galt, short, fictional
historical narratives called “theoretical histories,” and Buchan historical drama. This
pattern begs a question: what is it about early-nineteenth-century Scottish literature set in
the eighteenth century that enables the imagination of transnational traffic, which, at the
time of composition, was a topic most relevant to free trade debates? At the time Scott,
Galt, and Buchan were writing, free-trade debates were heated, with some defending free
trade, and others, like David Robinson, claiming it would harm the nation. At the time
that they were writing o f Scotland was in the process of uniting with England to form
Britain. As all three authors highlight, the newly emerging British identity was highly
unsettled. By doubling up this eighteenth-century context with the nineteenth-century
present, historical literature became uniquely poised to establish a link between bordercrossing commerce and anti-nationalist influx of all kinds, from the traffic in Catholic
paraphernalia to that in treasonous bodies.
The focus on eighteenth-century history enabled the imagination of a world in
which cross-national alliances and traffic could be stronger than those within the nation.
In the early and mid eighteenth century, Continental nations provided Scotland with
closer political allies and commercial partners than England. The historical novel’s
interest in nation building is not coincidental but rather inherent to the genre: the
historical novel evolved out of the national tale, a genre that stressed the cultural
distinctness o f the British periphery with an assertion of the unification of that periphery
with the English core (Trumpener “National Character,” Ferris). The intuitive inference,
that the historical novel’s return to the origins of nationhood necessarily involves an
interest in the pre-national—a realm of retrospectively surprising political alliances and
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emotional attachments between what will later become distinct, if not antagonistic,
nations—remains unexplored. In the process of chronicling the emergence of
nationhood, the historical novel offers glimpses of a pre-national world of cosmopolitan
alliance between Scotland and the Continent, thus turning the genre into a privileged
commentator on a world where British nationalism confronts pre-existing, competing
alliances and attachments. In particular, the Scottish historical novel foregrounds a
historical Scotland inextricably linked to the Continent, even in the very process of
critiquing and ultimately annihilating such pre-national attachments. And such
attachments unbound by national loyalties are exactly what Scott, Galt, and Buchan’s
contemporaries feared free trade would cultivate: a commonality of interest and ensuing
mingling with people outside the nation. Composed in the early-nineteenth century and
set in the eighteenth, the Scottish historical literature I examine in this chapter superposed
two crisis moments, both o f which involved extra-national alignments: that of the
transition into British nationhood and the on-going transition into free-market capitalism.
As such, the genre was uniquely poised to evoke and explore an issue haunting free-trade
debates: the tension between transnational commercial networks and British nationhood.

The Multi-Layered Politics and Cultural Significances of Smuggling
Scott, Galt, and Buchan each engage the resilience of cross-national influences
and alliances through the figure of the smuggler and the controversial objects, ideas, and
habits transported by this figure from Continental Europe into the homeland. Writing at a
time when Scotland’s identity as North Briton has been secured, these authors imagine
two distinct but concentric homelands that are subject to economic, cultural, and even
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military invasion: Scotland and Britain. Their plots ascribe to smuggling the potential to
undermine Scottish and British institutions, customs, and identities by introducing
Continental influences into the mix. In Galt’s Annals o f the Parish, smuggled French
brandy facilitates the replacement of modest Scottish-British traditions with a flamboyant
hedonism presumably typical of French culture. In Scott’s Waverley, Rob Roy, and
Redgauntlet, smuggling networks enable treasonous aristocrats and their artillery to
arrive secretly on the Scottish and English coastlines from France. In Buchan’s
Peterhead Smugglers, local smugglers unknowingly bring a murderous Jewish man from
Holland into their peaceful town. Each narrative features a unique embodiment o f ethnic,
racial, or religious otherness. What they have in common, however, is that bordercrossing commerce proves catastrophic for national prosperity.
The interpretation I have offered so far of the smuggler figure as the transporter of
threatening materials, sentiments, and bodies across national borders would remain
incomplete without an emphasis on an equally important, albeit contradictory, function of
smuggling in early nineteenth-century Scottish literature: the evocation o f a Scottish past
rebelling against English influence. After the 1707 Act of Union abolished the Scottish
parliament and united Scotland with England under the name o f Great Britain, illegal
importation became increasingly widespread along the Scottish coast. As soon as the
treaty was signed, import duties in Scotland were raised to match those in England;
subsequently, the Customs House became a symbol of oppression in Scotland, and
smuggling an assertion of the enduring spirit o f Scottish independence (Williams 89-92;
Lenman 51-52). Anti-Union sentiment persisted through the early- and mid-eighteenth
century in the form o f organized rebellions against the crown. During these years of
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conflict, smuggling not only provided merchants with profitable transactions and
customers with affordable commodities, but also constituted a form of political protest.
By ignoring customs duties, Scottish people rejected the legislative authority of the
English government and deprived it of a significant source of income. In the lateeighteenth century, after decades of governmental suppression, demands for Scottish
legislative independence faded. Concurrently, the volume of smuggling decreased
significantly because o f new security measures implemented by the London government
(Williams 157-204; Morley 117-159; Allardyce 13-14; Chatterton 94-338). Evoking this
historical context, Scott’s, Galt’s, and Buchan’s representations of smuggling drew their
audiences’ attention to eighteenth-century conflicts between Scots and English
authorities.
Ironically, then, the very emblem of Scotland’s independence from England—
smuggling—was also a sign of its enduring close ties with Continental nations. The
literary smuggler figure operates paradoxically on many levels: it signifies the spirit of
Scottish independence as mediated through transnational commerce and the vulnerability
o f both Scotland and Britain to Continental influence. The enduring, fascinating,
haunting figure of the smuggler, and especially the Scottish smuggler, in literature
perhaps owes to its ability to materialize the limits of the seemingly uncontestable
authority of the nation.
Even as actual smugglers virtually disappeared from the scene in Scotland toward
the end of the eighteenth century, the smuggler figure achieved a ubiquitous presence in
the rapidly developing and increasingly prominent field of political economy. The work
that established political economy as a distinct branch of social and scientific inquiry,
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Adam Smith’s Wealth o f Nations (1776), relied on the figure o f the smuggler to
demonstrate that governmental interference in international commerce was futile.
Writing in the heyday of smuggling, Smith reminded his readers: “mutual restraints have
put an end to all fair commerce between [Britain and France], and smugglers are now the
principal importers, either of British goods into France, or of French goods into Great
Britain.” (371). As he stressed, when governments prohibited or restricted importation,
smugglers ensured the survival of free trade. The so-called protectionist measures that
attempted to isolate the domestic economy were doomed to fail. As long as a commodity
was scarce in one country but not in another, “[n]o vigilance o f government” could
prevent its exportation, and “all the sanguinary laws of the customs” could not stop its
importation (333). The inevitability of importation and exportation reinforced the
underlying premise of the whole work: “natural” laws of economy would always assert
themselves, as if the famous invisible hand were directing all economic transactions. In
Smith’s account, smugglers obeyed putatively universal economic laws even as they
disobeyed the government. They reified the abstract laws that Smith claimed to reveal.
Smith’s followers in the nineteenth century similarly raised the issue of smuggling to
assert the impossibility o f breaking the global supply-and-demand circle. As
controversies over free trade intensified during the 1810s and 20s, essayists, economists,
and politicians referred to smuggling over and over to claim the inevitability of global
circulation or to condemn the urge to import. Such references are far too many to discuss
one by one, as they haunted almost every treatise and essay on free trade regardless of the
position o f the author.1 A representative example is from an Edinburgh Review essay by
political economist McCulloch: “Hence, whenever the duties on commerce are raised
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beyond a certain limit, their effect is to render them less productive than if they had been
lower, either by diminishing consumption, or by encouraging or promoting the
consumption o f such as are smuggled” (“A Free Trade Essential” 415). Although
McCulloch does not necessarily espouse smuggling, he uses its presence to evince the
inevitability o f commodity circulation. With the smuggler figure signifying an
underground free trader in the age of protectionism, smugglers aptly assumed a
significant discursive role in free trade debates. This development perhaps would have
been predictable to these economists’ contemporary audiences, since in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries Britons commonly referred to smugglers as “the free traders.”2
As in political economy, in Scott’s, Galt’s, and Buchan’s literary works the
smuggler figure functions as a trope for impossibility of isolating a nation from its
putative outside. However, unlike mainstream economists who support laissez-faire
principles, these authors approach border-crossing commerce skeptically, despite their
fascination with the Scottish past. Buchan, an active participant in the attempt to
revitalize Scottish ethnic identity, characterizes his smugglers as courageous and gentle
members o f the local community, but he also turns them into unwitting facilitators of the
racial other’s invasion o f the homeland. On the other side of the coin, Galt, an eloquent
opponent of free trade, characterizes his smugglers as corrupt disseminators of French
culture, but he also recognizes and celebrates smuggling as a particularly Scottish
activity. I place Scott on a continuum between Galt and Buchan: the ambiguous moral
status o f the smuggler is even more pronounced in the Waverley novels, which seem to
privilege neither the eighteenth- nor the nineteenth-century historical context.
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My choice to focus on Scottish texts to explore the tension between nationhood
and global commodity traffic follows from Scotland’s unique relation to the problems of
nation, kingdom, and empire on the one hand, and its rich history in economic theory on
the other. With the Union of 1707, Scotland abandoned its former commercial alliances
with the French and Scandinavian kingdoms in order to enter into trade relations with
British colonies in the Americas and the Indian subcontinent. Post-Union Scotland was
surrounded by multiple borders and frontiers: the English Channel and the North Sea
between Britain and the Continent, and the imperial frontiers in Asia, Africa, and
Australia. In the aftermath of the 1707 Act of Union, Scotland boasted high emigration
rates into the colonies and often welcomed back many former emigrants.3 With Scotland
realizing its pre-Union goal o f shifting its external commerce to England and the British
colonies, merchants and sailors who transported commodities were constantly on the
move across national and imperial borders.
Like Scotland’s participation in colonial and international commerce, its centrality
to free-trade debates renders Scottish literature a rich site for exploring the formation of
affective responses to border-crossing commerce. The Scottish Enlightenment’s
emphasis on social behavior and rationality, combined with its pursuit of scientific
inquiry, encouraged political economic analysis. Some of the most prominent names of
the Scottish Enlightenment, such as David Hume, Lord Karnes, and most famously Adam
Smith, investigated the outcomes of national economic policies. Building upon this
intellectual legacy, the next generation of Scottish economists such as James Mill and
John McCulloch worked on systematic studies of economic production and distribution
from the 1810s through the 1840s. Opposing the Com Laws that restricted the
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importation of grain, they advocated free trade.4 During this critical period in Britain’s
economic history, virtually every issue of Scotland’s two major periodicals, Blackwood’s
Edinburgh Magazine and the Edinburgh Review, featured essays on the government’s
policies in foreign commerce. While eloquent calls for free trade thrived in the
Edinburgh Review, Blackwood’s, with its Tory editorial policy, provided anti-free-trade
voices with a welcoming venue.5
In popular periodicals, free trade opponents frequently asserted the economic selfsufficiency o f the British Empire. For those who praised Britain’s pursuit of colonial
trade, free trading with independent nations was superfluous if not ruinous. Defending
the Com Laws as patriotic, Robinson argued that Britain had “risen to its present state” of
prosperity and prowess because of the restrictions it had placed on importation for
centuries. Reminding his readers of the persistence o f international rivalry, he asserted
that “plac[ing] the foreign farmer and manufacturer on a level with the English ones in
the English market” would undercut Britain’s global economic superiority (“Mr.
Huskisson’s Speech” 448). Similarly, Galt, who was a colonial administrator as well as a
fiction writer, maintained that Britain should strengthen its colonial monopoly rather than
pursue free trade with Continental nations. He assumed an economic model in which
each nation’s interest opposed that of others: “in every case where we give the foreigner
leave to compete with u s , . . . we must be sufferers.” He argued that the influx of foreign
commodities and merchants into Britain was detrimental to the domestic economy. As he
pointed out, “permitting the ships of foreigners to come to [British] shores” would
undermine national prestige by leading to a decrease in the number of British commercial
ships (“The Free Trade Question” 595). The intellectual support for the government’s
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regulation o f external commerce was thus markedly isolationist. Early-nineteenthcentury Scottish literature allows us to witness the affective basis behind this stance:
xenophobic anxiety and a heightened sense of vulnerability together motivated the
isolationist impulse.

Treasonous Commerce In Scott’s Jacobite Plots
Among the many historical novels by Scott that narrate the development and
suppression o f the Jacobite movement are Waverley (1814), Rob Roy (1817), and
Redgauntlet (1824). After the Glorious Revolution in England, those who supported the
exiled Stuart king James II and his descendents—called Jacobites after Jacobus, Latin for
James— carried out armed insurrections in 1715 and 1745. Jacobitism divided the
country virtually across ethnic lines, since the Stuart house had a Scottish lineage. The
uprisings originated in the Highlands, although some English Catholics covertly financed
them. Attending to Scott’s fascination with Jacobitism, many critics have argued that the
Waverley novels represent Britain’s ethnic and ideological unevenness only to abolish it:
an enthusiastic Unionist, Scott applauds the reconciliation of ethnic conflict within
Britain (Moretti 40; Trumpener Bardic Nationalism\2%-51; Kidd 258; Naim 115). While
I concur with the idea that Scott celebrates Scotland’s integration into Britain, I would
like to challenge the conventional account that the Waverley novels trace the triumph of a
consolidated British identity over an ethnically pure Scottish identity. I will argue that
Scott complicates the question of what precedes centralized nationhood: the Waverley
novels suggest that it is not only ethnic divisions, but also transnational networks of
cultural and economic exchange that threaten the British nation-state. In Waverley, the
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prominence of a transnational European identity in eighteenth-century Scotland
challenges the development of a consolidated British identity. Similarly, in Rob Roy and
Redgauntlet, commercial pathways between Britain and the Continent, as well as those
between Scotland and England, sustain seditious factions and enable them to infiltrate the
entirety o f Britain.
Commodity smuggling in Waverley is not just an illegal financial activity but also
a political threat that facilitates the 1745 Jacobite insurrection. The narrator describes
nocturnal activities at Sir Everard Waverley’s residence:
At the period of the Hanoverian succession [Sir Everard Waverley] had
withdrawn from parliament, and his conduct in the memorable year 1715
had not been altogether unsuspected. There were reports of private
musters and horses in Waverley-Chase by moonlight, and of cases of
carbines and pistols purchased in Holland, and addressed to the Baronet,
but intercepted by the vigilance of a riding officer of the excise, who was
afterwards tossed in a blanket on a moonless night by an association of
stout yeomen for his officiousness. (58)
The subtle identification of Sir Everard as a Jacobite sheds light on the full significance
o f smuggling in this passage. The contraband artillery from Holland evinces Sir
Everard’s participation in the 1715 uprising. The semi-comic description of the
collective action taken against the exciseman by Sir Everard’s tenants speaks
simultaneously of the tenants’ loyalty to their landlord and the widespread resentment
that customs officers inspire in locals. Singling out the contraband traffic in weapons as a
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facilitator of armed rebellion, the passage aligns smuggling with treason even as it
acknowledges its popularity and ubiquity.
As the plot unravels, commodity smuggling becomes incorporated into larger
networks o f transnational exchange. Jacobites’ political, commercial, and cultural ties to
Europe undermine the forging of a British identity. As the novel’s romantic hero
Waverley travels to the Scottish highlands, he meets prominent Jacobites with
cosmopolitan habits and characteristics. The lowland baron of Bradwardine, who takes
pride in his ethnic heritage, dresses “more like a Frenchman than an Englishman” and
“bears some resemblance to a Swiss officer of the guards”; his “language and habits are
as heterogeneous as his external appearance” (86-87). Flora and Fergus, two highland
Jacobites who fetishize historical Scottish heroes, are half French by birth and boast a
“foreign education” (313). For Flora’s admirers, her feminine appeal is rooted in her
cosmopolitan aesthetics: she “blend[s] together with great taste” Parisian fashion and
Highland dress, and, having remarkable command over French and Italian languages,
enjoys French, Italian, and English literatures (67). Flora and the other Jacobites’
Catholicism facilitates the cultivation of Continental habits and tastes by providing
affective and material connections to France and Italy. These characters’ conspicuously
Eurocentric cosmopolitanism is far from being truly global,6 but it nonetheless constitutes
an alternative to British nationalism. While Britain’s rivalry with France and Holland
counters the transnational European spirit, Scottish ethnic solidarity does not. The
provincial and the cosmopolitan converge through their mutual resistance to the authority
o f the nation-state.
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Like many of his adherents, the exiled prince Charles Edward bears signs of a
hybrid identity: English by birth and French by breeding, he speaks a mix of the two
languages. Although by British law he cannot set foot in Britain, he is secretly
transported across the English Channel by his supporters to command the insurrection.
Like the weapons acquired for his cause, his body is smuggled into Britain, where, like
many a smuggler’s cargo, it makes a “landing” in a “remote district” (296). The Prince’s
illegal entry into Britain transforms cross-national traffic into a security concern and
intimates the need to control the influx across national borders. Mythologizing Charles’s
crossing of the Channel along with the cosmopolitanism of Jacobites, Waverley
predicates the internal unevenness of Britain on external political forces and foreign
cultural influences.
Links between treason and border-crossing commodity traffic become more
conspicuous in Rob Roy. The novel’s romantic hero, a young Englishman named Francis
Osbaldistone, has just returned to England after having worked for a few years at a
French importation house. Confronting a single-minded father who demands that he join
the Osbaldistone commercial establishment, Francis announces his determination to
pursue literary interests. As the adamant businessman discovers to his dismay, his
romantic son has mastered the philosophy of free trade instead of learning about “tare and
tret” tariffs in France (9). Francis imagines a global community of human beings and
articulates the exigency o f commodity exchange: “[Commerce] connects nation with
nation, relieves the wants and contributes to the wealth of all, and is to the generalized
commonwealth o f the civilized world what the daily intercourse of life is to private
society, or rather, what air and food are to our bodies” (11). Francis’s rhetoric turns
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economic laws into natural ones. In this vision, commerce transcends the self-interest of
nations and individuals and serves the interests of all nations at once. Calling himself a
“citizen of the world,” Francis praises international commerce despite his reluctance to
take part in it (26).
Francis’s vision of global harmony echoes Immanuel Kant’s idealization of
international commerce in his seminal “Perpetual Peace.” In this essay, Kant claimed
that by exchanging commodities, “distant parts of the world [could] come into peaceable
relations with each other.” His philosophy of commerce embodied a cosmopolitan
outlook that privileged the devotion to a worldwide community of human beings over
national attachment: “the human race,” he posited, could gradually “be brought closer to
a constitution establishing world citizenship” through the expansion of trade routes (3637). With the advent of global commerce, human beings would be no more devoted to
those living in geographical proximity to themselves than to those inhabiting far-off
lands. Inheriting the cosmopolitan defense of commerce, nineteenth-century advocates of
free trade popularized the notion that free trade would enrich all nations at once.
Through its romantic hero’s appropriation of this idealistic rhetoric, Rob Roy parodies
contemporary economists’ call for free trade. Francis’s double journey from naivete to
wisdom and rebellion to obedience reveals his initial views on commerce to be at best
incomplete. His experiences in London, Glasgow, and the Scottish-English border zone
reveal that commerce renders the nation vulnerable even as it insures its wealth.
An extended trip to North Britain allows Francis to witness the multiple ways in
which Jacobites utilize commercial networks among England, Scotland, and the
Continent to further their own cause. While Francis travels, his cousin Rashleigh, the
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novel’s Jacobite villain, takes control of the Osbaldistone family business in London.
Exposure to this scheme is crucial to the romantic hero’s education, as it reveals the
susceptibility o f commercial privilege to political abuse. Francis’s distant relative Die
Vernon explains why Rashleigh confiscates the bills granted to some Scottish lords by
Mr. Osbaldistone:
[B]ut believe me, Rashleigh's views extend far beyond the possession or
increase of commercial wealth: he will only make the command of Mr.
Osbaldistone's revenues and property the means of putting in motion his
own ambitious and extensive schemes. While your father was in Britain
this was impossible; during his absence, Rashleigh will possess many
opportunities, and he will not neglect to use them. (145)
As this account allows the reader to recognize, through intricate twists the plot predicates
the vulnerability o f the Osbaldistone company and the British nation on Mr.
Osbaldistone’s preoccupation with Continental trade. Seizing the opportunity provided
by Mr. Osbaldistone’s business trip to Holland, Rashleigh manipulates existing
commercial relations between Scotland and England to raise discontent among Scottish
lords. The lords’ financial frustration will, Rashleigh hopes, turn into political
resentment toward England and expedite the brewing insurrection. Within the internal
logic o f the novel, it seems that if the Jacobites succeed to usurp the commodity traffic
between England and Scotland, the British nation will disintegrate.
The ubiquity of illegal commercial transactions in Rob Roy provides the novel
with thematic coherence. The Highland freebooter Rob Roy emerges as the benevolent
double of the Jacobite villain. Like Rashleigh, Rob Roy controls commercial routes and
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seizes others’ property, but, unlike the villain, he is loyal to his people and selfsacrificing. Manipulating the commodity traffic going into and out of the Highlands, he
single-handedly constructs a local economy that enables Highlanders to govern
themselves and resist the impositions of the London government. The novel’s portrayal
o f the economic competition between seditious Highlanders and enthusiastic Unionists
not only provides narrative conflict and suspence, but also challenges the Enlightenment
perspective on commerce as a transnational peacemaker. As Francis must realize,
commerce, like politics, is a realm of strife and domination. Featuring local rebels who
turn expansive commercial networks into weapons against the nation-state’s centralized
authority, Rob Roy points to the role that economic exchange plays in both the
construction and dissolution of communities.
The subversive potential of commerce also surfaces in smuggling. The novel’s
comic smuggler, Andrew, expresses the political rationale that underlies the contraband
traffic:
“It’s a mere spoiling o ’ the Egyptians. [...] Puir auld Scotland suffers
enough by thae blackguard loons o’ excisemen and gaugers, that hae come
down on her like locusts since the sad and sorrowfu’ Union; it’s the part of
a kind son to bring her a soup o’ something that will keep up her auld
heart, and that will they nill they, the ill-fa’ard thieves.” (165)
The Christian tropes of his speech suggest that the Scottish people smuggle to defend
their homeland against invaders. Portraying the Scottish people as the righteous
oppressed and the English officers as the brute oppressors, the smuggler’s rhetoric turns
disloyalty to Britain into devotion to Scotland. The gradual revelation of Andrew’s
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disloyalty to his own master, however, renders this rhetoric of martyrdom ironic. Unlike
Rob Roy, Andrew is not altruistic. Along with Francis, readers soon discover that
Andrew’s opposition to the London government is merely a fa?ade that obscures his
relentless pursuit o f financial profit. His petty moneymaking schemes, which culminate
in his financially motivated alliance with Jacobites, attest to his inability to transcend
self-interest. In the end, the plot reveals Andrew’s claim to relieve the Scottish people of
their oppressors to be nothing but a false justification of egotistical aspirations to
financial and political power.
Commerce plays as strong a role in solidifying the Union as it does in
undermining it. If illegal commercial networks evoke the nation-state’s fragility, colonial
trade relations promise the recuperation of national solidarity. In Glasgow, Francis
encounters a surprisingly industrialized city; in Mr. Jarvie, the Lowland gentleman who
guides his visit, he finds an able ally against Rashleigh and other Jacobite conspirators.
A devoted Briton, the host is a character whose courtesy, hard work, and financial
wisdom provide early indications of the future success of the Union. The host bonds with
his English visitors through their mutual interest in colonial commerce. Francis narrates,
“We found the liquor exceedingly palatable, and it led to a long conversation between
Owen and our host [Mr. Jarvie] on the opening which the Union had afforded to trace
between Glasgow and the British colonies in America and the West Indies” (226). The
circular logic that underlies this assertion is telling: the desire to invest in colonial
markets not only motivates the Union, but also provides the emotional connection
between the ethnic groups that comprise Great Britain. Insofar as the visitor and the host
metonymically represent the English and the Scottish, colonialism facilitates the
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formation o f mutual sympathy between the subjects of the two kingdoms. In Scott’s
imagination, commerce seems to provide the seams that hold the British nation together,
although those seams also establish fault lines where separation occurs.
Scott’s valorization of colonial commerce finds its full significance in the context
of the progressive model o f history construed by Enlightenment philosopher Adam
Ferguson. According to Ferguson, societies go through “savage” and “barbarian” stages
only to arrive at the ultimate “commercial state”: “The prospect of being able to exchange
one commodity for another turns, by degrees, the hunter and warrior into a tradesman and
merchant” (172). The theory that economic exchange reforms primitive society provides
an excuse for British colonization in Asia and Africa, as well as promising the
modernization of post-Union Scotland. In accordance with Ferguson’s theory, Scott’s
account of the demise of feudal clanship in the Highlands assigns an influential role to
commerce. This embrace of economic progressivism has led critics to the argument that
the Waverley novels espouse a competitive market economy.7 However, while Scott’s
celebration o f modernization does embrace commercial development, he remains more
ambivalent about capitalism than many critics acknowledge.
A devout supporter of Scotland’s economic and political integration with
England, Scott supported the Union despite his enthusiasm to the keep Scottish cultural
heritage alive. But Scott was as much a conservative as he was a Unionist. An
outspoken Tory, he prompted the founding o f the conservative periodical Blackwood’s
(Sutherland 107-11, 120, 137), which persistently criticized mainstream economists’
promotion o f laissez-faire. Lawrence Poston notes Scott’s skepticism of the free-market
economy: “Many o f his sympathies lay with the moneymaking class to which he
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belonged; another side of him, reflecting his innate Tory paternalism, was appalled at the
human waste that an unrestrained competitiveness could produce” (63). The tension
between Scott’s economic conservatism and his pro-industrialist Unionist stance surfaces
in the internal contradictions that mark the Waverley novels’ treatment of border-crossing
commerce. While colonial trade reveals the modernizing influence of global commodity
traffic, unregulated exchange between Scotland and England as well as that between
Britain and the Continent facilitate the infiltration of enemies into all parts of the country.
Although the Waverley novels do not establish continuity between the economies o f
eighteenth-century and contemporary Britain, they do challenge the free trade philosophy
construed by Scott’s contemporaries. In contrast to the principle that self-interested
Q

importers and exporters inevitably serve the national interest, the Waverley novels
imagine a world where the pursuit of profit renders the nation vulnerable to external and
internal threats.
The theme of seditious infiltration introduces unsettling questions about
mercantile ethics in Redgauntlet. As in Rob Roy, in this novel the smuggler figure
associates mercantile activities with selfishness* disloyalty, and even treason. The topic
o f smuggling is exactly where the tension between patriotic loyalty and the pursuit of
financial self-interest surfaces, because border-crossing commerce exposes merchants to
customers who are at the wrong end of the political spectrum. The novel’s political plot
features a Jacobite aristocrat, the eponymous Redgauntlet, who lives as a smuggler in
disguise in the Solway region, a border zone between England and Scotland. Redgauntlet
invites Prince Charles to Britain a few decades after the 1745 insurrection to lead a new
uprising, but other land-owning Jacobites are not as enthusiastic. Angry at their
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reluctance to mobilize their tenants, Redgauntlet finally leaves for France with the Prince.
This political plot is purely fictional. Whereas the Jacobite rebellions in Waverley and
Rob Roy derive from the historical developments of 1745 and 1715, those in Redgauntlet
have no historical referent. But the novel does not contradict historical knowledge either,
because its Jacobite conspiracy remains a well-kept secret both before and after its
ultimate failure. The secrecy of the whole affair derives from Redgauntlet’s reliance on
an elaborate underground smuggling network. After the 1745 uprising and before the
initiation of his conspiracy, he keeps himself busy smuggling in the Solway region. His
tenants, who agree to take up arms should an insurrection recur, smuggle. Most
importantly, he relies on smugglers to communicate with other Jacobites and to travel
between England and Scotland. Numerous smugglers serve him by circulating
documents, commodities, and weapons as he plans the next uprising. The smugglers’
ultimate service to their Jacobite employer is the transportation of the Prince. When all
hopes o f initiating an insurrection fail, a smuggling ship secures the Prince’s departure
from Scotland for France. Acknowledging defeat, Redgauntlet leaves with him.
The wisdom of a blind fiddler named Wandering Willie is crucial to the novel’s
affiliation o f smuggling with disloyalty. On his way to a country dance, Willie hears a
faint sound of music; instantly, he begins to deliver a tirade: “The whoreson fisher
rabble—they have brought another violer upon my walk—they are such smuggling
blackguards, that they must run in their very music—but I’ll saur them waur than ony
gauger in the county” (103). Willie’s suspicion presents witty insight into the economy
of smuggling. Confronting laws that aim to protect a local or domestic economy,
smugglers refuse to limit business transactions to the local market. In doing so they not
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only take advantage of the protectionist laws they break, but also undo the monopoly of
local suppliers. If the villagers invite anybody but Willie to play at their dance, they are
smuggling, because they go against local customs and break Willie’s monopoly in his
own neighborhood. In this larger sense, one can smuggle anything, not just commodities.
Illegal introduction o f materials, persons, or even ideas into an otherwise self-enclosed
locality, especially with the purpose o f undermining the locals’ privileges, constitutes
smuggling.
The transcendence of local allegiances, so highly valued by cosmopolitan
defendants o f free trade such as Kant, thus achieves criminal status in the novel. The
failure to give preference to locals over inhabitants of distant regions violates an
unwritten code. The figurative understanding of smuggling as disloyalty to the locals
sheds light on the alliance between Jacobites and smugglers. Jacobites aim to do
politically what smugglers do economically: they wish to “import” a King to undo the
Hanoverian monopoly upon the British crown. But by turning smuggling into a trope,
Willie also divests the contraband traffic of its historical context. As Rob Roy’s smuggler
articulates, if smuggling is an act of disloyalty to the government, it is also an act of
loyalty to the Scottish people who suffer under that government. Willie’s metaphorical
interpretation, however, portrays smuggling as an act of disloyalty.
The figure of the unfaithful smuggler haunts the novel’s quest narrative, in which
the young Edinburgh barrister Alan Fairford finds out that his dear friend Darsie has been
kidnapped by Redgauntlet for no apparent reason and attempts to rescue him. Alan
follows many a duplicitous smuggler on his way to Redgauntlet’s secret location. As he
gradually discovers, every single smuggler who transports cargo—weapons, visitors,
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news—for the Jacobite landowner actually disapproves of the Jacobite cause and dislikes
Redgauntlet’s personality. In other words, the smugglers serve a cause to which they do
not adhere. The relentless emphasis that Redgauntlet places on the discrepancy between
the smugglers’ political beliefs and their commercial activities questions whether the
pursuit o f financial self-interest and patriotic loyalty can co-exist. Dealing with
customers on mutually opposing sides of the Jacobite political conflict, the novel’s
merchants must sustain ties with both. In imagining the tension between smugglers’
commercial service and their ideological position, the novel reverses historical context.
Since most Scottish smugglers fervently opposed the Union, historically smuggling
hardly entailed a divergence between political principle and personal gain.
Redgauntlet imagines a world in which the devotion to the safe, swift, and
confidential transportation o f cargoes conflicts with religious and patriotic commitments.
When the head smuggler, Tom Trumbull, asks his employee Job why he is “not at
worship” on the holy day, Job says he “staid to serve out the article.” In response,
Trumbull comments, “True—a work of necessity, and in the way of business” (238). The
novel’s condemnation of smugglers relies on racial prejudice at this point: the designation
o f Saturday as the holy day affiliates the smugglers’ greed with Jewishness. Religion,
then, doubles the challenge that these smugglers present to national uniformity. Not only
do they exacerbate ethnic conflict, but they also introduce religious unevenness. Like
religious devotion, political fidelity crumbles under the reign of commerce. Coordinating
the contraband traffic in the Solway region, Trumbull asks Job, “Does the Jumping Jenny
sail this tide?”:
“Ay, ay, sir; she sails for

”
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“I did not ask you where she sailed for, Job,” said the old
gentleman, interrupting him. “I thank my Maker, I know nothing of their
in-comings or out-goings. I sell my article fairly, and in the ordinary way
o f business; and I wash my hands of everything else.” (238)
Trumbull neither discriminates among customers nor pries into their affairs. As
duplicitous as he is, this business code remains intact—and herein lies the novel’s
implicit critique of the pursuit of financial profit. Preoccupation with commercial codes
produces religiously irresponsible and politically corrupt subjects even as it ensures
financial reliability. Trumbull proudly sums up his business ethics: “I sell my
commodities to him who comes in the way of business,” he boasts, “fear[ing] neither
gauger nor collector, neither excise nor customs” (239). The sinister undertone of this
well-deserved claim to professional integrity reveals an anxiety-provoking predicament: a
dedicated merchant cannot remain a loyal subject to the king.
The double commitment to the contraband trade and the crown shapes the
poignant fate of the novel’s tragic hero, Captain Nanty. Ardently devoted to the British
king, Nanty nonetheless transports weapons and other commodities for Redgauntlet. The
tension between his political orientation and his commercial practice tortures him.
Haunted by his predicament, he is articulate in his disapproval of the Jacobite Lord: “[the
Laird] is stirring up all the honest fellows who should be drinking their brandy quietly...
Here is to the prosperity of King George the Third, and the true Presbyterian religion, and
confusion to the Pope, the Devil, and the Pretender!” (261). According to the ethical
paradigms that Nanty establishes here, political deception deserves condemnation, even
though financial fraud does not. The novel raises sympathy for merchants’ dilemmas by
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portraying the anguish of its Presbyterian smuggler. When drinking does not help Nanty
forget his pain, he vents his anger. As he announces, he “would not have the brig be
made a ferry-boat for . . . jacobitical, old fashioned riff-raff’ if the decision was his rather
than the ship-owner’s (262). He transports ammunition for the insurrection only because
he upholds commercial principles: “being contraband goods, and on board my vessel, and
I with my sailing orders in my hand, why, I am to forward them as directed” (262).
Nanty betrays the king exactly because he has good business ethics. In the complex
scenario that the plot weaves, good customer service entails treason: ‘“ I wish [the kegs
that contain a hanging matter] were at the bottom of Wampool River, with them they
belong to,’ said Nanty Ewart. ‘But they are part of cargo’” (265). The operation o f the
supply-and-demand mechanism, it seems, crushes the individual subject just as it ruptures
the nation.
The novel grants its Presbyterian smuggler the privilege of dying for his ideals.
Well aware that Redgauntlet and Charles Edward need to escape from Scotland
immediately, Nanty expresses surprise when Redgauntlet’s servant asks him to “take no
notice of any signal from the shore”:
“Oh, ho! Then, the Jacobite gentry are not so safe as they think
themselves,” said Nanty.
“In an hour or two,” replied Nixon, “they will be made safer in the
Carlisle Castle.”
“The devil they will!” said [Nanty]; “and you have been the
informer, I suppose?”
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“Yes; I have been ill paid for my service among these Redgauntlets..

“And I will be as frank with you,” said the smuggler, “you are a
d—d old traitor—traitor to the man whose bread you eat! Me help to
betray poor devils, that have been so often betrayed myself! Not if they
were a hundred Popes, Devils, and Pretenders. I will back and tell them
their danger—they are part o f cargo—regularly invoiced—put under my
charge by the owners—I’ll back”— (360, emphasis mine)
To the very end, Nanty abides by his commercial ethics. To protect his cargo, he
sacrifices his life along with his political integrity. His death attests to the
irreconcilability of commercial loyalty with any other kind of attachment, because it
ensures the Jacobite patriarch’s safety. But it also minimizes the ideological difference
between feudal faithfulness to one’s masters and the commercial obligation to one’s
customers. The captain’s death for the very cargo that he detests temporarily suppresses
the ideological tension between feudalism and capitalist individualism. His faithfulness
to his cargo lives up to the standard of self-sacrifice set by fictional feudal servants such
as Waverley’s Evan Dhu.
Scott’s imagination of the antagonism between affective loyalty and commercial
traffic anticipates Victorian critiques of the market economy. More importantly for my
purposes, the resonance between Scott’s and the Victorians’ condemnation of commerce
suggests that mid-nineteenth-century critiques of the laissez-faire economy were building
upon isolationist responses to border-crossing commerce. Granted, if the Waverley
novels’ criticism o f unregulated commodity exchange stems from hostility toward inter-
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and trans-national commerce, Victorian essayists Thomas Carlyle’s and John Ruskin’s
more generalized attacks on capitalist development target domestic market relations as
well as global ones. However, like Scott, Carlyle and Ruskin affiliate commercial
activity with disloyalty. In their influential attacks on the pervasiveness of market
relations, they insist that while the paternalist economy was a system that honored
affective loyalties, its successor, the laissez-faire system, discounted and undermined
them. Carlyle laments, “[A]ll the government of the Poor by the Rich has long ago given
over to Supply-and-demand” (151). His tone betrays nostalgia for a bygone economic
system in which, according to him, the rich took care of the poor out of genuine affection.
Arguing that human sympathy, rather than maximum profit, should shape economic
relations, he declares emphatically, “Cash-payment is not the sole relation of human
beings” (148). Similarly apprehensive about the cash-nexus, Ruskin remains hostile to
contemporary methods of economic analysis for their ignorance of human emotion. He
criticizes “the idea that an advantageous code of social action may be determined
irrespectively o f the influence of social affection.” He asks provocatively, “what is it that
a merchant would die for?” (168). Noting that a soldier would die for his country and a
doctor for his patient, he defends economic paternalism upon the grounds that the
emerging free market economy undercuts affective ties among individuals and
communities.
Scott’s vision is perhaps more optimistic that that Ruskin’s: Redgauntlef s tragic
hero’s willingness to die for his cargo negates the concern that a merchant has no ethical
obligation to self-sacrifice. By assigning ethical principles to mercenary activities, Scott
ultimately hints at the utopic possibility of sustaining ethical responsibility even in a
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world where commercial relations reign supreme. A merchant who would die for his
cargo is a reassuring fantasy, even when that fatal cargo happens to be a Stuart Prince and
a tyrannical Jacobite aristocrat. If duplicitous smugglers such as Tom Trumbull and Job
suggest that merchants render the nation vulnerable to external threats, Nanty reveals that
not all smugglers are devoid of ethical commitments. This exoneration of the individual
smuggler raises tolerance for the prevalence of smuggling in the Scottish past, although
the narrative simultaneously formulates concerns similar to the ones Carlyle and Ruskin
would articulate decades later.
Without doubt, issues such as the condition of the working classes were crucial to
the condemnation o f ffee-market capitalism in the mid-Victorian period, but, as I argue,
the peculiar notion that commodity exchange bred political and interpersonal disloyalty
had its roots in pre-existing concerns about importation. What I am proposing is that the
perceived antagonism between commercial activity and the nation-state facilitated the
development o f anti-ffee-market sentiment in the nineteenth century. Early nineteenthcentury narratives of smuggling so astutely formulated that antagonism, because—as
Redgauntlef s wise fiddler notes— smuggling signified a preference for the foreign over
the local. By definition, smugglers failed to honor their obligations to their neighbors and
compatriots. By dwelling upon the tension between the consumption of foreign goods
and patriotic loyalty, early-nineteenth-century literary narratives about smuggling in
eighteenth-century Scotland spoke to contemporary developments in British economic
policy.
In 1820, six years after the publication of Waverley and four years before that of
Redgauntlet, the tension between patriotic sentiment and commercial motive erupted in
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the controversial submission of the London Merchants’ Petition to the British parliament.
Asking for a repeal of the Com Laws specifically and of all import duties generally, the
merchants made a ground-breaking demand for laissez-faire economics: “the maxim of
buying in the cheapest market and selling in the dearest, which regulates every individual
in his individual dealings, is strictly applicable, as the best rale for the trade of the
nation.” As a parliamentary historian notes, “fundamental to this document was the
assertion that national economic policy should be determined by analogies with the
dictates o f the private business calculus.”9 The bill was so controversial that even the
radical representative who introduced it to the Parliament qualified the London
merchants’ demand by noting that the freedom of trade should be promoted only “as was
compatible with other and important considerations,” thus reasserting the governmental
authority that the petition denied (Baring qtd in Gordon 72). While politicians in London
attended to the tension between ffee-market imperatives and the authority o f the nation
state, Scott imagined the disastrous effects of unimpeded commodity traffic on individual
subjects’ allegiance to their homelands. In the memorable mythology that the Waverley
novels provided, the economic challenge to national security seeped into the domain of
subjective experience, destroying individual integrity as it dissolved patriotic loyalty.

Alternative Valences o f Smuggling in the Literary Context of the Waverley Novels
The Waverley novels’ exploration of the transnational networks provided by
border-crossing commercial exchange is part of a larger trend in early-nineteenth-century
Scottish literature to explore the limits of nationhood and the valence of an emerging
order o f ffee-market capitalism. To trace this larger trend, I turn to the work of Scott’s
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Scottish contemporaries, Galt and Buchan, who similarly treated border-crossing
commercial networks as threats to self-enclosed polities or communities. Galt’s and
Buchan’s work reveals that commerce represented and enabled the mingling of
Continental and British peoples beyond the Jacobite plot.
Galt, writing fiction in a genre developed out of the “theoretical histories” of
Enlightenment philosophy that traced the evolution of societies in time,10 narrates the
progress of provincial Scottish communities in Tales from the West, his loosely tied
trilogy comprised o f The Annals o f the Parish (1821), The Provost (1822), and The Last
o f the Lairds (1826). There seems to be a consensus among Galt scholars that the kind of
progress most central to Galt’s fiction is economic, but in their accounts economic
change is all too easily reduced to industrial development. According to Keith Costain,
Galt’s fiction reflects the “spirit of [his] age” by exploring economic change (“Spirit”);
Annals o f the Parish is an optimistic investigation of how “pastoral [values] may be
retained in an industrial world by means of education and cultural enrichment” (“Scottish
Fiction” 119). Similarly, John MacQueen maintains that Galt captured in the Annals the
social essence o f the process of industrialization. MacQueen acknowledges Galt’s
attentiveness to global economic development, but for him that development is the
transition to industrialism:
The location of the parish . . . makes internal events typify what is
happening in the wider world, if not from China to Peru, at least from
India to the United States—the wider world, too, which, under the
influence of the Enlightenment, was beginning to change from an agrarian
to industrial economy. (342)
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Galt’s interest in economic transformation is thus equated with his interest
industrialization. Even those studies that do not directly address Galt’s treatment of
industrialization, such as Ann Roberts Divine’s essay on urbanization as a critical issue in
Annals o f the Parish, privilege industrial development as the primary axis of economic
change. I would like to shift this focus and argue that the historical development of freetrade liberalism is as central to Galt’s fiction as the industrial revolution. Galt’s own
career as a businessman suggests that he would be at least as interested in commercial
expansion as industrial development: he went on commercial ventures to France,
Holland, and Turkey, worked for the Canada Land Company, and published a book on
commercial topics as well as two essays specifically on free trade. Galt’s interest in
international and colonial commerce becomes evident in his economic writings as well as
his literary representations o f contraband traffic, exports, and imports.
Those scholars who note the presence of commercial themes in Galt notice only
one kind o f commerce: imperial. Although commodity flow in Galt’s work spans
European countries as well as English colonies, critics treat colonial commerce as the
only kind of commerce significant to Galt’s theoretical histories. Trumpener observes,
for example, that Galt addressed “the influence of the British imperial economy on
Scottish history” (Bardic 277). She argues that, from The Last o f the Lairds to Bogle
Corbet, he exposes how imperial business ventures, successful or not, transform the
Scottish social fabric. The recognition of the centrality of the imperial enterprise to
Galt’s work—hardly a surprise given his career as the superintendent of the Canada Land
Company—ignores the author’s attentiveness to other aspects of nineteenth-century
capitalism such as international commerce. Canada as a British colony receives much
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attention but not France. Recent studies have explored Galt’s portrayal of “the general
democratic spirit” among colonial settlers in Canada, his belief in the need to urbanize
the settlement, and how his fiction and town-building efforts share a common
architecture (Waterston, Stelter, Whistler). While the presence of the colonial in his
fiction has been very much under scrutiny, the relentless emphasis he places on
Scotland’s relationship with the Continent and especially France has gone unnoticed.
I would like to return now to Annals o f the Parish to explore how contraband
goods ascribe to the permeability of national borders a potential to undo national identity.
Especially relevant to my argument here is the rivalry between imperial commodities and
Continental ones, and these commodities’ metonymical representation o f the competing
economic forces o f imperial and international commerce. I propose that the Annals
formulates and develops Galt’s isolationist concerns about free trade, which his economic
essays on the topic, focusing on financial profit rather than nationalistic sentiment,
intimate between the lines. The superposition of two temporal contexts is key here:
Galt’s economic essays on free trade speak to the economic context of the 1820s, in
which free trade in general and the importation of com in particular were controversial
issues. But his fiction is set in the eighteenth-century, the heyday of smuggling in
Scotland when the Scottish urge to be independent from England, combined with
longstanding alliances between merchants from the Continent and Scotland, constituted a
threat to the consolidation o f a British identity under the English government.
The narrator of Annals o f the Parish, the Reverend Micah Balwhidder,
retrospectively chronicles the major events that take place in his small parish, Dalmailing,
between the years 1760 and 1810. Interestingly, although the local effects of the
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American War and the local response to Napoleanic threat receive some attention,
Balwhidder devotes more space to recounting the growth and decline of smuggling.
From a diatribe condemning the consumption of French brandy to a comic episode
revealing two sisters’ tea smuggling adventures, Balwhidder’s interest in contraband
traffic is unfaltering. In fact, so is his interest in all kinds of border-crossing commodity
flow. From Ayrshire’s cheese exports and colonial coffee beans to “turtle-fish” from the
West Indies and the contested importation o f wheat and flour, all kinds of commodities
boasting global distribution make their way into the self-enclosed parish.
The Reverend Balwhiddle, who calls smuggling “the wicked mother o f many
mischiefs,” condemns the rise of smuggling in his parish in 1761:
It was in this year that the great smuggling trade corrupted all the West
C oast... The tea was going like the chaff, the brandy like well-water, and
the wastrie of all things was terrible... There was continual drunkenness
and debauchery; and our Session, that was but on the lip of this whirlpool
of iniquity, had an awful time o ’t. I did all that was in the power of nature
to keep my people from the contagion... But for all I could do, the evil
got in among us, and we had no less than three contested bastard baims
upon our hands at one time. (10)
This condemnation of smuggling is an attack on smuggled commodities and their effects
on the people of Dalmailing. The avoidance of customs duties is not a problem in and of
itself. The principle problem with the consumption of tea and brandy is that it embodies
and produces excess. The simile that the parishioners consume tea and brandy like grain
and water is telling. Tea and brandy are not luxury commodities— although if it were not
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for smugglers they would have been—, yet they evoke vanity, exactly because they are
not crucial to biological survival. Their consumption thus embodies prodigality. It also
engenders excess sexuality, which finds no outlet but illegitimate sex. The causal
relation that the passage imagines between contraband consumption and illegitimate
sexual reproduction extends the category of economic excess to population growth. The
hierarchy o f commodities that surfaces in this passage subscribes to political economy’s
imagination o f “lesser” commodities that are neither essential nor enduring.
Conservative economist William Spence, whose attack against free trade inspired the
anti-free trade movement greatly, similarly disapproves of luxuries for their ephemerality
and places that disapproval in the service of his attack on free trade:
[M]ore than half the value of all that we im port. . . is made up of wealth
of the most fugitive and evanescent kind, of articles no way necessary for
even comfortable existence, and which are wholly consumed before the
end of the year in which they are imported, leaving not a vestige of their
ever having existed. (55)
In this passage, in a move remarkably similar to that of the fictional Mr. Balwhidder,
Spence attempts to justify economic isolationism by arguing that most foreign
commodities are devoid of use value. While Spence’s foreign commodities leave no
traces, however, Balwhiddle’s tea and brandy leave permanent ones: they mark the
bodies o f women and their children.
The extraordinary power that Balwhidder grants to foreign commodities arises
from the governing trope of the passage, invasion. Smuggling is a “contagion,” and
despite the minister’s efforts, it “g[ets] in among [the parishioners].” Contraband influx
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captures the parish, much like an epidemic or army would. The reference to “bastard
bairns” furthers this trope by suggesting the particularly penetrating nature of the threat.
The geographical source of the threat would have been obvious to Galt’s historical
audience, most of whom were likely to consume smuggled goods. Tea was most
commonly smuggled into Britain from China through Europe, and brandy was always
smuggled from France. Although as commodities per se, tea or brandy cannot invade
Dalmailing, the culture they metonymically represent can. Especially brandy presents an
opportunity to construct a strong metonymic relation between a commodity and the
culture of its geographical origin, because its effects on the body replicate those traits
stereotypically assigned to the French. What is so fascinating about the anxiety that we
witness in Annals o f the Parish is the intertwining of consumer discontent based in
politics with that based in morality. Conventionally in theories on consumerism the two
types of consumer reaction appear distinct, so as to emphasize the “ever-changing
agendas” o f consumer protest: “Goods have been criticized for undermining the control
of the self such as alcohol, tobacco, and other narcotics. Goods themselves may be
morally acceptable, but the way in which they are produced. . . may be the cause of
moral and political complaint” (Daunton 3). Balwhidder’s scrambling of the two agendas
is as telling as it is comic.
The narrative’s depiction of the fear of cultural invasion extends beyond
contraband brandy, which to Balwhidder’s dismay is not the only French product
consumed in the parish at this time:
[A] thing happened in this year, which deserves to be recorded, as
manifesting what effect the smuggling was beginning to take in the morals
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of the country side. One Mr. Macskipnish, of Highland parentage, who
had been a valet-de-chambre with a Major in the campaigns, and taken a
prisoner with him by the French, he having come home in a cartel, took up
a dancing school at Irville, the which art he had learnt in the genteelest
fashion, in the mode of Paris, at the French court. Such a thing as a
dancing school had never, in the memory of man, been known in our
country side; and there was such a sound about the steps and cotillions of
Mr. Macskipnish, that every lad and lass . . . went to him ... The very
bairns on the loan.. gaed linking and louping in the steps of Mr.
Macskipnish... [Mr. Macskipnish] brought no hat on his head but a droll
cockit thing under his arm, which, he said, was after the manner of the
courtiers at the petty suppers of one Madam Pompadour, who was, at that
time, the concubine of the French King.

(15)
With his French hat and French steps, Mr. Macskipnish exerts a strong influence on the
bodies o f the youngsters in the parish. Like French brandy, French dancing targets the
body, a site most appropriate for intimating that national culture’s putative appeal to
instincts as well the invasive nature of cultural conquest. That anxieties about hybrid
identity are directed specifically at the French comes as no surprise, given the fact that
Galt wrote the Annals during the Napoleonic Wars. In addition to the simple historical
fact that smuggled commodities did actually frequently come from France, the fact that
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Napoleon was attempting to take over Britain heightened the sensibility to French
invasion.
In presenting a sexualized and moralistic aversion to French products, Annals o f
the Parish fleshes out a sentiment that political economy of its time diagnosed, but did
not explore. In the four year period preceding and following the publication of John
Galt’s Annals o f the Parish, J. R. McCulloch was especially interested in the high
customs duties on French wines which virtually put an end to their importation. As a
proponent of free trade who defended that the abolishment or reduction of Customs
duties would benefit Britain even if it were unilateral, he called for the repeal of
excessive duties on wine. In his regular contributions to the Edinburgh Review, he
intimated repeatedly that the case against free trade rested on solely on emotions and
prejudices. He lamented “the old-womanish and groundless prejudices against a
commercial intercourse with France” and stated that to establish commercial bonds with
the French, the British had “only to relinquish a few of the worst and most contemptible
of [their] prejudices.” (“Duties” 426; “Commercial Embarrassments” 57). In fact,
decades before the Napoleonic Wars, David Hume in his economic writings noted, “Our
jealousy and our hatred o f FRANCE are without bounds” (“O f the Balance”). Political
economy’s self-proclaimed claim to scientific methodology and accuracy reveal the
seriousness of this accusation. His rhetorical strategy divests the case against free trade
from its claim to scientific objectivity while affirming his own. Annals o f the Parish
provides a set o f sentiments that fill the gap in McCulloch’s brief references to the
affective basis protectionism. However, in highlighting the nationalist and xenophobic
motives behind the opposition to free trade, I do not wish to obscure free traders’ own
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embeddedness in nationalist and imperialist structures of affect, which is a topic chapters
three and four explore.
The question of the colonial commodity complicates a narrative that might
otherwise seem to promote cultural isolationism. The trope of invasion does not extend
to the heaps of sugar and coffee beans that come from the West Indies. Once we enter
the imperial narrative, the jam and jelly that parishioners make from English gooseberries
and Jamaican sugar appear as emblems of industry:
the fashion to make jam and jelly, which hitherto had been only known in
the kitchens and confectionaries of the gentry, came to be produced in the
clachan. All this, however, was not without a plausible pretext, for it was
found that jelly was an excellent medicine for a sore throat, and jam a
remedy as good as London candy for a cough, cold, or shortness of breath.
I could not, however, say that this [fashion] gave me so much concern as
the smuggling trade. (124)
In the narrative, unlike tea and brandy, gooseberries and sugar become as essential for
health, if not survival, as chaff and water. The warm reception o f some commodities
with distant geographical origins allows us to recognize that Balwhiddle is not on a quest
for self-enclosure for his parish. The disappearance of the invasion metaphor intimates
that foreignness is defined in response to political dynamics rather than mere
geographical distance. Since Scotland participated in and benefited from colonial
enterprises, articles from the West Indies do not carry with them the potential to invade.
The commodity favoritism here is strikingly resonant with the principles of the
conservative political economy of Galt’s time. The famous free-trade opponent, Spence,
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whom I have quoted above for his diatribe against “evanescent” commodities, not only
asserted Britain’s economic self-sufficiency but also ironically understood the colonies as
the key element to its maintenance.
Spence’s re-writing o f Britain’s colonial dependence as self-sufficiency is
rhetorically fascinating, despite its complicity in a system of economic abuse and
political imposition. Published in the wake of the Napoleonic blockade, which aimed to
cut off England’s commerce with the Continent, this defense of the colonial system in its
very introduction asserts that England does not need foreign commerce. Although the
argumentative thrust o f the argument is seemingly rooted in economic evidence, an
affective agenda surfaces:
Even if Buonaparte were by some favorouble occurrence obliged to give
up his scheme for excluding us from the continent, and our disputes with
America be compromised, still the idea is most humiliating and
distressing, if commerce were really the source of our vigor, of our very
life” (5, emphasis mine).
Such an appeal to emotions does not go unnoticed in an age where political economy
claims a scientific status. James Mill attacks Spence’s treatise: “At present, when
difficulties and dangers have increased around this commerce, and fears are abroad that it
may even be cut-off, the new doctrine that we shall not suffer by its loss, falls in so
conveniently with our apprehensions, that it appears extremely agreeable and
consolatory” (88). In a move that Mill finds demagogic, Spence asserts comfortably—
and comfortingly—that Britain’s “riches, her greatness, and her power, are wholly
derived from sources within herself, and are entirely and altogether independent of her
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trade” (48). Another protectionist seconds the need for self-sufficiency: “Is it n o t . . .
important that our sole dependence should be on ourselves?” (Jacob 167).

Spence

articulates the contradictory terms of Britain’s “self’ reliance without any selfconsciousness. After his emphasis that Turkish carpets and China ware are “by no means
necessary,” we might expect him to reiterate that the British Isles possess all necessary
commodities within themselves, but Spence suggests otherwise: “It should be considered,
too, that the most important of [some] essential articles, our colonies and possessions in
different parts o f the world offer us an abundant supply. The forests of Canada, as well
as o f India, abound in the timber necessary for our ships of war” (67). The remarkable
choice o f example here enables the author to express how intimately imperialism’s
political and economic benefits were intertwined.
Like Spence’s treatise, Galt’s economic writings favor commodities from the
colonies over those from the Continent and underline the role of the colonies in
supporting the British navy. “Much of our maritime power has arisen from our colonial
commerce,” argues Galt. Composed during the Napoleonic Wars, one of his earlier
essays argues that Britain’s “great bulwark, the navy, is dependent to a considerable
degree” on the colonial trade in sugar and coffee (“Cursory Reflections” 97). Within and
beyond this essay, Galt’s ambivalence about free trade—that it is beneficial in theory, but
not practice— seems to rest on his antagonism towards France. Although Galt does not
oppose foreign commercial relations as such, he attacks harshly the case for the repeal of,
or reduction in, customs duties, on grounds that the French are not congenial enough to
reciprocate British policy. Considering extensively “the respective characteristics of the
French and British nations,” he concludes: “It is impossible, in the nature of things, that a
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warlike nation, like the French can be generous in its resolutions, because it exists by
distressing others” (“Cursory Reflections” 88). Finding France unreliable, some nations
“indolent,” and some others weak, he concludes that “in every case where we give the
foreigner leave to compete with u s , . . . we must be sufferers” (“The Free-Trade
Question” 595). This compulsion to cast economic relations in terms of rivalry embodies
a mercantilist win-lose paradigm, thus running against Adam Smith’s, James Mill’s,
David Ricardo’s, and J. R. McCulloch’s arguments that all parties benefit from exchange.
Annals o f the Parish, Spence’s Tracts on Political Economy, and Galt’s economic
essays are all marked by a sense o f national vulnerability fueled by Napoleonic invasion
that projects onto meditations on commodity traffic. The disparity between the putatively
omniscient point o f view of the scientist and that of the first person narrator crystallizes
in these texts’ respective treatments of the systemic and the symptomatic. The essays’
relatively systemic assessment of free trade’s disadvantages, which focuses on
international treatises and historical patterns, finds a microcosmic projection in the
Annals’ suggestion that contraband commodities corrupt communities. In the
microscopic perspective shaped by the formal aspects of literature such as point of view
and setting, the commodity assumes a key status. Appearing at once as an embodiment
o f the culture of its geographical origin and an aspect of the locals’ most intimate
experiences, it becomes an apt trope for invasion.
If the commodity represents and crystallizes the cultural influence of the country
out of which the commodity originates, the ship is another material object that comes to
signify the totality of an economic system of distribution and consumption. Peterhead
Smugglers o f the Last Century or William and Annie, an Original Melodrama in Three
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Acts (1831) by Peter Buchan, a Scottish intellectual best known for his publication of a
collection of Northern Scottish ballads, turns a local smuggling ship into an agent of
invasion. As we have seen, Galt is quite critical of smugglers and Scott ambivalent;
Buchan, however, celebrates this episode in Scottish history. Although all three authors
construe o f contraband commercial networks as the doom of local integrity—whether the
locality at stake is the British nation or a provincial town—their attitudes towards the
actual smugglers are diverse, pointing toward a rich literary tradition involving the
smuggler figure. The particular embodiment of foreignness that smugglers introduce into
a locality, too, varies in each case. In the Waverley novels the foreign is frequently the
hybrid Scottish-French aristocrat, in the Annals, the decadent French. The Peterhead
Smugglers racializes the threat posed by border crossing-commerce: contraband traffic
introduces a Jew into the community.
Peterhead Smugglers, composed in four days for a company of comedians who
were performing in Peterhead, is set in Peterhead in the second half of the eighteenth
century. As the temporal setting suggests, the play partakes of the historical fiction trend
initiated by Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley and Rob Roy, whose dramatic adaptations
virtually monopolized the Scottish stage in the 1820s and the 30s (Findlay 143-61). The
protagonist is William Gordon, a reluctant smuggler.11 Upon his father’s request, he
joins the crew of the Crooked Mary as supercargo, although he disapproves of
smuggling. While William Gordon seems to be a fictional character, the Crooked Mary
famously carried contraband goods between Northeastern Scotland and Northern Europe
•

in the mid eighteenth century, and Peterhead was indeed a major smuggling port.
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Further, the Crooked Mary's captain Will Watch was a popular mythologized English
smuggler figure (Morley 160-62), who may or may not have operated in Scotland.
Peterhead Smugglers opens in medias res, with William Gordon’s farewell to his
lover Annie as he prepares to leave Peterhead for the Netherlands to bring back gin, tea,
and tobacco. Before the trip, William finds that smuggling constitutes a threat to society
and the government:
[M]y cruel father. . . signed my death warrant, by compelling me to leave
my native land, and all that I hold dear on earth, to join a ruthless band of
smugglers, who set at defiance the just and equitable laws of their country,
by introducing foreign luxuries, for the sake of unjust gain, to pamper the
appetites of an intemperate set of men hostile to good government, and to
the ruin of the fair trader. (11)
At this point, smuggling constitutes a threat exactly because it allows foreign
commodities to enter the nation, which in turn undermines government control and
hinders commercial competition—but the play its entirely will reveal the dangers of
smuggling to run much deeper. William is convinced that smugglers oppose national
interest: “I go on board as supercargo of the Crooked Mary, and directly sail for
Amsterdam, in Holland, to bring home a cargo of those contraband goods which have of
late so inundated our peaceful country, and drained it of its treasures” (12). Here, the
referent of “country” is ambiguous, but the agenda is unmistakably mercantilist. In the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, mercantilists defended that importation was
detrimental to the nation’s well-being, because it drained the nation’s bullion reserve.
The exchange of British bullion for foreign commodities appeared unacceptable, even
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after David Hume challenged the mercantilist balance of trade theory and Adam Smith
most political economists insisted that was the total volume of production—not the size
of the gold reserves—that made a nation rich.
William soon learns to balance his mercantilist principles with respect for an
occupation in which so many of his compatriots participate:
Will. I thought all seamen set at defiance the rules of decency, decorum,
good feeling, and sentiment.
Capt. Then, if you harbor such a thought, throw it overboard immediately,
and let it buried in the great deep. My young friend, there is not a race of
men in the world, on the land or sea, more devoted to the cause of virtue,
injured innocence, justice, honour, and honesty, and brave to the extreme .
.. than well-bred seamen.
Will. [...] I must agree with your honest sentiments. (33)
The plot confirms Captain Watch’s claim. He proves more honest and loyal than the
customs officers who chase him. We can read the shift in William Gordon’s viewpoint
both as a partial redemption of the great Scottish tradition of smuggling and as an
espousal o f the working classes who operated smuggling ships owned by capitalists.
Through this espousal, the play fulfils its promise to be a melodrama. An illegitimate
genre that is neither comedy nor tragedy, melodrama “uncannily subverts],” even as it
“unwittingly adopt[s] some of the emerging values o f . . . capitalism” and defends the
interests o f the lower classes (Hadley 12, see also 1-12, 77-132).
Peterhead Smugglers criticizes the contraband traffic despite its celebration of
well-bred smugglers. The smugglers inadvertently bring back on their ship an evil Jew
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from Holland, Solomon the antagonist. Before Solomon even appears on stage, the
audience already knows him as an evil man who resided in Peterhead fourteen years ago
as a merchant. Early in the play, William’s beloved Annie discloses how Solomon
tricked her honest father and caused him to go into debt. Now, returning to Scotland on
the Crooked Mary, Solomon wants to claim his fortune. What he does not know is that
his money changed hands during his long absence, from Annie’s fair-trading father to
William’s free-trading father. Whatever the financial intricacies might be, what I wish to
emphasize here is Solomon’s means of transportation. Like Dracula, he comes on a ship;
to be more specific, he comes on a smuggling ship.
His arrival speaks o f the dangers embedded in free commodity flow across
nations. Once in Peterhead, he not only claims the wealth he acquired dishonestly, but
also tries to murder William’s beloved Annie. The wandering Jew demonizes himself: “I
run, I run, ‘for they run fast dat the Devil drives’” (50). Through Solomon’s evil deeds,
which include, among others, the upsetting o f the social order, assault, and attempted
murder, the plot turns border-crossing commerce into a threat that is extra-economic as
well as economic. Circulating along with commodities is a flesh-and-blood threat that
targets not only money but also social harmony and human life. By allowing free flow
between nations, smuggling opposes the interests of society. Compared to the
seriousness o f this threat, the failure to pay governmental customs fees and the drainage
o f the state’s stocks of gold appears relatively minute.
The play highlights Solomon’s foreignness alongside his cruelty. Solomon
speaks with a heavy Dutch accent; he’s an admiring, albeit predatory, visitor—“O yees,
yees; Scotland pe te fine country” (34). Peterhead Smuggler's singling out o f Dutchness
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as a maritime threat laments former Dutch superiority in maritime affairs: as McCulloch
writes, British protectionist policies “intended. . . to strike a decisive blow at the naval
power of the Dutch, who then engrossed almost the whole carrying trade of the world”
(“Navigation” 479). But Solomon is not only a Dutch but a Dutch Jew, and herein lies
the play’s most radical critique of commerce without borders.
The wandering Jew of the play is markedly cosmopolitan: his Dutchness appears
as a thin veneer on his racial identity, and his rootlessness is further emphasized by his
former residence in Scotland as well as his current desire to purchase property in
Scotland and live there. His stereotypical obsession with and prioritarization of money
also points toward a failure to feel patriotic attachment. Despite his Dutch accent, his
ethnicity, monadic life, and extreme devotion to commerce signify an absence of national
identity. Historically, smuggling in the Peterhead area was a somewhat cosmopolitan, or
at least transnational, affair: Scottish ship owners worked with Dutch crews (Clark 102105). But the fictional Crooked Mary's crew and owners are all Scottish. The play thus
transforms smugglers into representatives of authentic Scottishness, and shifts the
transnational nature of maritime contraband traffic onto the figure of the wondering Jew.
Thus, it insists on the Scottish spirit of independence as well as asserting border-crossing
traffic’s threat to nationhood. The figure o f the rootless wandering Jew, troping a
cosmopolitan existence unbound by national allegiance, comes to personify the deeply
unsettling threats that contraband traffic poses.
Peterhead Smugglers, The Annals o f the Parish, and the Waverley novels do not
simply assert that commodity influx undermines the interest of the nation-state and its
people. For one thing, such an interpretation would be partly incorrect, since these
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literary narratives attend to and nearly fetishize the figure of the simultaneously
nationalist and cosmopolitan smuggler. Even beyond this acknowledgment of ambiguity,
I would not at all argue that these narratives reflect the mercantilist formulation of an
economic law, namely that importation will harm the nation. Along with the discourse of
economics itself, they do more than subscribe to a mathematical law predicting the
amount o f gold possessed by the nation-state, which is what the mercantilist balance-oftrade law calculated. The plots and tropes of these works, along with the language of
some economic treatises and essays, such as those by Spence and Galt, link free trade not
necessarily to national poverty, but to the cultural, political, and affective dissolution of
national identity. Border-crossing traffic entails cross-national alliances and even the end
o f patriotism—not just the drainage o f bullion. It is in this sense that the plots and tropes
I examine—within both economic and literary discourses—cannot be reduced to mere
reflections o f mercantilism’s formulas of financial loss. Instead, their focus on
commercial transactions opens up questions about the persistent flow of information,
people, and habits, which, as historical literature reminds its audience, have always been
mediated through border-crossing commerce.
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Chapter 2
Intercourse:
Commercial and Sexual Circulation in Frederick Marryat and Charles Dickens

Like chapter one, this chapter explores the attachment of a negative moral valence
to border-crossing commerce in early nineteenth-century Britain. While chapter one
focused on the apocalyptic scenario that unregulated commodity exchange would
dissolve national identity, chapter two takes up the rhetorical association o f global
commerce with sexual transgression. Which aspects of global commerce, as they were
perceived in early-Victorian Britain, relate commerce to various forms of sexual
transgression such as promiscuity, extramarital sex, and transgender behavior? The most
obvious answer is that both international commerce and non-marital sex violate codes.
Until the 1840s and 50s, the importation of many commodities was either prohibited, or
required the payment of high customs duties that frequently went unpaid; even in the 50s,
the heyday of British free trade, Navigation Laws continued to regulate which cargoes
entered Britain. The codes that promiscuity and cross-dressing violated could be
similarly legal, or only moral. But this answer—that border-crossing commerce and
immoral sexuality were similar because they were both transgressive—is severely
reductionist. It obscures tropes of unrestraint and intermixing that underlie the
representation of both commerce and sexuality. These tropes reveal an ongoing
discussion of the moral valence of cosmopolitan intercourse that chapter one began to
explore.
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This chapter shows that in early Victorian narratives, free trade came to signify
carefree and excessive sexuality. In the cultural imaginary, free trade and sexual excess
constituted two sides of the same coin, because presumably they both involved
intercourse without restraint. Behind the linkage of overflowing sexuality with bordercrossing commerce, lurks a historically contingent notion that unrestrained commodity
circulation undermines the moral practice of restraint. This chapter also attends to the
issue o f cosmopolitanism. It argues that intercourse without restraint, as it applied to
both sex and commerce, enabled the imagination of a particular kind of cosmopolitanism
where peoples of the world mixed radically. In triangulating rampant sexuality,
overflowing commodity traffic, and cosmopolitan mingling, literary and other texts
questioned the moral valence of global capitalism. The identification of (commodity)
traffic as immoral is significant for what it tells us about the affective and ideological
structures that global capitalism confronted in its development. I suggest that criteria for
judging the emerging economic system of the nineteenth century were extra-economic as
well as economic. The social and subjective transformations that global capitalism
appeared to produce, such as its putative creation o f lascivious subjects and a hedonistic
world, seemed undesirable from the viewpoint of existing gender-related and nationalist
ideologies.
To demonstrate the early Victorian recognition of the unrestrained spatial
movement of commodities as immoral, the first section indexes a wide range of
narratives—literary medical, economic—in which border-crossing commerce gives rise
to rampant sexuality, or vice versa. Popular plays that combined their interest in the
nautical (they featured sailors, smugglers, seashore caves, ships) with a fascination with
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domestic life (they featured middle-class courtship and the marital home) imagined
smugglers introducing hedonism into middle-class lives; medical treatises described
prostitution as a particular kind of uncontrollable traffic that defied all boundaries,
including national borders; conservative economic discourse intimated that free trade
would lead to other kinds of freedom defying sexual codes.
The second section of this chapter turns to novels whose spatial setting is not
bound by national borders to develop the argument about cosmopolitanism. Such
settings, so familiar in the nineteenth-century novelistic form, render novels a privileged
medium for studying the development of various, sometimes competing, models of
cosmopolitanism. The two novels that I analyze, Captain Marryat’s Snarleyyow (1837), a
nautical novel set in a ship traveling the North Sea, England, and Holland, and Charles
Dickens’s Little Dorrit (1857-58), set in France, Italy, and England, trace the paths of
radically mobile commodities and merchants. These novels show that erratic,
uncontrollable, overflowing, ever-sprawling movement characterized the imagined
trajectories o f imports, exports, smuggled goods, and their carriers. Such radical mobility
could be so well represented in the novel, because of novelistic settings and plots. The
spatial movement of commodities enabled distinct plotlines temporarily set apart by
geographical distance to come together, which is of course exactly what the novelistic
plot needs. For example, any reader with a little experience in reading novels knows
upon beginning to read Charles Dickens’s Little Dorrit that the trajectories of Mrs.
Clennam, a paralyzed woman in London, and Rigaud, a prisoner in Marseilles, will
eventually converge. For the initiated, the suspenceful question is how—not whether—
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these characters will ultimately turn into interconnected nodes in a web. Representations
of commodities and merchants come in handy for the novelist who is to weave that web.
O f course, there is always the question of why novels feature such geographically
spread-out settings, and it is tempting to suggest that the global reach of capitalism
underlies the novelistic urge to imagine distant lands. But the cosmopolitanism of the
novel is overdetermined: given the well-documented cross-pollination between writers of
different nationalities as well as the trans-national readership profile of popular novels,
reducing the cosmopolitanism of the novelistic form to a preoccupation with global
capitalism is hardly convincing. I do not argue that global commodity circulation
accounts for the cosmopolitanism of the novel. Rather, I suggest that the existing
cosmopolitan perspective of the novel (however it may have come into existence) needs
radical mobility for plot development, and that it finds that radical mobility in
commodities and merchants. What renders this whole process doubly interesting for me
is that even as the far-reaching trajectories of commodities are formally necessary, they
are also thematically disparaged. Through readings of strategically chosen novels, I
explore this tension between the formal need for, and moral concern about, being
geographically unbound.

“Free Trade in Anything But Kisses”: Unrestrained Exchange
Nineteenth-century inquiries into the moral status of commodity sprawl derived
from Britain’s ever-increasing participation in global capitalism—and a new kind of
capitalism (industrial, free-market) at that. But the linkage of commerce and sex,
ingrained into the English language since pre-modem times, precedes the nineteenth
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century. The earliest definition of intercourse, dating back to 1494, involves international
commerce: “Communication to and fro between countries, etc; mutual dealings between
the inhabitants o f different localities. In early use exclusively with reference to trade, and
hence sometimes = commerce, traffic; now in more general sense.” The next denotation,
which emerged in the sixteenth century, moves from commerce between countries to
communication between individuals: “Social communication between individuals;
frequent and habitual contact in conversation and action” (2a). By the late eighteenth
century, the word began to signify a particular kind of contact in action, namely “sexual
connection” (2d). It is no coincidence that intercourse signifies commerce between
countries as well as sexual connection: both denotations involve communication and
contact. But the nineteenth-century historical context introduces a new dimension to the
overlap between sex and commerce. With political economists insisting on the existence
o f immutable natural laws governing the operations of the market, commerce appeared
unruly, overflowing. As such, it comes to resemble sexual impulse—and be similarly in
need o f policing, at least according to protectionists. Free trade, construed as a state of
unrestrained exchange and limitless branching out by both its opponents and proponents
in the Com-Law debates, would have to correspond to a particular kind of sexuality:
promiscuity.
If, as I propose, early Victorian culture linked free trade with unsanctioned forms
o f sexual activity, what kinds of larger concepts established the linkage? Representations
of rampant sexuality provided a discursive platform for scrutinizing the morality of
international trade, because of their evocations of unrestraint, border crossing, spatial
expansion, endless mingling, and infinite mobility. Tropes of prostitution are especially
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relevant, because they represent permeation and contagion, which, as I argue, were
central to the identification of global commerce as morally corrupt. Free trade networks,
associated with cosmopolitanism, evoked a particular mode of spatial motion: non-linear,
multidirectional, ever-permeating. The ubiquitous the figure of the wandering prostitute
(as we will see, traveling across national borders as well as circulating endlessly in the
city) mapped unrestrained commerce onto the grid of sexual morality. Its critique of
unrestraint was simultaneously a critique of circulation, especially the kind of radical
mobility implicit in global commerce.1 In relating representations of sexual pleasure /
excess to free trade, this chapter aims to present a new facet of the link between sexuality
and capitalism. While some cultural critics locate sexual pleasure and excess outside
those power relations implicit in capitalism, others have pointed out that representations
of sexual pleasure and excess figure capitalist mechanisms, express anxieties about
capitalism, and mediate capitalist ideology. My exploration of textual lasciviousness as
a figure of unrestrained commodity traffic foregrounds the centrality of free trade issues
to nineteenth-century evaluations of capitalist exchange.
The excessive sexual appetite of smugglers,3 a common theme in early
nineteenth-century drama, is a good place to start to address the logic underlying the
linkage o f sexuality and commerce. On the Georgian / Victorian stage, that appetite
could appear in melodramas frequently featuring the intent to kidnap and rape women—a
genre I will not pursue because its rather trite figuration of the female body as the
national territory.4 But sexual appetite could appear in comedies as well, not infrequently
in the form of a sailor / smuggler seeking sex and failing to find it. Thomas Serle’s A
Ghost Story (1836) is a mediocre play o f this kind—neither too popular nor too obscure
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in its day,5 it is of interest here because of its figuration of free trade as a state of
unrestrained exchange. In this play, both smuggling and promiscuity metonymically
represent a state of unrestrained exchange, with the former violating economic legislation
and the latter sexual codes. The plot is simple: a gullible couple living in the countryside
discovers that the ghosts who they thought haunted one wing of their house are actually
smugglers pretending to be ghosts. The proud smugglers of the play recognize in their
mission a practice of unrestrained commodity circulation: “The honour and glory of free
trade!” exclaims a smuggler identified only as “first smuggler” (26). For Will Wispe, the
head o f the gang, being a smuggler is an ingrained identity, and “bringing up sons to the
free trade” a necessity. But what exactly is it that the play’s smugglers carry? Although
Will and his fellow smugglers seem to have access to an infinite supply of alcohol—they
are always drinking—, the answer to this question remains unclear. With this ambiguity
in place, the emphasis falls on the act of smuggling rather than the commodities being
smuggled: anything and everything is potentially out there to be smuggled, it seems. A
comment by Will reveals that the range o f cargoes might be more extensive than what
excisemen expect to find: “some men make such a fuss if one carries off their wives”
(27).
The brief reference to carrying off wives renders the ambiguity of smugglers’
cargoes particularly threatening. As it suggests, uncontrollable circulation, whose
inevitability smugglers prove, implies promiscuity in the context of sexuality. This
possibility haunts the rest of the play. The plot does not involve carrying off any wives,
but Will, attracted to Sally, who, with her husband and children, unknowingly inhabits a
house that smugglers use as a land base for storage, does express his desire to do so. He
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puts no limits on what he can carry: to avoid fuss, “it would be much more decent to
carry off the husband” (26). This search for decency exacerbates the threat Will poses to
marital unity as it only expands the range o f what smugglers transport—husbands as well
as wives—in their search for sexual pleasure.
If transportation is one abstraction that allows smuggling to become a trope for
transgressive sexual behavior, exchange is another. Disguised as a ghost, Will proposes
to Sally, “To wipe off all scores, you may give me a kiss!” (29). Linguistically, a kiss
here is something to be given and taken, and thus an object of exchange. In addition to
presenting the kiss as erotic exchange, the play incorporates it into a larger network of
exchange relations by putting it to use “to wipe off all scores.” At this point, Sally
assumes that she has offended a ghost by stumbling upon his abode, whereas in truth she
has annoyed a smuggler by discovering his repository. She must now compensate by
giving the ghost/smuggler a kiss. Will thus incorporates the kiss into a zero-sum
calculation, where one has an imaginary personal account where offences given and
favors bestowed must cancel each other out. The kiss, already a threat to sexual virtue
and marital monogamy, becomes doubly threatening in this context where it functions to
settle a balance, as it would in an act of prostitution.
The resolution of dramatic conflict contains this threat. Whether Sally gives a
kiss in the end depends neither on Will nor Sally. Instead, Robin the husband guards his
wife’s virtue, thereby asserting his own authority over Will’s—and Sally’s:
Will.: Hush, hush! Let us settle our matters among ourselves. You live
rent-free, don't you, because people thinks this here place haunted? You're
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in the secret now; — I make my ends of it, so do you. Why should the
world be the wiser? And if the keg of spirits should be found—
Robin: Oh, yes, yes! A treaty; only one article more—my wife! I have no
objection to a free trade in anything but kisses!—you understand; if you
try to smuggle there—
Will.: Oh—honour! (38)
The husband, who sanctions the smuggling of commodities, counters it in its figurative
sense o f unrestrained exchange of everything including sexual favors. “Free trade in
anything but kisses”: the treaty reveals the difficulty of supporting free trade when its
metaphoric expansion into the domain of sexuality proves too controversial. The verbal
contract between the smuggler and the husband remains a reassuring fantasy of confining
free trade to its definition in economic theory, of detaching it from connotations of the
circulation o f women and the exchange of kisses. Yet the very necessity for the treaty
betrays an assumption that free trade naturally entails unrestrained sexual acts. The
husband takes Will’s inarticulate reply to the proposed treaty as a confirmation, but the
play has exposed too many of Will’s tricks for the reply to seem genuine to its audience.
The figuration o f free trade as unrestrained traffic in women appeared in
economic discourse as well. A popular anti-free-trade essay published shortly after the
repeal o f the Com Laws, John Elliot’s A Letter to the Electors o f Westminster from a
Protectionist,6 shows that the tropes at work in A Ghost Story entered free-trade debates.
Although the main point of the essay is that free trade will advance pauperism, Elliott
also suggests free trade will result in an excess of wealth. This double argument is not
necessarily internally contradictory. After all, as Disraeli’s coinage “two nations”
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captured so accurately in 1845, the impoverishment of one class coexisted with the
increasing wealth of the other. The emphasis on luxury items reinforces the suggestion
that the influx o f money caused by free trade will affect only the upper classes. The
author laments the importation of “pretty little tiny kickshaws” from France just as he is
about to introduce the topic of the evils of excessive wealth. Here, sexual desire comes to
complement the brief reference to appetite for food. He proposes:
Danae would have proved as chaste as Susannah, if the curtain had been
drawn by a brace o f manufacturing Elders, with merely their flannel
gowns and cotton night caps to tempt her; but Jove, from long experience,
paid his addresses like a man of the world, and showered down the
sovereigns with such lordly profusion, that the lady had really not the face
to say “No;” and, therefore, our ardent free traders will do well to
remember, in their blind admiration of these heathenish and outlandish
divinities, that the bright standard Cupid’s vassals flock around is
metallic[.] (59)
The allusion to Greek mythology establishes a connection between extra-marital sexual
activity, the display of wealth in the form of gold, and free trade. Danae in Greek
mythology was locked up in a tower to prevent her from having a child, because the child
was prophesized to kill its grandfather. Yet Danae’s charms attracted Zeus— or, in the
Roman version, Jove—, who infiltrated into her room in the form of a golden shower and
impregnated her. Having already aligned free trades with such conspicuous display of
wealth and another kind of appetite (“pretty little tiny kickshaws”), this instance of the
loss of chastity becomes a cautionary tale narrating the potential moral consequences of
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free trade. Free trade becomes a regime where Cupid and his vassals rule, and chastity
disappears along with flannel gowns—native British products—as foreign commodities
take over.
Also embedded in this mythical allusion is a particular notion of cosmopolitanism
that this chapter will trace through Captain Marryat’s Snarleyyow and Dickens’s Little
Dorrit. The cosmopolitan aspect of free trading surfaces in numerous occasions in the
letter to the electors o f Westminster. The author agrees with free-trade supporters that
commerce across national borders will cultivate cosmopolitan sentiment, but he questions
the desirability o f such global mixing and mingling of commodities, people, and
languages. The sarcastic and dismissive tone reduces cosmopolitanism to a random
collage o f languages, obscuring its claims to the promotion of peace and mutual
understanding across the world. The foremost proponent of free trade and
cosmopolitanism, Richard Cobden, is a target: “Ah! Richard, factotum of factors all over
the world,— ‘Notre Richard,’— tEl nuestro Ricardo,’— lCarissimo nostro Riccardo,’—
‘ Unser liebigste Reichard,’—most polyglot Dick!” The imaginary litany o f multilingual
epithets, in which the French, Italian, Spanish, and German all claim Cobden as their
own, is inherently critical of the very possibility of cosmopolitanism, because it
foregrounds the age-long concern of whether an individual can simultaneously be a
patriot and a citizen of the world. The mutability of the cosmopolitan individual’s very
own identity (Richard, Ricardo, Riccardo, Reichard) implies that belonging to the whole
world jeopardizes individual integrity.
The reference to the Danae myth gives a new edge to this specific construal of
cosmopolitanism by introducing the topic of sexuality into the debate. Mocking free
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traders for their adoration of the “heathenish and outlandish,” the essay reminds the
readers o f their cosmopolitan agenda. The gold-induced rampant sexuality o f the GrecoRoman Danae thus also points to the presumed moral depravity of the cosmopolitan
condition that would follow from a British (commercial) alliance with the Continent. In
triangulating free trade, cosmopolitanism, and rampant sexuality, the essay participates in
a common trope embedded in numerous early Victorian discussions of prostitution,
importation, and travel. Jove’s manner of paying his addresses—not articulated in the
essay but a central part of the Danae myth that readers were counted on to recognize—
hints at the model of mobility that the trade-travel-sexuality triangle frequently construes.
The secret o f Jove’s infiltration into the room is that he arrives as a shower of gold— an
amorphous, impossible-to-contain, economically valuable matter that artists from Titian
to Rembrandt visualized in famous paintings.7 This mode of motion through space—
non-linear, swift, permeating—becomes a spatial metaphor capturing and accounting for
the imagined links among economic exchange, world travel, and rampant sexuality.
An allusion to another fictional female character, Sheridan’s Lydia Languish,
furthers the imagined overlap between the circulation of foreign commodities and the
acting out of female sexual desire. Deriding the “marvellous infatuation for the cause of
Free Trade” (60), Elliot pulls the free trade debate out of the realm of rationality that
classical political economy placed it in. According to him, the desire for free trade is not
the natural outcome of a rational mind coming to recognize universal economic laws, but
rather the symptom o f falling victim to romantic seduction, of affective impulses taking
over the body. Lydia Languish, an heiress longing for a romantic elopement rather than a
conventional marriage, steps into Elliott’s rhetoric on seduction and sexuality. Elliott
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declares, “every Lydia Languish sighs for the ‘laissez-faire’ of some smirking Economist,
to free her from the odious protection of her lynx-eyed mama” (61, emphasis original).
The essay has hitherto employed “protection” in its economic context to denote the
regulation of importation. The allusion to Sheridan’s The Rivals introduces a new
context, that o f female chastity and its guardianship. The italicization of the word alerts
the reader to the availability o f this double context, lest it go unnoticed. An underlying
crisis in liberal ideology surfaces in this brief assertion. The concept of individual
liberty, so emphasized in the economic laissez-faire movement that perhaps formed the
backbone of British liberalism in the nineteenth century, easily turns into a threat when
the subject who claims liberty is a woman, and individual freedom involves sexual
activity rather than capitalist investment.8 The Lydia Languish scenario suggests that the
slippage between economic freedom and other kinds of freedom is all too easy. As far as
individual freedom is concerned, is there really a conceptual difference between
merchants rebelling against state protection to choose their own trading partners and
young women rebelling against the maternal protection to choose their own lovers? Can
a nation sanction the former and combat the latter? The Lydia Languish scenario delivers
its punch by imagining a domestic corollary to economic liberalism—and trashing
economic liberalism by reference to that corollary.
In linking free trade to female sexuality, the essay goes even one step further than
presenting the image of a romantic woman seeking freedom. The essay never explicitly
mentions prostitution, but evokes the topic on numerous occasions by employing the
various euphemisms that could refer to it. Two years prior, asserts the writer—that is, the
year the Com Laws were repealed—, “Sir Robert Peel was swaggering about town, arm-
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in-arm with that gay fellow, Free Trade, and throwing away money like dirt” (69).
Several aspects of this statement would recall prostitution to contemporary readers’
minds, since a “gay woman” commonly denoted a prostitute. The image of a man
swaggering about town arm-in-arm with Free Trade furthers the personification of the
latter as a prostitute and the identification of the former as a customer, because, as I will
shortly examine, early Victorians relentlessly brooded over the phenomenon of
prostitutes walking the streets, which, according to middle-class morality, exacerbated
the threat that sex-trade posed to society. On the level of party politics, the metaphor is
appropriate because Prime Minister Robert Peel was of that party traditionally opposed to
free trade, and the alliance between the Tory Peel and the long-time Radical advocates of
free trade such as Cobden seemed at best temporary. But the metaphor works on many
more levels. Especially interesting to me is the linkage of libertinism and free trade
through the notions o f pleasure and excess. The evocation of prostitution in public
suggests excess sexual energy, that which will not be contained in marriage or confined
to the privacy o f a bedroom. Historically, working class women’s impoverishment was
the driving force behind widespread prostitution and its visibility, but the prostitute as
trope signified sexual excess. The homoerotic undertone—it is with a gay fellow that
Peel walks arm-in-arm— extends the connotations of pleasure and excess by further
distancing sexual intimacy from reproductive purposes. Financial extravagance
(“throwing away money like dirt”) complements sexual pleasure and excess, thus
weaving a morally apocalyptic scenario out of three threads: prostitution, homosexuality,
and free trade.
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An underlying, though unarticulated, premise that facilitates the identification of
free trade as carefree search for thrills is the concept of duty-free commerce. In the
absence o f free trade, to acquire a foreign commodity, one has a requirement to fulfill:
the payment o f duty to the government. O f course, the duty-value might be incorporated
into the overall exchange value o f the item in the importing-country, but the consumption
of an imported item still does imply an obligation to the government. In both the legal
and illegal forms of free trade, one pays no duties to consume an import. Victorian
drama does not miss the opportunity to turn the double significance of duty as financial
obligation to the government and moral responsibility into a farcical pun. In Loan o f a
Wife, staged in London theaters in 1846, popular farce writer Alfred Wigan reveals larger
questions o f civic and moral responsibility behind duty-tax. A man in search o f a wife
reveals meets a woman smuggler with a contraband solution to his problem:
Mrs. Bandanna [I]f you’d happen to want a nice little wife, I think I could
smuggle you something as would suit.
Onesiphorous Contraband in marriage? No; no: duty before pleasure,
even in matrimony. (25)
The comments o f the two parties assign a degree of ambiguity to the notion of smuggling
a wife. Mrs. Bandanna is perhaps proposing to bring a young girl into Britain for the
purpose of marrying her there. But since historically such traffic in women usually
involved prostitution rather than marriage, the proposal connotes sexual intimacy out of
wedlock. Alert to this connotation, Onesiphorous assumes that the proposal invites him
to enjoy the benefits of marriage without committing legally to the obligations of married
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life. Smuggling metaphorically represents an experience of sexual pleasure unburdened
by responsibility, because it pursues duty-free commerce.
The link between pleasure and importation—whether it follows from legal free
trade or smuggling—relies partly upon the gendering of the consumption as feminine.9
The Letter to Electors o f Westminster foregrounds the consumption o f luxury items even
though the immediate historical context concerns the importation of grain: “[IJnfants rise
in arms at the slightest restriction on the free importations of bonbons, courtly dames . . .
fairly take the town by storm, armed cap-a-pie from France” (60). The condescending
tone relies on the gender identity, since infants, dependent and malleable, lack masculine
attributes such as autonomy and firmness. The pleasure-oriented consumerism of infants
and their fellow import-consumers, upper-class women, takes a bodily form, with the
former eating French candy and the latter covering themselves in French fabric and
fashion from head to foot. The gendering o f import consumerism assumed that women
wanted certain luxuries exactly because they could be obtained only in the Continent. A
free-trade opponent remarks in Blackwood’s that the very fact that French silk is “bought
from a foreign country” renders preferable in the eyes of a “more valuable class of
consumers.” The female consumer violates the maxim of buying in the cheapest market
and opts to buy in the farthest one: “The adage is not less true for being stale, that ‘the
far-fetched and dear bought is good for ladies’” (741). While classical economy
defended the right to import so that the hypothetical “economic man” could buy in the
cheapest market out o f rational choice, anti-free trade discourse reserved importation for
irrational ladies seeking distant markets for individual, eroticized pleasure.
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The twin tropes of pleasure-oriented feminine import-consumerism and of free
trade as metaphor for sexual transgression both ascribe sensuality to border-crossing
commerce. This sensuality may account for why Captain Marryat, former naval captain
turned popular novelist in the 1830s, was obsessed with smugglers. If smuggling as
signifier o f commercial and sexual transgression was titillating, it belonged firmly in that
genre Marryat rendered so popular in Britain: the nautical novel. The sensuality of the
free trade surfaces most elaborately in The Three Cutters, a novella about a group of
smugglers taking over a leisure yacht, which weaves together the twin tropes of sex and
commerce neatly through its plotline. When the aristocratic men on board a yacht catch
sight of a smugglers’ cutter and wish to turn it in, their wives and daughters protest:
“We must do our duty and protect the laws,” [said Lord B.].
“That will not be fair, papa,” said Cecilia Ossulton; “we have no
quarrel with the smugglers: I’m sure the ladies have not, for they bring us
beautiful things.” (224)
At work here is the long-standing association between consumption and the feminine, but
it is particularly the attitudes toward import consumerism that Marryat turns into a point
of contention between aristocratic men and women. The emphasis on the upper-class
female consumer and her interest in beautiful commodities feminizes importation—a
remarkable phenomenon not the least because, historically, smuggled commodities
ranged from gin and nails to dried fruits and tobacco. Even Marryat’s fictional smugglers
carry tea and brandy as well as lace. The alliance between the women and the smugglers
soon assumes more threatening forms than material consumption, so as to reveal
subversive links between female sexuality and border-crossing commerce. The
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smugglers, infuriated by the aristocrats’ rather desperate attempt to overtake their cutter,
first leave Lord B. and his fellows on a small boat at the mercy of a weak current; then
they take over the yacht with Cecilia Ossulton and other women in it. Assuming the
names o f the displaced aristocrats, they dine with the aristocrats’ wives and daughters,
and command the domestic servants on board. The replacement of husbands with
smugglers in the semi-domestic space of the yacht, evoking the possibility of
replacements in sexual partnership, sexualize women’s interest in smugglers’
commodities.
Perhaps to the surprise of readers who might be familiar with a rival convention in
nautical fiction—o f aggressive sailors sexually assaulting chaste women—Cecilia and the
other women deeply enjoy spending quality time with the smugglers on the yacht.
Cecilia, an unmarried woman, and Mrs. Lascelles, a young widow, who know the real
identities o f the smugglers—others think they are gentlemen who happen to be their
loved ones’ namesakes— cannot “help smiling” in the company of charming smugglers
(239). All women aboard “laugh outright” during another dinner (242), and subsequently
side with the smugglers in their dispute with an enraged Lord B. upon his return. Of
these instances of flirtation on board, the most intimate steps are taken by Mrs. Lascelles,
who offers “one o f her sweetest smiles” to smuggler Pickersgill and enjoys his company
on board—only to marry him eventually in England (252). A smuggler-lover on board:
this character offers erotic pleasure as well as providing material ones in the forms of
commodities. Like smuggling itself, the intimacy between the ladies and the smugglers
on the yacht crosses boundaries not meant to be crossed: that between single men and
women, and that between classes. Smugglers of The Three Cutters defy socially imposed
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borders as well as national ones. Unlike The Ghost Story's gullible country wife Sally,
the ladies o f the yacht participate in the smugglers’ affective and financial economies of
unrestraint, thus reinforcing the belief in the upper-classes’ susceptibility to the charms of
border-crossing commerce.
If the figures o f the chaste middle-class woman and the coquettish aristocratic
lady mediate concerns about border-crossing commodity traffic, so does the lower-class
fallen woman figure, especially the prostitute. Just as meditations on border-crossing
commerce represented sexual excess to introduce a new ethical dimension to economic
phenomena, discourses on prostitution relied on economic concepts to inquire into the
roots and persistence of sexual immorality. Such discussions were by no means rare, as
prostitution was widespread especially in urban areas, and “the average citizen was aware
o f [the] existence [of prostitutes]” (Harrison 218). The extent of prostitution had become
a public source o f embarrassment by the early nineteenth century, when a Times editorial
commentary acknowledged, “As Christians and Englishmen, our readers must blush to
hear, that ‘in no other capital of the world is there the same outrageous behavior on the
part of the prostitutes infesting the streets, which there is in [London]”’ (“Editorial
Comment”). The reference was to London magistrate Patrick Calquhoun’s 1796 Treatise
on the Police o f the Metropolis, which devoted considerable space to female prostitution
and controversially claimed that the number of prostitutes in London was an outrageous
50,000. Calquhoun’s metaphors of contagious disease and transport (“infesting the
streets”), reproduced in the Times commentary, begin to reveal underlying anxieties
about spread, movement, and traffic that informed discussions of prostitution.10
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The metonymic relation between the trajectories of prostitutes’ commodified
bodies and those o f commodities at large surfaces most frequently in discussions of the
international traffic in female prostitutes. The so-called “white slave traffic” issue, which
erupted in the late nineteenth century upon the publication of “The Maiden Tribute of
Modem Babylon” in The Pall Mall Gazette, is well known: single English women in the
Continent unknowingly entered the prostitution business and continued against their will
with no means of escape.11 “White-slave traffic,” like slavery itself, is antithetical to the
philosophy o f free trade, because, opposing laissez-faire, it embodies forced exchange
and production. However, it is also evocative of the practice of exchanging commodities
across national borders, as would be involved in importation, exportation, and smuggling.
In the period o f interest to this chapter, too, international prostitution attracted attention
and criticism. A very specific kind of importation—that of prostitutes and pimps—had
become a popular topic in the Times by the 1850s. The recognition of prostitution
enabled writers to put the blame on foreigners:
Some villain—generally a foreigner—chooses a proper situation for an
establishment of this kind; he has his agents and correspondents abroad;
he directs them to look out, generally in France and Belgium, for such
young women as are best adapted to his purpose, and that purpose is
nothing less than to make his profit out of their prostitution. (The Times 22
June 1854, qtd. in Fisher 33).
By 1858, the internationalism o f the trade must have been so heavily emphasized that
Chambers o f the Society for the Suppression of Vice published a resolution directing
attention to the “great number of foreign prostitutes systematically imported” so as to
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“control... this increasing evil” of prostitution in general (39). On the other side of the
coin, a letter to The Times from an “unfortunate” went so far to reproduce anti-free-trade
arguments’ aversion to the availability of foreign competition. She claimed that if only
some foreign prostitutes were removed from the streets of London, then “you diminish
the competition of those that remain.” Consequently, prostitution would no longer be as
conspicuous (“Great Social Evil”).
The language o f economics meets social theories on prostitution in one of the
most prominent Victorian treatises on urban poverty, London Labour and the London
Poor (18 51) by prominent journalist Henry Mayhew. Devoting a whole chapter to the
so-called “Traffic in Foreign Women,” Mayhew claimed, “One of the most disgraceful,
horrible and revolting practices (not even eclipsed by the slave trade) carried on by
Europeans . . . is the importation of girls into England from foreign countries to swell the
ranks o f prostitution” (269), as if secretly satisfied to discover Europeans engaging in a
trade presumably worse than Englishmen’s slave trade. Mayhew readily applies the
vocabulary o f foreign commerce to the topic. He repeatedly employs variations of
“import” (importation, imported) to address the topic. As in numerous discussions of
commodity importation, he inquiries immediately into whether a reciprocal flow exists in
the opposite direction: “English women are also taken to foreign parts by designing
speculators” (269). The reference to speculation is remarkable here, since it becomes a
double-edged commentary on speculative importation and the international traffic in
prostitutes. To speculate meant to borrow money to buy a large number of commodities,
with the intention o f paying back one’s debt and profiting from the surplus after the re
sale of the commodities. Speculations on imports and exports were especially common
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because sales with high profit-margins seemed guaranteed. The speculation metaphor is
doubly apt. It highlights the illegitimacy of pimps’ claims on prostitutes—they do not
really own prostitutes’ bodies. Conversely, it degrades common kinds of speculation by
suggesting their immorality. Further, the metaphor is useful because it sanitizes
Mayhew’s own rhetoric: instead o f having to use the word pimp, he employs speculator
as a euphemism.
Most relevant for my purposes is the description of the international traffic in
women as inevitable, as a natural state of affairs impossible to suppress. Mayhew writes,
“Perhaps it is impossible to stop this traffic” (271). As we have seen in chapter one,
mainstream political economy emphatically asserted the inevitability of international
circulation: the invisible hand would always assure the flow of commodities across
national borders. The inevitable operation of supply and demand formed the backbone of
free trade discussions, since classical economists continually defended free trade by
asserting that commodity flow across national borders would always exist, if necessary in
the form of smuggling. Political economy’s insistence on the existence of a self
regulating supply-and-demand mechanism came to shape mid-Victorian ways of thinking
about prostitution, within and outside the context of the international flow of
women/prostitutes. Commentators on both free trade and prostitution bought into the
axiom that demand will always find supply, even when they lamented its operation. One
of the most prominent treatises on prostitution, Prostitution: Considered in Its Moral,
Social, and Sanitary Aspects (1856) by venereologist William Acton, resorted to the
liberal economic logic of the invisible hand in its approach to prostitution. Should
prostitution be “le[ft] to itself to find its own level,” asked Acton, evoking the operation
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o f a self-regulating free-market economy. Historian Fraser Harrison notes the
venereologist’s economic logic:
William Acton, unlike most of his contemporaries, did not hesitate to
place the blame firmly upon the shoulders of men [for prostitution],
although he did so in a typically Victorian fashion by invoking a law of
economics, the law of supply and demand. “Prostitution exists and
flourishes because there is a demand for the article supplied by its
agency,” he declared, employing the vocabulary of the shopkeeper which
seemed to spring naturally to Victorian lips whenever sexual matters
required description. (226)
While, like Harrison, I recognize the typical reliance on the law of supply and demand in
writings on prostitution, I wish to put a different inflection on the convention by
emphasizing that that law would have been most readily recognizable in the early- and
mid-Victorian period as the cornerstone of pro-free-trade and anti-Com-Law arguments.
Unstoppable circulation that transgressed any barrier it faced—national border or moral
code—was the common specter below importation and prostitution.
Debates on free trade and prostitution both confronted the issue of regulation:
should the government interfere with seemingly self-sustaining traffic that seemed
unstoppable and inevitable?

19

The most haunting question behind free trade— laissez-

faire or not?— loomed behind prostitution as well. By the mid-century, with free trade .
having become a national motto, arguments for governmental regulation o f prostitution
encountered an anti-regulatory culture. A Westminster Review article opposed regulation
on the basis o f individual liberty: “We are told that such supervision and interference
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would be an infringement of the liberty of the subject” (491). Opponents of regulation
evoked individual privacy emphatically. As The Times declared in 1858: “The Great
Social Evil, as it is not unfairly called, will remain a problem in our tim e.. . We cannot
import this offence as a crime into our Penal Code. It must be left almost entirely to
private feeling” (25 February, emphasis mine). It was a matter of pride that, consistent
with larger governmental policies on individual freedom, Britain differed from
Continental nations in its treatment of prostitution. The very countries that political
economists criticized for their anti-free-trade stance regulated the sex trade. A Saturday
Review article defending regulation, written at a time when the commitment to free trade
seemed to be a national characteristic of the British, lamented “the unanimous judgement
that ‘the state of public opinion in the country’ [would] not allow” the implementation of
the Continental regulation practice in Britain. The English Haymarket, then, was to
remain, unlike “Paris, or Berlin, or Vienna,” full of prostitutes (“The Haymarket”).
Discourses on prostitution construed of multi-directional, ever-expansive,
permeating movement in space—as did representations of commodity traffic from
abroad. As Deborah Nord has shown, the rambling fallen woman was a central trope.
The act of wandering on streets signified fallen-ness, and fallen women rambled.
Walking the streets was a euphemism for prostitution, and “a trooper” a slang word for a
prostitute. Calquhoun’s 1796 treatise, which declared it impossible “to resist the torrent
of the tides” of “human passion,” pointed out that the youth encountered women in the
“Walks of Prostitution” when “passing along the streets” (qtd in Fisher). Torrent, tides,
streets, walks, passing: all involve the act of flowing, a mode of flow, or a means to flow.
Many emphasized just how physically permeating the presence of prostitutes was. For
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example, as Michael Mason notes, whether or not prostitutes solicited from doors and
windows obsessed those who studied the topic in early-nineteenth century, and many
confirmed or denied the claim. In the 1800s, “prostitutes solicited routinely from
windows and doorways in slum areas near the East End, south of the river, and
Westminster,” and whether the practice continued after the 1820s decade remained a
controversy (Mason 91). That London streets were crowded with prostitutes became
such a big concern that Surgeon William Tait’s 1842 treatise suggested, “were prostitutes
prevented from exercising their call on the streets,” “the evil of prostitution” would be
diminished (294). Wandering on streets posed a threat, because it allowed prostitutes to
mix and mingle with “respectable” women and upper-class men.13 Circulation enabled
unsettling interactions between individuals that gender and class difference so finely
separated.
The fetishization of prostitutes’ permeation and rambling was part of a larger
culture of scrutinizing the spatial mobility of the commodity: its ability to travel, cross
borders, and move from hand to hand. That spatial mobility was most pronounced in the
case of the import or the smuggled good. Like the movement of prostitutes, that of
commodities knows neither source nor target, producing a kind of ubiquity impossible to
contain or prevent. Swift, continuous movements, together comprising a multi
directional torrent, create the sense of omnipresence. G. P. R. James’s historical novel
The Smuggler reveals that the torrent of imports could be as forceful as that of
prostitution:
Scarcely any one of the maritime counties was, in those days, without its
gang o f smugglers; for if France was not opposite, Holland was not far off;
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and if brandy was not the object, nor silk, nor wine, yet tea and cinnamon,
and hollands, and various East India goods, were things duly estimated by
the British public, especially when they could be obtained without the
payment of Custom-house duties.
The mutual substitutability of one good for another—even when their use values and
countries o f origin differ—is striking. The ease with which consumers replace France
with Holland and brandy with gin gives rise to a sense o f ubiquity: if all imports appear
to be one, then that one thing seems to be present everywhere. This radically substitutive
logic accounts for why the specific identity of cargoes being transported across the world
remains mysteriously vague in so many literary works, from Dickens’s Dombey and Son
to Serle’s The Ghost Stoty. The urge to circulate commodities—but as we have seen,
never ju st commodities—appears powerful enough to contain anything and everything,
like a flood that mobilizes everything on its way. Imports move not only across national
borders— from France and Holland to England—but also within the nation. In James’s
description, the opening clause singles out “maritime counties” as the center of activity,
but the rest o f the sentence opens up the circumference to include the entire British
public. With head-spinning mobility, commodities advance in all directions.
The Smuggler, with its emphasis on the ubiquity of smuggling, details channels of
transport. Networks are extensive:
As there are land-sharks and water-sharks, so were then (and so there are
now) land-smugglers and water-smugglers. The latter brought the objects
of commerce either from foreign countries or from foreign vessels, and
landed them on the coast... [T]he former, in gangs, constituting
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frequently of many hundreds, generally well mounted and armed,
conveyed the commodities so landed into the interior, and distributed them
to others, who retailed them as occasion required.

(7)
Networks o f exchange that originate outside the nation’s territory interconnect multiple
nodes within it as well. The transport of smuggled commodities problematizes the border
not only by revealing its permeability, but, more radically, also by continually relocating
it towards inland. In The Smuggler, smuggling overflows from “maritime counties.” The
border culture of exchange is no longer situated around the coastline, but expands to
encompass the whole nation. Like wandering prostitutes, the circulation o f commodities
is non-linear and multidirectional. One proposed method of battling smuggling,
envisioned by none other than Captain Marryat, was to draw a cordon around Cherbourg
(Warner 60). The swift, inevitable, nearly uncanny mobility of smuggled goods, as
imagined by G. P. R. James, mocks the spatial simplicity of the cordon proposed by
Marryat.
The Smuggler's remarks on the diffusiveness of smuggling emphasize cross-class
participation, which convey a sense o f ubiquity:
[T]his vast and magnificent league . . . extended itself, in the districts
where it existed, to almost every class of society. Each tradesman
smuggled or dealt in smuggled goods; each public-house was supported by
smugglers, and gave them in turn every facility possible; each country
gentleman on the coast dabbled a little in the interesting traffic; almost
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every magistrate shared in the proceeds or partook of the commodities.
(7)
The circulation of commodities not only spans spatial distance but also crosses the
imagined boundaries between classes. Cross-class spread attests to the traffic’s
unstoppable power to ever-enlarge the network. Like wandering prostitutes, circulating
commodities move forcefully through every terrain and facilitate cross-class
intermingling.

Commodity Transfer and Gothic Cosmopolitanism
Novels provide us with a useful vantage point for tracing the linkage o f both
promiscuity and commerce with movement across national borders. As Franco Moretti’s
Atlas o f the European Novel shows, the nineteenth-century British novel frequently
moved its gaze out of Britain, not only into the remote comers of the empire, but also to
the Continent. International trajectories define the spatial movement of published novels
as objects as well as the novelistic gaze. This section analyzes two novels by authors
who were deeply concerned about international copyright issues, Captain Marryat’s
Snarleyyow (1837) and Charles Dickens’s Little Dorrit (1858). In 1837, just when a
copyright bill was introduced in the British Parliament, American courts denied copyright
privilege to Captain Marryat, a retired naval officer who had become the foremost British
nautical novelist, unless he renounced his loyalty to the British crown and became an
American citizen. Similarly, Little Dorrit was published between Dickens’s North
American reading tours in which he lobbied for international copyright. Dickens asserted
his authority over the international circulation of this text by reserving the right to
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authorize French translations (Patten 256-57). This material context where the
international circulation of texts preoccupied authors underlies Marryat’s and Dickens’s
thematic linkage of global commodity circulation to all kinds of people and things on the
move, from women and letters to names and secrets.
Nautical fiction was one subgenre that featured travel beyond the national
territory by definition. Snarleyyow, which belongs in this genre, presents us with a rich
case in which Britain’s participation in the world economy appears inseparable from
questions of sexual morality. It imagines a particular mode of cosmopolitanism that
corresponds to eroticized commerce. The first chapter of the novel, which introduces a
vessel “employed in protecting his Majesty’s revenue against the importation of
alamodes and lutestrings,” both feminizes and eroticizes import consumerism (3). In
these commodities lustrous silks turn into female apparel, appealing to both visual and
tactile senses through their emphasis on color and texture. The specification of these
particular commodities as targets is notable especially because, historically, excise
vessels’ tasks were not commodity-specific. But if any reader assumes the crew o f the
vessel possesses a morality different from that of lutestring-smugglers, they are in for a
surprise. The narrator, who explicitly identifies the task at hand as that o f writing a
historical novel, explains why the novel is named after Snarleyyow, the vessel’s captain’s
aggressive dog: “The only honest party in the whole history is the one most hated, as
generally is the case in the world—I mean Snarleyyow. There is no deceit about him,
and therefore, par excellence, he is fairly entitled to be the hero of, and to give his name
to, the work” (239). The crew o f the King’s vessel, like the smugglers of the novel,
transport commodities, frequent brothels, and carry Jacobite letters. The unfolding plot
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reveals the crew to be not at all antagonistic to the promiscuous, corrupt import-culture
that smuggled lutestrings and alamodes metonymically represent.
The comic deconstruction of the antithesis between the King’s crew and
smuggling merchants begins as early as chapter two. Sailors of all ships— smugglers or
excisemen—visit a Lust Haus, “a pleasure-house for sailors” (32). Captain Vanslyperken
is a favorite with the mistress o f the brothel, widow Vandersloosh, who “d[oes] a little
business with Mr. Vanslyperken, as well as allowing him to make love to her; and was
never so sweet or gracious as when closing a bargain” (31). The narrator never specifies
the identity of the commodity that the Captain habitually brings to the widow,
presumably from abroad. Although we might not know the use value of that commodity,
its exchange value is clear: the Captain offers it in exchange for sexual pleasure. It is not
only through the crew’s participation in a morally corrupt culture of exchange, but also
through their un-Englishness, that the novel deconstructs the binary between smugglers
and excisemen. As a lengthy narrative intervention clarifies, the novel is set in 1699, the
first years o f the reign of William of Nassau: “William, like all those continental princes
who have been called to the English throne, showed much favor to his countrymen, and
England was overrun with Dutch favorites, Dutch courtiers, and peers of Dutch
extraction” (10). The novel’s emphasis on the irrevocable mixing of the English with the
Dutch spreads over to its characterization o f the King’s excisemen. The English vessel,
like its Captain Vanslyperken, boasts a Dutch name, Yung Frau. In a novel with no hero
to foil villains, the traditional narrative of smugglers as anti-patriotic, un-English and
excisemen as patriotic Englishmen cannot hold.
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The cosmopolitanism that the narrator ascribes to the age culminates in sexual
entertainment at the widow’s Lust Haus. Sailors of all nations come together in their
pursuit of pleasure: “[I]t is a very gay scene, and is resorted to by seamen of all nations,
with a sprinkling o f those who are not sailors, but who like amusement, and there are
plenty o f females who are ready to dance with them, and to share their beer or grog” (39).
Like the uncontrollable circulation of import commodities, the pursuit of sexual pleasure
undoes the national barriers that the customs system aims to guard. The specific mode of
cosmopolitan existence here does not concern such philosophical concepts as loyalty to
the entire world o f human beings, but boasts a collage o f geographical variety: “[The
waltz] being a favorite dance, there were about fifty couple (sic) going round and round
the room. Such was the variety in the dress, country, language, and appearance of the
parties collected, that you might have imagined it a masquerade” (43). The visual
imagery of cosmopolitan entertainment relies on motion as well as mixture: individuals
of diverse geographical backgrounds waltz around the Lust Haus to comprise a
cosmopolitan crowd in motion. The communal nature of the waltz spreads over to sexual
activity as the narrator writes o f “orgies in the Lust Haus” (36). The communality of
erotic and sexual experience at the brothel, facilitating a Dionysian disappearance of the
individual subject, advances a particular kind of cosmopolitanism: national identities
matter the least when individual subjects lose their individuality in Dionysian festivity.
The novel superposes a space of promiscuous pleasure (the brothel) onto a city of
global capitalist exchange (Amsterdam) to arrive at a cosmopolitan crowd. As
Snarleyyow was written at a time when London had supplanted Amsterdam as the capital
of global capitalism, the emphasis on radical blending—a condition where the Dutch
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royalty blend with the English, excisemen with smugglers, nationalities with one another,
heroes with villains—potentially hits too close to home. But Marryat cautiously
counters the similarity o f nineteenth-century London to seventeenth-century Amsterdam
by differentiating the English and the Dutch. As far as pleasure and amusement are
concerned, “the Dutch are certainly very much in advance of the English” (38); no such
brothels as the Lust Haus are to be found in England. Even as Marryat triangulates
seventeenth-century global commerce with promiscuity and cosmopolitanism, he
distances that triangle from the contemporary capital of global capitalism, London.
The link between free commodity circulation and sexual activity develops in the
character o f Nancy Corbett, a former prostitute turned smuggler. Women’s labor plays a
key role in the smuggling network that Nancy leads. As the narrator details, the
smugglers’ base is in the Isle o f Wight: “in [their] abode there were at least thirty people
residing, and, generally speaking, it might be called a convent, for it was tenanted by
women. Their husbands, who brought over the cargoes, returned immediately in their
boat to the opposite shore” (89). The metaphor of the convent singles out the abode as a
space isolated from the rest o f the world, operating on its own codes and offering unique
possibilities. Underground commodity traffic gives rise to new modes of labor
organization where women lead commercial operations. They work outdoors at night,
undertaking physical challenges, interacting with customers: “Accustomed to climb the
tortuous path from the cave to the summit, the women would, on the darkest night, carry
up their burdens and deposit them in the cottages above, until they had an opportunity of
delivering the contraband articles into the hands of their agents” (89). Women’s public
late-night labor in London would identify them as prostitutes, yet in the Isle of Wight
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they confront no such identification. Nancy Corbett’s transition from prostitute to
smuggler assumes significance in this context. The illegality and public visibility of her
labor remain constants through the transition; further, given both occupations’ heavy
reliance on networking, Nancy Corbett’s past becomes a valuable asset in smuggling.
Through these connections, the distinction between the two occupations begins to wither.
Snarleyyow thus envisions a new social order at stake in free trade, an order doubly
threatening because it leads to a reshaping of gender roles in the world of commerce in
addition to tolerating unrestrained and commodified sexuality.
The transcendence of sexual and gender codes continues to characterize
smugglers’ lives as the crew o f Yung Frau one by one begin to turn into smugglers. A
crewmember’s assertive and articulate wife, Moggy, succeeds in recruiting her husband
to the contraband trade after her initial collaboration with the smugglers. Though the
husband ultimately enjoys and benefits from smuggling, his conversion to the trade
attests to Moggy’s ability to prevail over him. Conversion to smuggling persistently
emasculates the converts. The brief introduction to a chapter summarizes the fate of
Smallbones: “Chapter LXIII, In which Smallbones changes from a king’s man into a
smuggler, and also changes his sex” (287). The two clauses, juxtaposed with a
coordinating conjunction and linked through the repetitive use of “change,” align
smuggling with a carefree toleration of sexual transgression. Smallbones, wounded and
stranded in the sea due to the cruelty of his Captain, is rescued by a group of smugglers,
and left with the smuggling women of the Isle of Wight to recuperate. The heavily
advertised sex change of the chapter consists of Smallbones’s tom clothes being replaced
by women’s clothes. Marryat prolongs the cross-dressing episode. Like his fictional
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Nancy Corbett, he seems “delighted at the idea of dressing up Smallbones as a woman,”
and perhaps anticipates that his readers, like his fictional smugglers, will not be able to
“repress a smile” (293). Smugglers at the Lust Haus, and smugglers cross-dressing: on
the one hand, the super-masculinity of the former seems to contradict the latter. On the
other hand, both the former and the latter embody modes of sexuality that are
transgressive o f marital monogamy, and together construct a conceptual common ground
underneath libertinism and the commercial transgression o f national borders.
Snarleyyow''s smugglers’ motion in space matches that of prostitutes through
urban streets, as they were described in studies such as William Tait’s Magdalenism. In
both cases, undisciplined, unpredictable, non-linear movement comes to describe traffic
in illicit profit-generating networks. Marryat’s smugglers and their doubles, smuggling
excisemen, travel the seas seemingly idly; they appear in and disappear from Amsterdam
periodically. The novel does not so much portray them as traveling from departure points
to destinations as circling in perpetual motion between nodes. Smugglers, it seems, have
their way o f “walking the streets,” which consists of hovering over and haunting the seas.
Their movement prepares grounds for novelistically crafted “coincidences” crucial to plot
development. Stranded desperately in the middle of the whole wide sea in the middle of
the night, who should Smallbones run into but smugglers? If one’s expectations from
nautical fiction were that it create the illusion of realness, the plot’s dependence on such
an unlikely coincidence would constitute a weakness. But unlikely coincidences being
anything but unlikely in nautical fiction, the late night mid-sea encounter is highly
predictable. The trope o f “walking the streets,” taking the form of trotting the seas in the
case of the smuggler, produces a kind of textual ubiquity that the plot heavily relies upon.
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The free traders’ perpetual movement undertakes the crucial narrative function of uniting
the paths o f characters, whatever its thematic connotations—vagrancy, unrestraint,
corruption—might be.
The nomadic motion of hovering characters, in addition to providing the novelist
with ample opportunity to advance plot, promises gothic pleasure. For example, in The
Ghost Story, the invisible-yet-inevitable presence of smugglers in the countryside leads to
frightful haunting instances with smugglers disguised as ghosts. If, as so many literary,
economic, and political texts insist, foreign commodities are everywhere, then, The Ghost
Story reminds its audience, so must the smugglers. The representation of haunting
smugglers also has a mimetic aspect: many smugglers spread rumors about ghosts so that
townspeople would attribute any mysterious nighttime noises to haunting. But fictional
haunting smugglers cannot be reduced to mimesis. As I argue, the gothic ubiquity of
smugglers allegorizes the ever-permeating presence of commodities. Snarleyyow
exploits the gothic potential of perpetual circulation to the full. The spatial trajectories
o f Snarleyyow and Smallbones fit and evoke the spatial pattern of haunting. The crew
attempts every measure to leave Snarleyyow behind: they dump him into a canal, beat
him up in the brothel, and poison him. But the dog always finds his way back to the ship.
Conversely, the Captain tries every means to get rid of Smallbones: he keeps him
underwater, throws him overboard, and strands him on a boat without paddles. But
Smallbones, like Snarleyyow, always returns to YungFrau and lingers. The uncanny re
appearances o f the two compel the crew and the captain to identify one as a ghost and the
other as the devil. With Snarleyyow turning into a nightmarish comedy about ending up
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at the beginning, the direction and periodicity of spatial movements becomes a central
thematic concern in the novel.
It is not only the movement of characters but also that of the narrative gaze that
Snarleyyow places under scrutiny. Narrative interventions in the novel frequently reflect
on the aesthetics and ethics of narration. Narrative techniques of switching from one
point in space and time to another between chapters is a concern:
It may be as well to remind the reader that, it was in the month of January
sixteen hundred and ninety-nine, that we first introduced Mr.
Vanslyperken and his contemporaries to his notice, and that all the
important events which we have recorded, have taken place between that
date and the month of May, which is now arrived. We think, indeed, that
the peculiar unity of this work is its remarkable unity of time and place;
for, be it observed, we intend to finish it long before the year is out, and
our whole scene is, it may be said, laid in the Channel, or between the
Channel and the Texel, which, considering it is a historical novel, is
remarkable. Examine other productions of this nature, founded upon
historical facts like our own, and observe the difference. Read Scott,
Bulwer, James, or Grattan, read their historical novels, and observe how
they fly from country to country, and from clime to clime. As the
Scythians said to Alexander, their right arm extends to the east, and their
left to the west, and the world can hardly contain them. (245-46)
While the narrative gaze moves from one geographical location to another in other
historical fiction, in Snarleyyow it does not—or so claims the narrator. What is the
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aesthetic value of limited geographic perspective? How come the novel claims to posses
that aesthetic quality? The origin of the aesthetics of limited geographic perspective
according to the narrator is Greek theater, with its famous adherence to the unity o f place
and time. Yet, ironically, the only reason the narrator can come remotely close to
claiming that unity is that the setting of the novel is itself transitional space: the Channel
and the Texel, located in-between England, France, and Holland. The political economy
o f the sea, based as it is on commodity exchange since mercantile capitalism to the
heyday o f industrial capitalism, entails motion. Goods, people, and information travel
back and forth between individual states’ territories. The narrator’s gaze is spared from
having to scan geographical space, exactly because everything else is always on the
move, creating networks so that the narrative does not need to weave geographically
distant scenes into a web. As much as Marryat dismisses his reliance on the globalcapitalist economy o f exchange as a simple return to ancient dramatic form, his spatial
setting aestheticizes both Dutch and British capitalist expansion’s reliance on maritime
exchange.
At the risk of belaboring what might have at this point become obvious, I want to
connect nautical fiction’s thematic fascination with global commerce to questions about
the emergence of this genre in the 1820s, and its immense popularity in the 1830s.
Literary critics have frequently argued that the appearance of nautical fiction and
melodrama on the British literary scene was owing to two major historical developments
in Britain: the victorious closure of fifteen years of war with France, and the continuing
expansion o f the British Empire (Pocock 13; Cox 167). I propose that Britain’s
increasing commitment to free trade needs to be added to this list. Not that British free
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trade policy can be divorced from either British military dominion in the seas or the
overall imperialist agenda of political conquest and economic exploitation; however, free
trade—and its illegal double, smuggling—does account for many thematic and structural
aspects of nautical fiction. Granted, the most prominent representative of the genre,
Marryat, served in the Navy for decades; however, his tasks did include hunting down
smugglers, as he detailed in his prose writing. His admiration for talented smugglers
surfaces most directly in K ing’s Own, which hints at the necessity of free trade
(Parascandola 21-22; Warner 59-60). Further, the transnational constitution and appeal
of nautical fiction cannot be accounted for if we explain its emergence and popularity
solely by reference to the success of the British Navy and the prominence o f the British
Empire.14 Nautical fiction took off with Fenimore Cooper’s The Pilot in the US,
developed through the labor o f Marryat, and found an ever-widening audience as its
major works were translated into French, Italian, and Swedish, among other languages.
The international making o f the genre points toward a world historical context. Since
global capitalism obviously involved not just Britain but most parts of the world, it
provides just such a context. As Cesare Cesarino notes, “[t]he world of the sea under
industrial capitalism . . . became, if anything, more important than ever for the
functioning of an international political economy that now for the first time was coming
into being as a tendentially global capitalist system” (5). If we thematically and
contextually link nautical novels of the 1820s and 30s to free trade, then their frequent
representations of promiscuity appear as one facet o f a larger inquiry into unrestrained
exchange and circulation.
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Literary imaginations of the immorality of unrestrained circulation were by no
means limited to nautical fiction. To discuss a non-nautical case where international
commerce operates through the trope of omnipresence, proves central to plot
development, and connects to the theme of sexuality, I will turn to Little Dorrit. My
reading of border-crossing commerce and its instatement of ubiquity challenges the
models o f cosmopolitanism that literary critic Amanda Anderson finds in Little Dorrit.
Anderson defines cosmopolitanism as a practice of cultivating distance from one’s own
homeland and culture. As such, cosmopolitanism challenges the nationalist prerogative
o f privileging the wellbeing o f one’s fellow citizens over that o f human beings who
inhabit distant lands. With ethically significant agendas in mind, Anderson reveals that
such Kantian cosmopolitanism was imagined and even valued in Victorian Britain.
However, by focusing solely on a Kantian axiom that defines cosmopolitanism as
emotional or physical “distance,” she misses the major spatial tropes of cosmopolitanism
that the novel so persistently foregrounds. In Little Dorrit, cosmopolitanism has to do
with non-linear, head-spinning, un-mappable motion, which annihilates the very
possibility o f distance. Further, this particular mode of cosmopolitanism stems from the
global circulation o f various kinds of commodities. Being able to go anywhere at any
time, or even being present everywhere at once: these temporal-spatial patterns come to
govern the novel’s thematic explorations of international commerce and sexual scandal,
as well as undertaking significant functions in plot development.
Little Dorrit is best known as a prison novel. It narrates the life of Mr. Dorrit, an
inmate at a debtors’ prison in London, and his family, especially his altruistic daughter
Little Dorrit. Within the course of the novel, Mr. Dorrit inherits money, leaves the
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prison, travels in Europe with his family, loses his money in speculation, and dies. But
novel has a happy ending: Little Dorrit ultimately marries the man who saved her father
from the prison by uncovering the Dorrits’ claim to a fortune: Mr. Clennam. The two
characters whom my analysis will closely attend, Mr. Merdle and Rigaud, have much
influence on the fates of Little Dorrit and Mr. Clennam. The Dorrits lose their money by
speculating in Mr. Merdle’s business. Mr. Clennam finds out about his late father’s
illegitimate child because of Rigaud.
It is no coincidence that a prison novel ultimately has much to say about
cosmopolitan experience. Boundaries and the act of crossing them turn into major
themes in Little Dorrit. Travel and prison both raise the issue of overcoming boundaries.
Crossing the Alps as a rich man after being liberated from the debtors’ prison, and having
to lodge overnight at a remote spot during the process, Mr. Dorrit complains of “the
confinement,” o f “the space” being “so small. So-ha-very limited” (427). In response to
these comments, Mr. Dorrit’s host sums up the condition of a wealthy traveler:
“Monsieur could not easily place himself in the position of a person who had not the
power to choose, I will go here to-morrow, or there the next day; I will pass these
barriers, I will enlarge those bounds” (427). To exercise power, one must be able to go
“here” or “there” as fast as one likes. Swift spatial movement seems substitutable for—
and thus in some sense equivalent with—the act of passing barriers and undoing bounds.
Travel thus becomes an act of rebellion, an assertion of freedom.
The host grants the privilege of swift mobility to Mr. Dorrit, now an aristocratic
monsieur “doubtless possessing fortune, carriages, and servants,” but the border-crossing
merchants o f the novel claim that privilege. As one of the host’s many guests asserts,
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“none but smugglers come this way in the winter” (426). As with Marryat’s smugglers
who wander the deep seas all night, smugglers in Dickens’s imagination span desolate
mountains. But spatial span is not always a marker of power or skill. On the other side
of the Alps, Little Dorrit, now trying to act like a member of the upper-class, receives
criticism for it. Layers o f irony surround the fact that, living in a prison in London, she
had wandered the streets through the night without being the target of such criticism;
traveling in the Continent, wandering the streets of Venice is nearly beyond her reach.
The problem, of course, is one of gender and class. She walks the London streets as
“little mother,” an impoverished girl with no romantic prospects, acting as guardian to
one in need. Her upper-class identity strips her of the maternal one, and wandering
becomes a threat to her femininity. The contesting valences of movement in space
converge in the spatial and moral trajectories two characters: Rigaud Blandois and Mr.
Merdle, both of whose careers depend upon the border-crossing transfer of commodities.
Mr. Merdle’s is a rich merchant. Most relevant for my purposes, as the novel
emphasizes, he participates in global capitalism. The measure of Mr. Merdle’s success as
capitalist is his global-scale operation:
Treasury hoped he might venture to congratulate one of England’s worldfamed capitalists and merchant-princes . . . To extend the triumphs of
such men, was to extend the triumphs and resources of the nation; and
treasury felt—he gave Mr. Merdle to understand—patriotic on the subject.
(247)
The first thing that the text globalizes about Mr. Merdle is his fame; his name circulates
around the world. His “triumph” is geographically extensive, but so are, thanks to that
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triumph, the “resources of the nation.” The co-extensiveness of information (Mr.
Merdle’s name, news of his success) and materials (national resources), suggesting an
inextricable link between commodity and information circulation, commodifies the name
itself. A similar slippage between global fame and global transaction occurs in another
paragraph: “Mr. Merdle came home, from his daily occupation of causing the British
name to be more and more respected in all parts of the civilised globe, capable of the
appreciation o f world-wide commercial enterprise and gigantic combinations of skill and
capital” (382). Enterprise and fame appear interchangeable in this sentence—and they
will literally become substitutable in the speculation plot. As the simultaneous global
reach o f capital and fame reveal, the novel thematically connects debtors’ prison and
capitalist investment not only through their connotations of impoverishment and riches,
but also through their close associations with different modes of spatial existence. With
imprisonment implying the inability to span space and capitalist enterprise producing
geographic expansion, the subplots of the novel find remarkable thematic coherence.
In the character o f Mr. Merdle, spatial span becomes so wide that it turns into
ubiquity. His name permeates into all comers. It moves in a myriad of directions. Like
prostitution, Mr. Merdle’s business can be fully represented only through the metaphor of
contagion. As I insist, Mr. Merdle’s business operates through this trope not just because
money and commerce are perceived to be filthy,15 but because, being so global, the
business moves around the world, overcoming all barriers. The trope of contagion, I
argue, allegorizes the mobility of capital and commodities, a topic which contemporary
economic debates on free trade popularized. A chapter titled “The progress of an
Epidemic” narrates why so many people invest in Mr. Merdle’s enterprise:
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That it is at least difficult to stay a moral infection as a physical one; that
such a disease will spread with the malignity and rapidity of the Plague . . .
is a fact firmly established by experience as that we human creatures
breathe an atmosphere...
As a vast fire will fill the air to a great distance with its roar, so the
sacred flame with which the mighty Barnacles had fanned caused the air to
resound more and more, with the name of Mr. Merdle. It was deposited
on every lip, and carried into every ear. (547)
Mr. Merdle, or rather, that which represents him—his name—is present everywhere at
any moment. The spatial span of the name implies the expansion of his business, as those
on whose lips the name is “deposited” end up depositing money in the enterprise. The
contagion trope assigns a negative valence to permeating circulation, and the
characterization of the infection as “moral” specifically pulls the problem into the realm
of morality. The symptom of the infection is a desire to invest in Mr. Merdle’s
enterprise. As Pancks says, “But think of the whole Yard having got it. Think of their all
meeting me with it, on my collecting days, here and there and everywhere. Whether they
pay, or whether they don’t pay. Merdle, Merdle, Merdle. Always Merdle” (558,
emphasis mine). Always and everywhere: as Mr. Merdle achieves omnipresence,
reaching the geographically distant and the annihilation of distance become two sides of
the same coin.
Whatever Mr. Merdle’s moral transgressions might be, they hardly extend to the
sphere o f sexuality. The endless repetitions of one’s name, which would have proven
scandalous for a woman, have no sexual repercussions for him. But another character,
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who shares Mr. Merdle’s simultaneous commitments to global reach and commercial
activity, reveals the threat that infinite mobility poses to sexual propriety: Rigaud
Blandois. Confined to a dungeon in a French prison when we first meet him, Rigaud
claims world citizenship: “I am a cosmopolitan gentleman. I own no particular country.
My father was Swiss—Canton de Vaud. My mother was French by blood, English by
birth. I myself was bom in Belgium. I am a citizen of the world” (23). His
cosmopolitanism is a class marker, since, historically, the transcendence of national
identity was a privilege of aristocrats, who were wealthy enough to be versed in the
classics, speak many languages, and travel. Though the bourgeois Merdle, with his
money and fame, and the aristocratic Rigaud, with his swagger and polite mannerisms,
could not differ more in terms of class identity, their omnipresence links them. Rigaud’s
body moves in space freely like Merdle’s name, as if it were just floating— even out of
the jail where we initially encounter him and into the debtor’s prison where Clennam
ends up. His cosmopolitan identity is linked to his ability to be everywhere:
“You are English, sir?”
“Faith, madame, no; I am neither bom nor bred in England. In effect, I am
o f no country,” said Mr. Blandois, stretching out his leg and smiting it: “I
descend from half a dozen countries.”
“You have been much about the world?”
“It is true. By heaven, madame, I have been here and there and
everywhere!”
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(345, emphasis
mine)
Belonging nowhere and being everywhere complement one another. The syntax of the
series of geographic signifiers (here, there, everywhere) is remarkable. The absence of
any punctuation in the list creates a sense o f free flow, lack of obstruction, floating
presence. As Rigaud speaks of himself: “‘[Hje’ll flourish here, and everywhere,’ said
Rigaud, with an exulting look and snap of his fingers. ‘He always has and always willV”
(718, emphasis mine). This claim seamlessly combines spatial extension (everywhere)
with temporal infinity (always) to create a sense of omnipresence. The accompanying
gesture o f the snap o f fingers, signifying speed, hints at an uncanny ability to be in one
place at one moment and in another place the next. The plot in its entirety confirms
Rigaud’s claim to traverse space effortlessly.
Rigaud’s abrupt appearances evoke a dream-like state, as a chapter titled “Mrs.
Flintwinch Goes on Dreaming” suggests. “From this posture she started up suddenly,
with half a scream, feeling something on her shoulder. It was the touch of a hand; of a
man’s hand,” describes the narrator in a gothic mode. Similarly, just when Rigaud’s
presence seems unavoidable, he disappears: “Enquiring after him at night, Mr. Flintwinch
found, with surprise, that he had paid his bills and gone back to the Continent by way of
Calais” (353). Blandois’s next appearance proves surprising as well: “[Clennam’s] door
was immediately swung open by a thump, and in the doorway stood the missing
Blandois, the cause o f many anxieties” (709). Rigaud / Blandois is never in the process
o f arriving or leaving; he is just there, not there, has already arrived, or already left. So it
seems, from the point of view of readers as well characters. Like Affery, Jeremiah
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Flintwich, and Arthur Clennam, we encounter no sign Of arrival or departure. Rigaud’s
movement in space is untraceable; seemingly, he presents himself wherever, whenever.
Mobility, in its extreme form, becomes ubiquity—of an eerie kind. Criticism on the
Gothic mode in Little Dorrit identifies the Clennam house, its secrets, and its destruction
as Gothic conventions (Jarrett). If Rigaud is the Gothic villain who stirs up the secrets,
his ghost-like mobility becomes part of the Gothicism o f the novel, ascribing mysterious
and frightful aspects to the mode o f spatial movement most closely associated with
capitalist circulation within and beyond Little Dorrit.
Little Dorrit aligns the non-linear, abrupt, frightful mobility practiced by Rigaud
with moral corruption, especially with sexual impropriety. Subplots initiate the
association: Miss Warde, rejecting feminine docility, and along with it, purity, is a
wanderer around the world. Figuratively, she is perhaps also a wanderer of another kind:
we are never sure, but perhaps always wondering, if she was ever walking the streets. As
Little Dorrit finds out in Venice, wandering signifies moral depravity for women even in
its literal forms. If wandering women jeopardize their own respectability in the novel,
Rigaud, the wanderer par excellence, poses a threat to others’. His floating presence is
permeating in a way that a disciplined traveler—not wanderer—such as Clennam never
exhibits. As if cosmopolitanism implies universal access to every single spot in the
world, Rigaud enters the Clennam household with ease: “To Arthur’s increased surprise,
Mistress Affery, stretching her eyes wide as himself, as if in warning that this was not a
gentleman for him to interfere with, drew back the chain, and opened the door. The
stranger, without any ceremony, walked into the hall” (522). As if with a magic passport,
Rigaud talks to Mrs. Clennam in the privacy of her room, at a late hour.
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Miss Wade, reminding Clennam “that there was personal communication between
[Rigaud] and [Mrs. Clennam],” verbalizes the sexual connotations of the exchange:
I confess that if I cared for my credit (which I do not), or had a good name
to preserve (which I have not, for I am utterly indifferent to its being
considered good or bad), I should regard myself as heavily compromised
by having had anything to do with this fellow. Yet he never passed in at
my door—never sat in colloquy with me until midnight. (630, original
emphasis)
Chastity and Rigaud’s mobility appear irreconcilable. Miss Wade’s emphasis on passing
in at one’s door provokes the question of whether Rigaud’s Gothic-cosmopolitan
mobility threatens respectability simply because it erases the boundary between the
domestic space and its outside. The ability to pass national borders converges with the
ability to float freely across the public and the private. But I would say that there is more
to Rigaud and connotations of sexual intimacy than a violation of the separation of
domestic and public spheres. His cosmopolitanism (claim to world-citizenship,
belonging everywhere, being able to talk in many languages) characterizes him as a sly
man who appeals to and pleases everybody—unlike, say, the figure of the patriot whose
desire to please is selectively limited to his countrymen. Insofar as cosmopolitanism
signifies a plethora of attachments (a cosmopolitan is citizen not of one country, but o f all
countries), it evokes the possibility of polygamy (a lover not of one woman or man, but
of many; one who cultivates multiple romantic attachments). Marital monogamy and
patriotism privilege singular attachment, and a cosmopolitan seems to belong to too many
people. Remember, for instance, John Elliott’s mocking of Richard Cobden’s
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cosmopolitanism (“Ah! Richard, factotum of factors all over the world,— ‘Notre
Richard,’— ‘El nuestro Ricardo,’— ‘Carissimo nostro Riccardo,'— ‘Unser liebigste
Reichard,’—most polyglot Dick!”). Rigaud, whose identity proves equally malleable,
has his way of calling everybody his own and expecting everybody to call them their
own. Ultimately, his claim to geographical rootlessness resonates with his ultimate
crime, the murder o f his wife: rejecting a motherland and killing one’s wife converge on
the axis o f affective detachment. Similarly, his claim to multiple homelands resonates
with his over-the-top flirtations with almost every woman he meets: the axis of
convergence here is superficial multiple attachments. Rigaud’s gothic cosmopolitanism
produces an unsettling erotics of multiplicity.
The novelistic representation of head-spinning mobility owes its existence partly
to the narrative point of view that shifts vastly between distant lands from chapter to
chapter, exactly in the fashion Marryat denounces in Snarleyyow. The trajectories of
ordinary travelers such as Clennam and the Meagles are no mystery; their geographical
destinations remain transparent. Not so with the narrative perspective—or Mr. Merdle’s
name and Rigaud’s body, as I have discussed. The first chapter opens in Marseilles; the
second moves onto the Channel, and the next to England. These chapters do not trace the
movement of a person or commodity; they move independently and in nonlinear fashion.
The first chapter is on Rigaud and the second on the Meagles; the narrative perspective
later takes us to France and Italy, to cities and the mountains.16 In a novel about
imprisonment, such freedom becomes liberating and therapeutic, if not seductive.
My point here is partly that the cosmopolitan perspective of the novel cannot be
reduced to the thematic representation of commodities on the move. But more
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importantly, I want to introduce pleasure back into the picture, whether its source might
be aesthetic or sexual. Even as we, readers, are exposed to a thematic critique of headspinning mobility, we enjoy that mobility ourselves in its aestheticised form. The
ascription o f immorality to rampant sexuality operates similarly. Reading linguistic
representations of sexuality, much like sexuality itself, can be pleasurable. In that case,
to what degree does the ethical tag attached to the pleasure matter? In associating
commodity circulation with rampant sexuality, the texts that I have examined do not just
critique it. They also describe it as seductive and pleasurable, thus fueling the desire for
commodities even as they declare that desire immoral.
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Chapter 3
Coinciding Interests: Commercial And Familial Reconciliation In Radical Politics,
Harriet Martineau, And Charlotte Bronte

Chapters one and two explored how border-crossing commodity flow came to
signify political disloyalty and sexual transgression. In this chapter, I turn to the
development o f a competing trend that gained currency during the 1830s and 40s: free
trade appeared to facilitate conflict resolution and ensure reciprocity. This shift helped
resolve the ideological crisis that the intellectual and governmental espousal of free trade
produced: an emerging economic reliance on international trade clashed with the desire
for national self-sufficiency. If free trade was to become the embodiment of the British
tradition of democracy and a token of Britishness, Britons had to confront and revise
older narratives of commodity exchange that ascribed politically subversive and sexually
transgressive functions to the freedom of exchange. The revisionary narratives I explore
in this chapter undertook this challenging task.
This chapter takes as its starting point economic descriptions of free trade as
promoter o f mutual financial benefit. It argues that literary narratives translated this
presumed ability to promote mutuality onto the realm of affect. In multi-plot narratives
in which economic plotlines met romantic ones, free trade, conjugal happiness, and
familial harmony complemented one other as systemic and subjective manifestations of a
single principle o f mutuality. I propose that fiction was a privileged medium for
imagining overlapping interests, because happy endings asserted the possibility of
ultimate reconciliation. If, as I argue, affective reciprocity became the subjective
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corollary o f free trade, this development was ideologically significant not the least
because it portrayed laissez-faire as a warm, all-embracing order inherently compatible
with domestic values. To discuss the alignment of free trade between nations with
affective reciprocity between individuals, I first briefly elaborate the economic portrayal
of free trade as a win-win scenario and show that this notion informed cosmopolitan
perspectives as well as nationalist rhetoric. Then, I turn to Harriet Martineau’s
Illustrations o f Political Economy to argue that the presumed universal appeal of the dual
values o f family and trade enabled the imagination of the racial other’s interiority.
Finally, I show that Charlotte Bronte’s novels The Professor and Shirley question
whether free trade counters affective attachment and answer in the negative.
A simple notion of coinciding interests enabled Britons to present and understand
their global economic hegemony as international collaboration. According to this notion,
the distinct interests of any individual or community do not conflict with those o f others;
on the contrary, each entity comes to achieve its goals only when others do. The idea of
coinciding interests promises a world of harmony where the pursuit o f self-interest does
not imply conflict. The justification of the pursuit of self-interest or, by analogy, of
national interest, was the ideological stake of this win-win narrative in early-Victorian
England. The notion of coinciding interests thrived in elaborate defenses of free trade,
according to which commodity exchange would enrich all participating nations, rich and
poor, industrial and agricultural, alike.1 J. R. McCulloch, the political economist who
popularized David Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage, summed up this principle:
countries “might enter into a traffic which would prove mutually and greatly beneficial.”
If restrictions on foreign trade were abolished, then “nations would acquire one common
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interest,” that o f trading with, and subsequently enriching, one another. The notion of
coinciding interests transformed free traders into de facto cosmopolitans whose primary
loyalty was to the worldwide community of human beings rather than their own nation:
“an extensive merchant becomes in some measure a citizen of the world” (McCulloch
55). The emphasis on mutual advantage effaced the amorality of profit maximization,
because it elevated the promotion of self-interest to the moral rank of philanthropy.
Coinciding commercial interests promised a peaceful world community.2 A vivid
instance o f the equation of commerce with harmony appears in a travel memoir by
prominent Victorian diplomat Laurance Oliphant. During an extended visit to the
Russian shores o f the Black Sea, Oliphant finds himself in a vast bazaar where local
Kirghees and Tartars trade with merchants from diverse national and racial backgrounds:
It is generally the case, where much business is done, that the most
important transactions are negotiated in a quiet way; and so at Nijni, a
dirty little Franfort Jew [sic.] may be seen in the back shop of some
dignified aristocratic-looking Armenian, true to his vocation and calling,
driving his bargain as keenly as if he had one of his own persuasion to
haggle with. All distinctions of rank are forgotten in that most engrossing
pursuit which attracts people so many thousands of miles, and through so
many difficulties. Here persons of the most opposite persuasions
fraternize with the greatest harmony[.] (Oliphant 40)
The key to fraternity in this anecdote is not the dissolution of national, racial, and class
identities; on the contrary, the thrust of this unambiguously racist passage is that trade
effects harmony between dissimilar groups. In the world of commerce, it seems,
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similarity is not a prerequisite for peace. The language that describes the assortment of
commodities is markedly symmetric in structure. The list of the most popular items in
the market (“teas and furs from the East, and silk and cotton goods from the West”) is
evenly divided between hemispheres. This geographical symmetry, however, is undercut
by the configuration of the freedom of trade as an English tradition. Oliphant stresses the
fact that while English companies insist on trading in Russia, the Muscovite government
actually opposes such commercial intercourse with “ignorance and jealousy” and thus
betrays the best interest of its own people (40, 116).
Free trade advocate Richard Cobden’s speeches epitomize the spirit of
commercial cosmopolitanism that Oliphant accused the Russian government of lacking.
Through the 30s and 40s, Cobden fervently declared that the abolishment of
governmental regulations on importation and exportation would lead to world peace and
prosperity: “Free Trade! What is it? Why, breaking down the barriers that separate
nations; those barriers behind which nestle the feelings of pride, revenge, hatred and
jealousy, which every now and then burst their bounds, and deluge whole countries with
blood” (Cobden 40). His vision ascribed to free trade the ability to terminate nationalistic
sentiments that gave rise to violence. It celebrated the “breaking down” of “the barriers
that separate nations” and idealized the post-nationalistic world it imagined. In Cobden’s
rhetoric, free trade was able to dismantle the feelings that fueled nationalism.
The theory that free trade would serve the interests of all nations inevitably
produced a paradox, because the British national interest was defined as triumph over
others. Free trade advocates such as Cobden did not simply want Britain to be
prosperous, but rather wished it to be more prosperous than other nations. Cobden’s
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speeches, fervent and propagandistic, provide a useful vantage point for detecting the
internal contradictions of the seemingly cosmopolitan support for free trade. Ironically,
Cobden’s vision o f a borderless world reified the very borders it claimed to oppose. His
cosmopolitanism crumbled as he set Britons apart from the rest of the world:
We have set an example to the world in all ages; we have given them the
representative system. The very rules and regulations of this house have
been taken as the model for every representative assembly throughout the
whole civilized world; and having besides given them the example of a
free press and civil and religious freedom, and every institution that
belongs to freedom and civilization, we are now about giving a still
greater example; we are going to set the example of making industry
free—to set the example of giving the whole world every advantage of
clime, and latitude, and situation, relying ourselves on the freedom of our
industry. Yes, we are going to teach the world that other lesson. (198)
This declaration incorporates free trade into the English civilizing mission. Free trade, it
seems, is nothing but the most recent element of a long litany that defines Englishness:
civilization, representative government, liberty. Unregulated global commerce and the
ideals it represents are nationalized: wherever free trade is carried on, it will implement
Englishness.
The publications of Cobden’s Anti-Com-Law League similarly reveal uncanny
oscillations between concern for the world population and the desire for British
hegemony. A volume of award winning essays constitutes a telling example. In 1842,
the Council o f the National League organized a competition for essays exploring the
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merits o f free trade in com. The highest prize ended up being awarded to three essays;
subsequently, the essays were united into a single document, printed, and finally
distributed as propaganda. The perplexing range of ideas offered by the essays betrays
the League’s oscillation between cosmopolitan and nationalist perspectives, between
seeking the interest of the whole world and that of Britain. One essay assumes a global
economic model where the interests of all nations coincide. The author, George Hope,
confidently asserts, “I have no dread of dependence on foreigners,” and adds, “Free Trade
is the best guarantee for peace.” While he acknowledges that free trade will further
British interest, he does not define that interest as superiority over other nations: “Free
and unrestricted commerce is the only means that can give Britain a chance to continue to
progress; without it we must even go back” (15). For Hope, progress is not a term of
comparison—all nations can progress at once. The next essay in the collection, however,
emphasizes free trade’s potential to render Britain different from, and in fact superior to,
other nations: “by opening her markets to the produce o f the world, [England will]
become the centre of civilization and wealth” (Morse 16). By definition, every center
implies a periphery, and unrestricted commerce appears in this essay as a means of
establishing and perpetuating power asymmetry in the world.
Relying on fragmented excerpts to ensure accessibility and conciseness, the AntiCom-Law League tracts provided an excellent medium for presenting and obscuring
contradictions. A tract comprised of excerpts from the works of Perronet Thompson
sharply reveals the confluence of cosmopolitan and imperialist agendas. A section titled
“Mutual Dependence” praises global interdependence:
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Does any mystery of nature conceal the fact, that different countries have
been created under such circumstances as make it practically impossible,
that a partial failure in harvests of one should not be remediable by
communication with the others, if man, in the wisdom of his absurdity,
could be persuaded not to stand by to prevent? And is it not plain, that the
suffering to one country would be balanced by the corresponding profit to
the other; and thus, as nature presented the cup of suffering and profit to
each by turns, the movement of the great machine would be kept up with
the least practicable aggregate of human evil?

(160)
This hypothetical scheme imagines a symmetrical power situation where, over time, all
countries benefit from free trade. When one country faces a bad harvest, another
boasting a good harvest could supply it with grain. The analysis evaluates the prosperity
o f the world population as a whole (“the great machine,” “least aggregate of human evil”)
without even naming individual countries. Generic nouns and pronouns such as “one
country” and “the other” produce an egalitarian rhetoric. The next excerpt from
Thompson’s work, which directly follows the one quoted above, provides a contesting
point of view where free trade becomes a means of perpetuating power imbalance:
“Experience proves, that it is not the improved and manufacturing nation, but the growers
of rude produce, that are dependents. Thus England can do without the trade with Russia,
better than Russia without the trade of England” (574, qqd. in Tracts 11). This passage
assures the audience that free trade does not produce mutual interdependence, but rather
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presents a means of rendering other nations dependent upon England. The nationalistic
tone reaches its climax at the end of the passage, when the author singles out Russia’s
dependence on England as “the cause of the ruin of Napoleon” (11). International
commerce becomes a military weapon here. The vocabulary of war both mediates and
challenges the pamphlet’s embrace of global interdependence and peace.
If the win-win model of mutual benefit thrived in visions of cosmopolitanism, it
assumed a new level o f universality in narratives of domesticity. To address the
imagined congruence of global commerce and family relationships in Victorian literature,
I would like to start with a narratological question. Why do so many Victorian novels
intertwine political plots with marriage plots? From Elizabeth Gaskell’s North and South
to George Eliot’s Felix Holt, the novelistic form tells a love story as it attends to such
issues as class conflict, party politics, and commercial transactions. The confluence of
romantic and political plots has received much scholarly attention in past decades.
Literary critics such as Nancy Armstrong have suggested that in the Victorian literary
imagination marital unions provide what economic exchange and political activity lack:
harmony and affection. According to this interpretation, family life produces a friendly
community that the world of business only aspires to mimic. I offer an alternative
account o f why romantic and political plots cohere, valid especially for narratives
featuring global free trade. The romantic plot privatizes an existing spirit of collaboration
already embodied in international commerce. Peaceful alliances between nations find
domestic corollaries in marital unions. The imagined compatibility of global commerce
and domesticity clashes with the notion of a socially destructive cash-nexus in Victorian
narratives, continuously negotiating the moral valence of the emerging free market.
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In fictional works that intricately intertwined political plots with marriage plots,
world peace and international collaboration found corollaries in familial and romantic
affection. Nineteenth-century literature provided an effective medium for expressing the
idea of coinciding interests because of its structural movement toward conflict resolution.
The idea that seemingly conflicting interests actually coincided could be articulated so
emphatically in novels, because fictional plots moved from a state of conflict between
persons, ideas, and communities, to a state of ultimate reconciliation. In the tales and
novels this chapter examines, if interests coincide, they do so not only on a communal
level, but also an individual one. Reconciliations between national communities take
place alongside the resolution of marital tensions; lovers’ quarrels end when wars do.
Fiction that intertwined political and marriage plots was uniquely poised to turn
free trade into a guarantor o f successful marriage and family unity. In Martineau’s
Cinnamon and Pearls, familial relations in Ceylon mirror the structure of global trade
relations; in her Dawn Island, foreign commodity traffic transforms the philosophy of
reproduction on a tropical island. Bronte’s novels are not nearly as unequivocal in their
celebration of commerce, but they nonetheless reinforce the affiliation of free trade with
romantic and domestic harmony. The Professor raises the question of whether a
cosmopolitan merchant can be paternal and affectionate in a domestic setting and
envisions a character who is. Shirley imagines a cotton-cloth exporter for whom the right
to trade freely with the U.S. means putting an end to heartless business practices
offensive to his prospective fiancee. The literary conflation o f financial and emotional
exchange provided an instantly recognizable model for the concept of internationalism:
just as the interests of father and child, and husband and wife, were not mutually
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antagonistic, neither was one nation’s gain the other’s loss. I argue in this section that
idealistic notions of middle-class family life facilitated the imagination o f a worldcommunity. It offered a way to understand independent nations’ need for one another.
The availability o f such a model for international collaboration was crucial to the free
trade movement’s success, because political economy used that model to assert the
exigency o f free trade.
Martineau’s tales, composed to illustrate principles of political economy,
constitute a hybrid genre between literature and economics; as such, they reveal the
intricate relations between these two discourses. With the self-professed goal of
supporting the Anti-Com-Law League, Martineau not only stresses free trade’s global
function of reconciling conflict but also reproduces it on a familial scale. Though literary
critics have explored Martineau’s work extensively with questions of gender and
imperialism in mind, her economic vision has been understood only in the most general
terms.3 The economic principle that she seeks to illustrate in Cinnamon and Pearls is
that the colonial system prevents both the colonized and the colonizer from maximizing
their profits. Under the colonial system of the nineteenth century, the British government
allowed its colonies to trade only with the colonizing nation. It also compelled British
merchants to buy their commodities from colonies even when those commodities could
be obtained more cheaply elsewhere.4 The colonial system and free trade, then, are
inherently antithetical. To demonstrate free trade’s superiority to colonial trade,
Martineau sets her tale in a colony whose trade was historically monopolized by the East
India Company: Ceylon. Ironically but predictably, Martineau is no less imperialist than
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those who defend colonial trade. She insists that Britons should educate the Ceylonese,
convert them, and tax them while both parties trade with any party they desire.
One strand o f narrative in Cinnamon and Pearls reports a series of presumably
enlightening conversations about the Ceylonese economy, carried on by a Mr. Carr, an
agent o f the East India Company, and his daughter. Mr. Carr insists that if the Ceylonese
could freely trade with all nations of the world rather than unwillingly serve the East
India Company, then both the islanders and the British would be wealthier. In short, he
insists that the interests o f the Ceylonese and the British coincide, although the mutually
hostile colonizers and colonized do not realize it. The daughter’s education parallels that
of the islanders, who, resenting the existing system and wanting the monopoly to come to
an end, find in political economy the language to articulate their intuitive needs and
desires. The father and daughter thus figuratively represent the British and the
Ceylonese, evoking the Enlightenment notion that “barbaric” societies are infant
civilizations that will ultimately mature.5 The Carrs’ conversation, in which the daughter
gradually finds out about the benefits of free trade through her father’s economic insight,
reassures Martineau’s audience o f the enlightening potential of economic theory.
The depiction of free trade as a lesson that “the parent” has to teach is an enduring
fantasy. According to Cobden, free trade was at once a valuable lesson, the greatest
English export of all times, and England’s gift to the rest of the world (Cobden 198).
Walter Bagehot’s English Political Economy reveals quite transparently the pride that
free-trade theory inspired. The very title of this book nationalizes political economy:
'‘'‘English political economy,” posits Bagehot, “is known everywhere as the theory ‘of free
trade.’” The theory is national, but its effects universal: “even abroad [our English
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system] has had an enormous effect”—but not as enormous, we learn, as Bagehot would
have liked. The language with which he describes that effect is one of conquest: “the
Political Economy of Adam Smith penetrated deep into the Continent”—but the writings
o f Ricardo and others, he laments, were not as influential (2-5). What Martineau’s
imagination offers, then, is a fantasy of dissemination that expands the radius of influence
of “English political economy” both to East India Company officers and to Ceylonese
residents.
The interchange between Mr. Carr and his daughter highlights the fact that the
motivation for free trade is mutual benefit. “The parent” and “the child,” Mr. Carr
asserts, might “enrich each other” if left alone. Mutual enrichment means less poverty
for the Ceylonese and more wealth for the British. Most interesting for my purposes is
the way a formal aspect of the narrative—the dialogue between Mr. Carr and his
daughter—comes to mirror the economic principle that commodities from the colony
(“the child”) and the metropole (“the parent”) complement one another. Mr. Carr begins,
“The English government lets the East India Company have all the cinnamon . . . So the
spice is carried away to be sold, instead of foreign nations being allowed to come here to
buy.” What the company does not want, he says, “is sometimes burned to keep up the
price.” His daughter points out in response that if the English could only obtain
cinnamon inexpensively, “they would make the fortunes of the people here [in Ceylon].”
Her father adds instantly, “And then the people here would make the fortunes of a great
many o f the working people in England” (49). Martineau neatly embeds the reciprocalberiefit scenario into the mutually complementary comments of a father and daughter,
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thus offering a familial counterpart to the global spirit of cooperation she advocates
despite her imperialist assumptions.
The development of mutual respect and fondness between the Ceylonese and the
British, and the establishment o f ties between Ceylon and other parts of the world appear
to be other motivations for free trade. Were it not for the monopoly o f the East India
Company,
captains and merchants from many nations would com e... A French
merchant would carry away pearls, and leave silk dresses behind him, or
money, with which the Cingalese might lay out rice-fields and cotton
plantations, or stock cows with cattle. The Dutch captain would go to
some neighboring countries for grain. . . The Russian would bring leather
and com. (60)
This utopian vision of free trade strategically leaves out numerical components: how
many silk dresses for how many pearls? Obscuring this crucial aspect of commodity
exchange, Martineau reduces commerce to cooperation. The dialogical structure
continues to mirror content. Two American missionaries step into this conversation
about international harmony, and a young Ceylonese woman, Marana, finally joins, too.
The chat is productive and informative for all parties. The group, with its racially diverse
makeup and intellectually productive exchange, embodies Martineau’s vision of free
trade. The colonizer, metonymically represented in Mr. Carr, and the colonized,
metonymically represented in Marana, look forward to free trading days when the
English will be “more welcome than they have ever been yet” (111).
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Marana is the protagonist of the second strand of narrative in Cinnamon and
Pearls, which portrays the suffering of Ceylon’s native residents under the existing
colonial system. This strand, too, involves family ties. Tracing the fate o f two young
natives, Marana and Rayo, it imagines subjective experiences that correspond to the
systemic principles that Mr. Carr outlines. Marana and Rayo resent that it is only the
British officers who profit from their labor. Although their island is agriculturally fertile,
and rich with chanks—valuable large shells—and pearls, Marana and Rayo, ambitious
hard-workers, are desperately impoverished. Over the course o f the tale, Marana and
Rayo flirt, marry, fight, become estranged, and finally reunite. Most interesting to me is
the convergence o f the economic plot with the romantic plot: an oppressive colonial
system is the curse that separates Marana and Rayo, and free trade is the matchmaker that
reunites them.
Marana and Rayo’s marriage depends on the amelioration of the economic
system. The ideal o f the hearth justifies what constitutes theft from the viewpoint o f the
East India Company. By law every chank in the Pacific by the shores of Ceylon belongs
to the Company. As chanks provide bridal decoration, Rayo secretly dives for them at
night, although collecting them legally constitutes theft. He laments, "Is it theft to get
chanks for my bride, when I have worked long for them [the Company], and can get no
chanks by working? I thought God laid the chanks in our sea for our brides" (7). In
diving for the chanks, Rayo becomes the hero of the tale, as he rejects the monopoly of
the Company. However, it is only by resorting to use value that Martineau can justify
natives’ right to the goods in their homeland: Rayo needs the chanks not for exchange,
but for decoration. The Active tale mutates the economic understanding of the
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commodity; it imagines, and quite literally romanticizes, a context in which objects are
more than commodities with numeric prices. The geographical setting in which
Martineau resuscitates that context is remarkably far from English factories and markets.
To remind her audience that economic value is comprised of use as well as exchange
value, the English author needs the Ceylonese setting.
The tale legitimates Rayo’s desire for a decent income—as if legitimation were
necessary—by emphasizing that he needs the money only to achieve the hearth: “Rayo
acknowledged having received certain portions of rice, and of cotton for clothing; but
never any wages which would purchase what was necessary for Marana before her father
would allow her to marry” (8). The natives’ inability to marry functions to reveal the
viciousness o f monopoly. The tale attends closely to their plight, inviting English readers
to feel the pain o f a Ceylonese couple. The affective context in which Rayo articulates
his anguish is telling: it is romantic love that allows the native to speak. The
universalization o f a familiar narrative of passionate yet affectionate love facilitates the
promotion o f unfettered global commerce.
Marana and Rayo do manage to get married, but the economic system continues
to strain their relationship. After Rayo is caught swallowing a large pearl he dived for,
the couple has to move inland. The interesting twist comes when Marana and Rayo begin
to bear grudges against each other. The tale insists that love cannot thrive until the
advent o f free trade. For Marana, Rayo’s rejection of the Company’s ownership of pearls
constitutes theft. She resents that they have to move to the cinnamon fields and that Rayo
acquires a “purpose which lay nearer to his heart than his wife,” his pursuit of political
protest. Having become a resolute enemy of the Company, he does all he can to sabotage
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it, which includes burning all the cinnamon fields. While Martineau might oppose
colonial trade, she is no radical: Rayo pays for his rebelliousness by contracting leprosy.
Marana’s disapproval o f her husband’s violence and his ensuing secrecy estrange them.
As long as the Ceylonese interest is at odds with that of the colonizers, there is no peace
at home. Marana and Rayo’s discord offers thematic coherence to the tale. Throughout
the reign o f colonial monopoly, husband and wife remain at odds as do the Ceylonese and
the British. This universal strife comes to an end only when, due to the implementation
o f free trade measures by the London government, the interests of all parties begin to
coincide. International harmony replaces colonial oppression:
“And if Rayo had a bo at,. . . and carried spice to any ships he
might meet upon the sea, would not that be a crime?”
“A crime no longer, Marana. He may take dollars from the
Spaniard, and silk from the Italian, and cotton from the Englishman, and
iron from the Russian, and grain from the American, and no one will ask
him how he got his wealth, or threaten those who exchange with him.”
( 106)
In this vision o f free trade, Westerners continue to mediate all commerce even after the
end of colonial monopoly. Not one o f the tale’s many “one Spaniard, one Englishman,
one Russian, one American” style formulations features Ceylon trading with another
country in Asia. Nonetheless, within the parameters of the tale, free trade is the formula
for global peace—and for marital bliss. Now that economic interests of the West and the
East coincide, harmony becomes universal. Rayo, reassuringly apolitical in Martineau’s
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scenario o f mutual enrichment, abandons his mistress—political protest—to devote
himself to his wife. Love thrives without restraint in the new regime of free trade.
Martineau reads the globe through kinship: the worldwide community o f human
beings, it seems, is comprised of families. In Dawn Island, a vision of the global
economy again emerges through explorations of romantic love and marital
companionship in a distant land. The setting is the titular Dawn Island, whose economy
has remained isolated from its Western counterparts. Death defines life on Dawn Island.
Wars with substantial casualties, both between the peoples of neighboring isles and
within the island itself threaten the lives of young men. Bloodshed in war is not so much
an inevitable consequence as an explicit motivation. As we witness many times—
repetition seems to play a significant role in Martineau’s pedagogy—the islanders’
philosophy welcomes death and infertility in humans: “The forest-tree shall grow: the
coral shall spread and branch out; but man shall cease” (22). The domestic counterpart
of war is infanticide. A young woman named Idya unwillingly marries a man she
admires; gravely, she finds out that she is pregnant; poignantly, she witnesses the murder
of her baby as per custom. No first bom is allowed to live—“man shall cease.” After all,
the islanders worship a God whose “followers were bidden to live and die childless” (45).
Their attempts to resist the propagation of species include cannibalism. That cannibalism
and infanticide come to an end when Britons arrive on the island with their commodities
seems predictable enough, but what is most interesting for my purposes is the way
Martineau treats the philosophy of free trade as the exact opposite of the axiom “man
shall cease.”
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But how, exactly, does the tale relate free trade to the issue of the propagation of
species? For Martineau, the antithetical relation between free trade and the islanders’
reproductive principles is deeply philosophical. It is not that Britons’ aversion to
cannibalism and infanticide compels the islanders to reproduce; rather, simply by learning
to trade, they themselves shape and adopt a new philosophy. “All else is made to
flourish, but man to war and perish”— such is the uncontested religious belief on Dawn
Island until white men arrive to exchange their commodities for coconut (31). What the
islanders receive, emphasizes the tale, is more than the matches, the spoon, and the pair
of glasses that they covet. It is a lesson in trade and, more importantly for their survival,
in philosophy.
As in Cobden’s imagination, in Martineau’s narrative the philosophy of peace that
accompanies free trade is a lesson that Britons offer for free. One tradesman accounts for
his insistence on not providing an old priest with a free pair of glasses: “the best kindness
I can do him and the people of the island is to teach them to trade—and honestly? A few
sugarcanes and hogs are cheap payment for the best lesson anyone ever taught them”
(71). The tradesmen’s visit proves educational. The contemplative priest begins to
revise the local philosophy:
If the world is so very large, and the same sun shines on so many tribes,
the end must be a good way off. The forest tree may raise its head till it
reaches the cloud that hides the mountain-top—the coral may spread out
till it binds together all the islands of the sea, before man ceases
altogether. (60)
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The growth o f the tree figuratively expresses the opening of new frontiers. The spreading
o f the crowd becomes a metaphor for the interconnectedness of the whole world, thus
signaling the emergence of a global cognitive map. Most significantly, in this global
vision, the fate of humankind parallels that of the forest and the corals. The global
extensiveness o f human activity becomes a sign of the resilience and strength o f the
species. Global trade relations thus function to reaffirm the inevitability of propagation
as they connect distant lands. The imagery of lush organic life affiliates unbounded trade
routes with fertility.
This macroscopic reform spreads over to the treatment of an individual,
microscopic case. After inadvertently causing Idya’s husband’s death, The Captain gives
Idya and the priest a lesson about the evils of infanticide—the irony of this situation,
which suggests the hypocrisy of the Captain, must have escaped Martineau’s attention.
Idya’s first-born should have lived for Idya’s sake: “If that infant had lived, [Idya] would
have had someone to love” (81). The Captain insists that the islanders’ Gods would be
pleased if “yonder valley [was] full of happy families” (82). This espousal of fertility and
reproduction speaks to and resists Malthus’s theories about the population. In 1798,
Malthus had asserted that in the future human population would outstrip subsistence.
This was not simply a mathematical calculation, but a negation of the perpetual
prosperity Adam Smith’s vision of a harmonious world had promised in 1776. It was a
“blow to all the fond hopes of a harmonious universe” (Heilbroner 70). In Dawn Island,
Martineau not only critiques Malthusians by imagining the tragedy of a society that
resists reproduction, but also resuscitates the promise of a harmonious universe by
relying on an imagined notion of an ever expanding world. In her vision, unbounded
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trade routes, interconnecting the whole world, allow for and honor human fertility.
Unrestricted global commerce, understood through metaphors of growing forests and
spreading corals, promises unrestrained growth.
Commercial relations enable the priest to imagine a worldwide community of
human beings. His vision is remarkably Cobdenite not only because it embraces a
cosmopolitan community, but also because it links global interconnectedness with peace.
The priest reasons: “When neighbors in a valley can exchange things so as to please one
another, there is cheerfulness . . . . If these neighbors were always to consider each what
he himself would like to be done to him, and do so to the other, there would be continual
peace between them” (72). As I will explore fully in the fourth chapter, free traders’
vision o f global peace frequently employed the vocabulary of Christianity, as does the
priest’s contemplation. The captain of the trade ship articulates an imperialist agenda: “It
warmed my h eart. . . to see how these children of nature were clearly destined to be . . .
Christians by my bringing Commerce to their shores” (94). For all these textual
references to Christianity, however, Martineau seems more fascinated by another kind of
religious belief, an unnamed, amorphous one in which commodities acquire holy status as
embodiments o f human spirituality. The Captain, the text’s one-dimensional prototype
for the civilized trade-sawy Western subject, encourages the islanders to sacrifice for
their Gods “an axe, and a knife, and a looking-glass, and a garment of cotton” instead of
human bodies, as “these goods come out of the spirits of men” (88). Here is commodity
fetish daring to articulate itself as ritualistic fantasy, supplementing the obvious
materiality of commodities with an amorphous form of spirituality. Be fruitful and
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multiply: for Martineau, affective and spiritual exchanges flourish in the expansive
networks of commodity exchange.
By embedding issues of commodity exchange in contexts such as reproduction,
Martineau locates the roots of economic exchange in the most basic of human needs. Her
totalistic approach anticipates theories by Claude Levi-Strauss, which focus on the
inextricable ties between economic systems of exchange and sexuality.6 The remoteisland setting facilitates Martineau’s proto-anthropological approach: relations between
economic and sexual exchange seem easier to detect and articulate in an imagined
“primitive” setting. The fictional turn to a non-Westem culture stems from an attempt to
unravel the originary moments of economic activity. Yet for all its presumed naturalness,
free trade principles have to be taught to natives by Britons first. Only later do the
natives come to recognize them as natural. On the one hand, free trade principles are to
appear intuitive. They can even be articulated in the stereotypically simple language and
thoughts o f Martineau’s native characters. On the other hand, the British ingeniousness
in inventing and disseminating free trade principles must be asserted. To satisfy both
criteria, Martineau must set her tales in the tropics but include Western characters. O f the
many tales that comprise her Illustrations o f Political Economy, most are set in various
parts o f Britain and many explore commercial ties to the Continent. She easily could
have set her free-trade tales in Britain, narrating, say, how free trade would end poverty
for the working classes and boost industrial production. But Martineau chose the
tropics— a choice that enabled her to assert that there was more than financial benefit at
stake in laissez-faire, that free trade befit human nature, whose uncorrupt and unmodified
form the native represented. It was necessary to assert the reconcilability of free trade
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with the sexual and other urges of human nature that the figure of the native represented
in synecdoche, because other narratives frequently questioned if such reconciliation was
possible.
To address this tension, I turn to Bronte’s first novel, The Professor, which
meditates extensively on whether free trade is reconcilable with passion and love and
eventually produces an ambivalent answer. Throughout the novel, patriotic attachment
speaks more strongly to and of human passions, but the closure hints at the compatibility
of free-trade values with love and familial attachment. Charlotte Bronte composed The
Professor during the 1840s. It was completed in 1846, the year in which the Com Laws
were repealed. Bronte not only composed her novel during the heyday of free trade
debates but also had the privilege o f having spent a number of years in Belgium, a
country where free trade found vocal support and Cobden his greatest admirers.7 The
Professor persistently raises the question of whether the cosmopolitan outlook o f free
traders can be reconciled with affective loyalties to the nation and the family. The
narrative moves back and forth between portraying the self-professed cosmopolitan
merchant, free-trade supporter Yorke Hunsden as an aloof misanthrope and a patriotic
family man, thus signaling the complexity of the question it poses and the difficulty of
resolving it.
Patriotism in the novel appears matrilineal. One’s emotional connection to one’s
homeland thus seems to originate from family ties, especially maternal ones.8 Frances
Henri, the fiance o f the protagonist, Crimsworth, is bom in Switzerland to an English
mother, and longs to move to England from Belgium, where she works as a lace-mender.
When Hunsden, an old acquaintance of Crimsworth from his hometown, meets Frances,
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his dislike o f his homeland, England (“I’d be sorry to like it!”) puzzles her. She mocks
him: “and you, I suppose, had a mother from the moon or from Utopia, since not a nation
in Europe has a claim on your interest?” “I’m a universal patriot, if you could understand
me rightly: my country is the whole world,” replies Hunsden. Though he claims to
possess loyalty to the worldwide community of human beings, Frances is skeptical,
wondering if he is capable o f feeling loyalty at all. Mr. Hunsden, she finds, always
“interfer[es] with his feelings” (264). This brief comment is suggestive. It links the
absence o f patriotism to the absence of emotions in general; it assumes patriotism and
sentimentality to be innate, and treats their absence as the result of deliberate
interference. Does Mr. Hunsden have feelings? If so, do those feelings surface only
when he lapses into patriotic nostalgia? Or can he feel personal attachment and love even
as he claims a cosmopolitan identity? Such are the questions Frances and Mr. Hunsden’s
dialogue leave unanswered.
The Professor's characterization of Hunsden as cosmopolitan is persistent. Even
Crimsworth’s first impressions are telling. “I know not what it was in Mr. Hunsden th a t.
.. suggested to me, every now and the, the idea of a foreigner” (61). The narrative
confronts a difficult task here: how can it represent the cosmopolitan identity? Initially, it
signifies that identity through the absence o f visual signs of national identity. Hunsden
remains a mystery, a man that the text cannot classify either as a foreigner or an
Englishman. His nomadic way of life also comes to signify the problematic identity of
the cosmopolitan. Once Crimsworth moves back to England after marrying Frances, the
couple witnesses Hunsden’s frequent, long-term trips: “he is resident about five months
out of the twelve; he wanders from land to land, and spends some part of each winter in
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town: he frequently brings visitors with him when he comes to

shire, and these

visitors are often foreigners” (282). The novel represents the cosmopolitan identity by
accumulating signifiers such as travel, a large circle of friends, acquaintance with
foreigners. The absence of patriotic feeling and local attachment, too, represents
Hunsden’s cosmopolitanism. Crimsworth describes Hunsden’s guests: “The absence of
local narrowness both in the host and his chosen society gives a metropolitan, almost a
cosmopolitan freedom and largeness to the talk” (283). Freedom becomes another trope
for signifying the cosmopolitan identity. The very terminology that describes
unregulated border-crossing commerce, free trade, reinforces this trope. Hunsden’s
circle is one “whose talk is o f free trade” (282). Through this explicit reference, the
narrative reinforces an association already interwoven into the characterization of its
cosmopolitan merchant, that o f free trade with cosmopolitanism. A preoccupation with
Cobdenite politics marks the narrative, shaping even romantic metaphors: “Hunsden
would have as little have thought o f taking a wife from a caste inferior to his own, as a
Stanley [protectionist M.P.] would think o f mating with a Cobden” (257).
O f all the tropes of absence signifying cosmopolitanism, the inability to form
romantic attachments and the failure to understand love are most persistent. Mistakenly
imagining Crimsworth to be jilted by a woman named Zoraide, Hunsden offers a most
insensitive reaction. “I see how it is: Zoraide has . . . married someone richer, as any
sensible woman would have done,” he begins (229). His reduction of romance and
marriage to cash transactions suggests a cold, unloving cynic: “[Zoraide], having [at first]
no chance o f making a better bargain, was at first inclined to come to terms with you, but
Pelet—the head o f a flourishing school— stepped in with a higher bid” (229). When
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Hunsden supposes that Crimsworth seeks “position and money” through marriage, the
reader is compelled to interpret his materialist interpretation as fundamentally flawed.
The reader knows better—Crimsworth wants to marry for “what is called love," not for
money (229). Hunsden’s interpretive flaw indicates a deeper, characterological one. It
seems that he cannot fall in love. Confronting the issue of affective attachment with the
question “What price will it bring on the market?”, Hunsden, a longtime bachelor,
appears unable to experience romantic affection. His political and economic idealism,
embodied respectively in his cosmopolitanism and free-trade advocacy, finds an affective
counterpart in his search for the ideal woman. Having shown considerable interest in
Frances’s ideas, he reassures Crimsworth that he is not a rival: “I dream of something far
beyond that pale faced [Mdlle Henri],. . . when I marry I must have straighter and more
harmonious features, to say nothing of a nobler and better developed shape than that
perverse, ill-thriven child can boast” (268). The trope o f bachelorhood, having come to
signify the emotional detachment that the novel affiliates with cosmopolitanism, persists.
Happily married, Crimsworth notes towards the end of his retrospective narrative, “Yorke
Hunsden, still unmarried; never, I suppose, having found his ideal” (281).
But the novel also undercuts these indications of Hunsden’s emotional paralysis
by characterizing him simultaneously as a man deeply sensitive to family ties, whose
ability to love is so strong that it proves nearly incapacitating. Hunsden mocks Frances’s
attachment to a mother whom she has never really known, but he also honors
Crimsworth’s filial love by buying a portrait of Crimsworth’s dead mother and presenting
it to him. Performing a typical oscillation, the narrative later has Hunsden declare
Crimsworth’s attachment to that picture silly, although it leaves the reader uncertain of
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the sincerity o f that declaration. By the end of the novel, Hunsden has become an
enduring, close friend of Crimsworth and his wife, and almost a second father to their
son. Whether he is really a man without feelings is no longer an easy question to answer.
Late at night, “far more quiet and gentle than in the daytime, he dwells on “his family
history, on himself and his own feelings” (emphasis mine); and yet, this transformation
occurs when he “forget[s] politics” (283). Once again, it remains ambiguous whether
affective attachment can coexist with a cosmopolitan economic agenda. The emerging
understanding o f the merchant as a family man grows with a revelation about his private
life. The reader discovers along with Crimsworth and his wife that Hunsden’s seemingly
unrealistic ideal o f womanhood has a real-life referent. Hunsden, we learn, remains a
bachelor not because he loves too little, but perhaps too much. Finally revealing to his
dear friends an ivory miniature, a statuette o f a woman’s head, he acknowledges that
“there cannot be a show without a substance” (284). The miniature represents Lucia,
Hunsden’s one love—“All was real in Lucia,” he recollects. And yet, his ability to love
is again undercut, as the narrative never reveals why exactly Hunsden’s infatuation had to
remain platonic.
The narrative revision of Hunsden’s emotional potential reaches its peak at the
very end o f the novel, when he seems fully capable of sustaining familial bonds. His
intimacy with Victor, Crimsworth’s son, pleases and surprises Crimsworth:
I see [Victor] now; he stands by Hunsden, who is seated on the lawn under
the beech; Hunsden’s hand rests on the boy’s collar, and he is instilling
God knows what principles into his ear.. . . Victor has a preference for
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Hunsden,. . . being considerably more potent, decided, and discriminating
than any I ever entertained for that personage myself. (29)
The affectionate hand on the shoulder, the intimacy of a whisper, the mutuality of Victor
and Hunsden’s fondness for each other, and the timelessness of their relationship
intimated by the use o f present tense all ascribe loving warmth to Hunsden.
Crimsworth’s speculative reference to the content of the intimate communication is
telling. Hunsden not only still adheres to his political radicalism, to “God knows what
principles,” but the intergenerational transfer of that belief underlies his intimacy with the
boy. As an affectionate father-figure haunted by the memory of a passionate infatuation,
Hunsden finally emerges as a character in whom the cosmopolitan identity engendered by
global commercial traffic is reconciled with familial attachment.
What I have provided so far is a partial reading of The Professor that ignores
Crimsworth’s trajectory—his failure in trade, his success as a teacher in Belgium, the
ideological roots of his growing infatuation with Francis. That trajectory has much to say
about the novel’s treatment of economic issues. Crimsworth’s tailoring of a professional
identity for himself as a teacher evokes the emergence of a professional class during the
Victorian period and explores the ways in which both the presence and the absence of
market relations transform our understanding of professional labor (Ruth). Crimsworth’s
decision to become a teacher follows from his dislike of the cash-nexus, but he desires his
labor as a teacher to provide exchange value in the market. The market appears pervasive
and cold:
The England o f The Professor is a place of cut-throat commercial
enterprise, in which ‘Concern’ has a one dimensionally economic
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meaning; a place not of living affective ties but of atomized individuals...
Belgium likewise seems dedicated to the competitive pursuit of selfinterest: to ‘get on’ means to gain and maintain the ‘advantage’ over
others likewise intent. (Glen 46)
Hunsden’s emergence as a loving and lovable merchant, then, belongs to the larger theme
of the marketplace. Through his character, The Professor envisions a utopian alternative
to the competitive, impersonal market relations it portrays, and ascribes to free trade the
potential to transform market relations.
Like The Professor, Bronte’s third novel, Shirley, explores the question of
whether affective connections can survive amidst market relations. In this novel, the
espousal of free trade as not only an economic boon but also a family value is more
pronounced. Set during the Napoleonic era, Shirley narrates the story of Caroline
Helstone, a young woman living in her uncle’s rectory who falls in love with a textile
mill operator named Robert Moore. The resolution of the marriage plot coincides with
that of the political plot. The laborers at the mill, impoverished by the embargo on
international trade, stand a chance for a decent living only if foreign markets open up for
cotton cloth. Similarly, due to financial reasons, Robert can propose to Caroline only if
the government legalizes exportation. But it is not only financial practicalities that are at
stake here. The ultimate advent of free trade prepares Robert for companionate marriage:
it enables him to experience mutuality and harmony in interpersonal relations. The
association of free trade with the individual appreciation of mutuality is exactly my focus
here: how does a national economic policy such as free trade become a private character
trait—and not the least one important for companionate marriage?
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Scholarly discussions on the political issues in Shirley have frequently privileged
one of the novel’s historical contexts over another. Class conflict has received much
attention,9 but foreign commerce has not, although both issues are relevant and mutually
interconnected. Set in Briarfield, Yorkshire, the novel fictionalizes the Luddite riots that
took place in the area in 1811 and 1812. Like their real life counterparts, the Luddites of
Shirley smash textile machines, attack a mill, and confront a resolute master, Robert
Moore, who refuses to give in to their demands. The other set of historical events that
shape the novel’s plot is the establishment and repeal of a piece of legislation, the socalled Orders in Council. Formed in response to the Napoleonic blockade, these Orders
banned all sorts o f international commerce, with the intention of depriving other nations
of British goods and vessels. An attempt to boost national prowess, the legislation quite
mistakenly assumed that Continental nations and the U.S. needed to trade with Britain
more than Britain needed to trade with them. Shirley imagines the impact of the Orders
on a particular locale. Because of the Orders, Robert Moore lacks access to the U.S.
cotton-cloth market, faces bankruptcy, and fails to supply his increasingly enraged
workers with adequate wages.
These Napoleonic contexts resonate deeply with the commercial and political
pressures of 1848, the year in which Bronte composed Shirley. As chapters one and two
discuss, from roughly 1815 through the 1850s, politicians and economists debated
whether or not British merchants should be able to trade with foreign merchants without
governmental restrictions. Conservatives supported restrictions on importation and
exportation upon the grounds that global free trade would undermine national prosperity.
Conversely, economic liberals claimed that free trade would increase British wealth and
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consequently advocated lower tariffs and duties. It was only three years before the
publication of Shirley that the controversial Com Laws were repealed. But with the
Navigation Laws continuing to restrict British merchants’ ability to import and export,
and free trade advocacy remained active.
Composed in the age of heated free-trade debates, Shirley imagines the effects of
globalized commerce on subjective experience. Half-English and half-Belgian, Robert
Moore is quite literally the product of free trade. The union of his parents, we learn,
followed from the close business connection between a family from Antwerp and one
from England. Robert himself grew up in Antwerp and later moved to England. Ethnic
hybridity and geographical mobility produce in him a sense of detachment, an absence of
belonging. Robert, in response to an inquiry about his homeland, exclaims, “My country!
What country!” In him, Shirley imagines a case where the absence of national
identification produces economic wisdom. Indifferent to the display of British military
power, Robert simply wants the war to end so that he can begin exporting again.
International hostilities in the novel are accompanied by local ones, suggesting the
organic unity o f the local and the global. Initially, Robert is at odds with numerous
parties in Briarfield. His workers, resenting his purchase of new machines, first attack
his property, and later, him. His future wife Caroline, from the beginning critical of
Robert’s indifference to his workers, becomes ill because of his indifference to her.
Robert’s landowner, Shirley, suffers from his desperate pursuit of profit. She is offended
and enraged when Robert abruptly proposes to her with nothing but financial motivation.
But as the plot unfolds, we find Robert transformed. He begins to work in harmony with
his workers and live in accord with the local community. With genuine affection, he
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proposes to his now-beloved Caroline. But what is it that precipitates universal
reconciliation? There is more than one answer, it seems. The resolution of novelistic
conflict in Shirley is over-determined. There are two distinct sets of developments, each
of which could independently account for the transformation. One line of resolution I
will call Tory, because it imagines that domestic affection opposes a socially destructive
commercial drive. The other line of resolution I will call the free-trade resolution,
because it assumes the advent o f free trade solves social and individual problems.
Prior criticism on Shirley has foregrounded the Tory resolution. It’s been argued
that Caroline Helstone’s femininity teaches Robert Moore to be affectionate,10 first in
the private sphere of domesticity, and then by extension in the public world of business.
There is, indeed, evidence to support this reading. In an early chapter, Caroline gives
Robert a lesson in morality: “you must not neglect chances of soothing [your work
people], and you must not be of an inflexible nature, uttering a request as austerely as if it
were a command.” In a later chapter, Robert confirms he has learned his lesson. He
admits that under Caroline’s influence, he “gradually ceased to be hard and anxious[.]
[A]nd pure affection, love o f home, thirst for sweet discourse, unselfish longing to protect
and cherish, replaced the sordid, cankering calculations o f . . . trade.” The domestication
of Robert Moore balances his otherwise repugnantly commercial self, suggests this
dialogue. But the novel paradoxically combines this Tory line of resolution with a freetrade resolution. It thus embraces a wide, indeed competing, range o f economic
solutions, temporarily suspending ideological conflict.
The free-trade resolution assigns a socially healing potential to international
commerce. The plot predicates the reconciliation of the master and hands on the repeal
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o f the Orders in Council. The advent of free trade resolves class conflict and renders it
obsolete. Once exportation is legalized, cotton cloth sales bring enough profit to feed the
impoverished workers. What improves the condition of laborers is not, say, a re
distribution of profit between classes, but rather the dramatic increase in the mill’s overall
revenue. The reliance on foreign commerce to resolve class conflict is right in line with
the position of Cobden’s Anti-Com-Law League. A tract prepared by Cobden for the
League, which offers a collage of brief excerpts from the works of Perronet Thompson,
claims that free trade in com will stop the Luddite riots. Thompson writes— and Cobden
quotes: “There would be no suffering from machinery, if the trade in food was free; but
on the contrary great benefit. The cause o f the suffering, therefore, is not machinery, but
the refusal to allow the produce to be exchanged for food.”11 For the League, the
prosperity o f the British working classes is inextricable from the availability of external
markets, even in the advent of machinery:
If power looms could bring down the price of broad cloth to a shilling a
yard, and the com of foreigners might be taken from them in return,— so
many people in different parts of the world would wear broad cloth who
now do not, that there would be more employment for makers for broad
cloth in the end than ever. (10)
The British working classes are thus invited to count on the world population for their
well being. Thompson insists that the restriction on commerce and the landlords who
impose that restriction are ultimately culpable for the riots. Because o f the Com Laws,
“[e]very master manufacturer who has a chance of selling his goods abroad . . . is driven
into a comer between the loss of his trade, and inventing machinery to help pay for [tax
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for the landlords]” (10). While Shirley neither directs critique at the landowning class
nor portrays capitalists as purely innocent, it shares Thompson’s impulse to introduce
foreign commerce as a critical factor into debates about class relations.
Most importantly for my purposes, this is a win-win scenario, where workers’
gain does not entail the master’s loss. Under the regime of free trade, Robert does not
have to sacrifice anything to appease his workers. The opening up of the American
market transforms him into the kind of master whose workers are amply provided for.
No longer unaccommodating or disagreeable, his new self attests to free trade’s presumed
ability to transform the human subject. It is a simple idea that underlies the imagination
of social harmony: the self-interests of otherwise antagonistic communities overlap, when
it comes to free trade. This was the very notion o f coinciding interests thrived in
elaborate defenses of free trade during the early and mid Victorian period.
The emerging sense of domestic and interpersonal harmony in Shirley resonates
with the free trade movement’s foregrounding of mutuality among countries in the world.
The wrapper design that the Anti-Com-Law League used in its publications exemplifies
this emphasis and reveals how the economic principle o f mutually beneficial exchange
becomes a metaphor for harmony and symmetry at large.

19

In the center is a map of the

world outlining continents. National borders do not appear on the map, and even
continental borders fade away in comparison to the large circle representing the globe as
a unified object. The inscription “free trade with all the world” reinforces the global
emphasis. An aesthetics of free trade marks the figure: with seemingly unrestrained
growth, decorative motifs spread into all comers of the page. The economic concept of
mutuality finds a visual corollary in symmetric figures. Curved cylindrical lines,
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simultaneously resembling industrial pipes and natural foliage, cover the surface of the
world perfectly evenly. At the bottom, the iconography of cornucopia, with its ancient
Greek imagery o f horns overflowing with produce, links the imagined geography of the
global to that o f the local. A factory, a ship, a plow, and two sacks of grain form a
secondary circle organically connected to the primary one.
The linkage of the global and the local, so crucial to the free trade movement,
takes us back to Shirley, where local, national, and interpersonal conflict resolutions
converge. Towards the novel’s closure, with Napoleon about to be defeated, an age of
peace seems imminent, within and beyond Europe. Solidarity within the nation
accompanies the emerging picture of international peace. Shirley singles out free trade as
an issue through which unalike parties come to think alike. Speaking in dissimilar
dialects, characters echo each other’s thoughts. Mr. Yorke, an affluent employer with a
deep Yorkshire accent, articulates the same concerns as Robert Moore as far as free trade
is concerned. Robert, with his “outlandish accent,” which “grates on a Yorkshire ear,”
eternally writes against the war and the Orders in Council. Robert’s employee Joe, who
speaks in a dialect that identifies him at once as a working-class man, concurs with his
boss: “I am of that [party] which is most favorable to peace, and, by consequence, to the
mercantile interests of this here land” (327). The support for the restoration of foreign
trade appears ubiquitous. The self-interests of the capitalist and working-class laborer,
and of the patriot and the foreigner appear to coincide.
The political function of free trade proves to be its domestic function as well. The
repeal o f the Orders unites Caroline and Moore, just as it places Moore and his workers is
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mutual agreement. Shirley places exportation and its claim to mutuality at the very root
of domestic happiness. Moore speaks with Caroline:
“Will the repeal do you good; much good— immediate good?” she
inquired.
“The repeal of the Orders in Council saves me. Now I shall not
turn bankrupt; now I shall not give up business; now I shall not leave
England; now I shall no longer be poor; now I can pay my debts; now all
the cloth I have in my warehouses will be taken off my hands, and
commissions given me for much more: this day lays for my fortunes a
broad, firm foundation; on which, for the first time in my life, I can
securely build.”
Caroline devoured his words: she held his hand in hers; she drew a
long breath.
“You are saved? Your heavy difficulties are lifted?”
“They are lifted: I breathe: I can act.”
“At last! Oh! Providence is kind. Thank Him, Robert.”
“I do thank Providence.”
“And I also, for your sake!” She looked up devoutly.
“Now, I can take more workmen; give better wages; lay wiser and
more liberal plans; do some good; be less selfish: now, Caroline, I can
have a house—a home which I can truly call mine—and now------ ”
He paused; for his deep voice was cracked.
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“And now,” he resumed—“now I can think of marriage; now I can
seek a wife.” (640 emphasis original)
“Now” in this passage is a temporal signifier standing in for the immediate aftermath of
the repeal. I suggest that the repeated and italicized “now” of this passage should shape
our reading o f Robert Moore’s transformation. Now that the Orders are repealed, Robert
becomes, in his own words, less selfish; after all, according to the rhetoric of coinciding
interests, it is quite impossible to be selfish in the world of free trade. Thanks to the
repeal, he steps into a world where he can kindly afford to provide better lives for his
workers even as he secures his own wealth. In his own words, Moore has become a man
of good deeds—finally an understanding, peaceful, loving man. The emerging
exportation-based economy provides him with character traits necessary to fulfill the role
of a husband in a companionate marriage, which during the Victorian period was
becoming the ideal marital model.
Shirley thus translates national economic policy into subjective experience: free
trade becomes a state o f mind, a parcel of inner life in the character of Robert Moore. To
the contemporary audience of this historical novel, “now” would also evoke a second
point in time—that o f Bronte’s present moment, the aftermath of the repeal of the Com
Laws— , promising interpersonal mutuality to them as it did to Robert and Caroline. The
idea that seemingly conflicting interests actually coincided could be articulated so
emphatically in Shirley, partly because the novelistic plot moves from a state o f conflict
between persons, ideas, and communities, to a state of ultimate reconciliation. The multi
plot novel quite efficiently accommodates the notion of coinciding interests, as the happy
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ending requires characters of different ethnic, class, and gender identities to be
simultaneously satisfied.
The economic narratives embedded in Bronte’s and Martineau’s works immerse
readers in a Active world where public and private relations are homologous. Life, it
seems, is full o f mutuality, on both public and private levels, not despite, but exactly
because o/the free flow of commodities. This imagined congruence of reciprocal love
and global free trade, I suggest, provided the free-market economy with the affective
mythology it lacked. The provision of that mythology in the early Victorian period was
ideologically crucial, because economic conservatives portrayed the emerging freemarket economy as a rigid mechanism devoid of human emotion. Those demanding a
return to the former economic order popularized a narrative that declared laissez-faire
incompatible with human affection: gone were the times when the affluent charitably
provided for the impoverished.13 The alternative narrative of free trade as the global
corollary o f the affective economy of the family deflected such criticism and marketed
capitalist competition as mutual collaboration.
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Chapter 4
God’s Goods:
The Religious Antiquation of Free Trade in Ebenezer Elliott, R. H. Home,
and G. P. R. James

Just as the ideal of affective mutuality that marked narratives o f romantic union
familiarized the mutual-benefit model put forth by contemporary theories of international
commerce, narratives of Christian sharing and divine harmony suggested that Britons had
always been free traders. Religious belief, much like familial affection, was a familiar
aspect of life that could reveal foreign trade to be, after all, not so foreign: the more
familial and religious free trade was, the more acceptable it became. This chapter takes
as its starting point the Victorian marketing and perception of free trade as inherently
sacred and even Christian. How did religious tropes of international commerce function
in literature and economics? A major question of interest to my argument concerns the
contribution of literature to the consecration of free trade from the 1830s to the 1850s.
How did literary iterations of free trade’s religious value contribute to economic
liberalism and anti-Com Law agitation? This chapter addresses these questions by
attending to a variety o f literary and economic texts, from Ebenezer Elliott’s Com Law
Rhymes (1831) and the Reverend Edmund Kell’s “The Injurious Effects of the Com
Laws” (1843) to R. H. Home’s Orion (1843), Richard Jones’s “Primitive Political
Economy o f England (1847), and G. P. R. James’s The Smuggler (1851).
My twofold argument proposes that religious tropes of free trade effaced the
historical contingencies of nineteenth-century global capitalism by rendering free trade
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archaic, and that culturally ingrained expectations about poetry as a genre contributed to
that effacement. O f course, not every time do we ascribe old age to something when we
call it sacred or Christian. But, as I aim to reveal through close readings of economic and
literary texts, this was exactly what numerous specific instances of the consecration of
free trade did. If commodity exchange between distant parts of the world was a Christian
value or a manifestation of divine harmony, then free trade had to be old—as old as
humanity itself. The portrayal of free trade as a divine decree and an ancient practice
surely assuaged anxieties about British economists’ departure from mercantilist
protection. What is neither so readily predictable nor so visible, however, is that such
portrayals undertook the ideologically loaded function of patching over tensions between
pre-industrial free trade and its industrialized counterpart. Duty-free international
commerce in the early Victorian period consisted not of the highly romanticized
exchange o f one climate’s produce for another’s, but rather of the relentless global
distribution o f Britain’s industrial manufactures. Commerce between distant lands had
hitherto unseen economic implications during the age of industrialism when some—but
only some—nation-states became capable of industrial-scale production and benefited
from long-time capitalist accumulation. But political economy’s religious tropes, as well
as literary visions of free trade’s sacred core, helped establish continuity between globalscale commerce in the pre-industrial times and the transformed world of the early
Victorian period. The temporal discontinuity and spatial asymmetry involved in Britain’s
exchange o f industrial manufactures for raw produce dissipated into a dim background as
religious tropes emphasizing primordiality detached free trade from its global capitalist
context.
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Bom in the age of capitalism and developed during the industrial transformation,
political economy as a discourse signified the emergent. Political economy’s declarations
o f the ancientness o f free trade, which were mostly mediated through religious tropes,
gave rise to a double temporality: they juxtaposed eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
modernity with a primordial past signifying a natural state of affairs. Epistemologically,
this double temporality was somewhat problematic: how convincingly can an emergent
discourse such as political economy claim to offer insight into eras predating its
emergence? The timeless universality of those laws that political economy claimed to
unravel contrasted to the apparent novelty of the discourse. Political economic accounts
o f the religiosity o f free trade thus lacked the authority of authenticity. Another body of
discourse bom and bred during the same period—the novel—had no advantage over
political economy in terms of embodying the sense of primordial exchange that the
consecration o f free trade so persistently foregrounded. Poetry, on the other hand,
provided an ideal medium for smoothing out the temporal crisis that nineteenth-century
free trade confronted. To be most profitable and flattering for the nation, free trade had
to be industrial, but to be ethically most appealing, it must also appear time-tested and
natural. Poetry could authoritatively attest to the timelessness of free trade, offering
seemingly unmediated glances at the primordial. If, as many Victorian lovers of poetry
assumed, poetry was as old as humanity itself—a universal art form transcending time
and place—, then poems honoring free trade as God’s design and order could go beyond
declaring the antiquity of free trade: they could enact or even embody it. Further, the
widespread belief in poetry’s universal appeal during the mid-nineteenth century
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resonated strongly with cosmopolitan aspirations of the free trade movement, which in
turn converged with the transnational vision of religion.
Poetic embraces of free trade capitalized on the temporal-spatial significances of
the genre. Elliott’s Corn-Law Rhymes and Home’s Orion, which are, to the best o f my
knowledge, perhaps the most extensive and rich poetic defenses of free trade in the 1830s
and 40s, utilize the formal potential of the genre to the full. The Rhymes calls for the
repeal o f the Com Laws in the name of God, so that God’s benevolent order can be
restored again. Orion envisions an ancient time in which transnational labor emerges as a
deified alternative to commercial protection. These thematic commentaries on free trade
take the shape o f traditional poetic genres. Elliott composes rhymes some of which can
be classified as hymns; Home writes an epic. Both forms bestow authority on the poets’
vision o f primordial, divinely sanctioned exchange. My point here is not that only poetry
could consecrate and antiquate free trade; on the contrary, I also analyze instances where
this process happens in the newer genres of political economy or the novel. In fact, in
these mediums we encounter alternative and deeply creative means of antiquation.
Richard Jones’s “Primitive Political Economy” enlarges the category of political
economy to include pre-modem texts dealing with the distribution of wealth; G. P. R.
James’s The Smuggler features a pro-free-trade character whose infinite wisdom and
seeming omnipresence turn him into an archetype of the mythical shaman figure, the
quintessential poet. Attentiveness to the parameters of form and genre—economic or
literary—reveals that the consecration of free trade ran deep—much deeper than mere
analyses of content would suggest.
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To trace the religious antiquation of free trade, I will first examine the Christian
visions o f exchange in Elliott’s Corn Laws Rhymes and discuss the resonance of
Christian narratives with non-institutional religious perspectives on economics. I will
then explore the tension between the nationalistically motivated urge to export industrial
manufactures and the desire to assert the primordiality of free trade through my analysis
o f Kell’s “Injurious Effects” and Home’s Orion. Finally, I will discuss the perception of
the contemporary free trade movement as an extension of a primordial past in Jones’s
“Primitive Political Economy” and James’s The Smuggler.

The Anti-Corn Law Movement and its “Bard of Freetrade”
In 1832, Thomas Carlyle published a remarkably favorable review of a volume of
poetry by a pro-free trade Radical Sheffield mechanic named Ebenezer Elliott. He sang
praises for the Sheffield poet: “[Elliott’s] vision partakes of the genuinely poetical; he is
not a Rhymer and Speaker only, but, in some genuine sense, something of a Poet” (147).
We can infer from Carlyle’s “Hero as Poet” that this compliment indicates Elliott had a
gift of nature, a faculty for “discerning the inner heart of things and the harmony that
dwells there” (171). Carlyle may have been admiring a Radical free trader, but not
because he found anything redeemable in free trade: “the peculiarity of this Radical is,
that with all his stormful destructiveness he combines a decided loyalty and faith . . .
This man, indeed, has in him the root of all reverence,—a principle o f religion” (150).
Carlyle’s formulation here sets loyalty and faith in opposition to reformism and aligns
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them with religion.1 But the religiosity of Elliott’s verse and its praise for free trade were
not nearly as separable as Carlyle’s review presumes.
Espousing free trade as a Christian tenet, Elliott’s Corn-Low Rhymes (1830)
suggested that global commodity circulation embodied and promoted the Christian value
of sharing. Elliott’s Christianization of free trade emerged through his use of imagery,
puns, and metaphors. Attending to Elliott’s poetry, we encounter the invalidity of the
conventional narrative that the laissez-faire movement was dry-as-dust, devoid of any
appeal to religious values. As the Corn Law Rhymes reveals, the call for global free trade
foregrounded moral values just as paternalism did. Elliott’s Christian notion of free trade
also shows how the transnational vision of religion enabled the imagination of a global
community o f consumers and producers. The triangulation o f free trade, Christianity,
and cosmopolitanism in the Com Law Rhymes relied on a narrative of benevolent
cooperation: just as the peoples of the world were creations of the same God, they were
participants in the same world-economy. The free trading community, it seemed, was
one bound by the Christian value of sharing.
Elliott dubbed the Com Laws bread tax and narrated the misery of the working
classes whom the prohibition left breadless. His focus on the starvation o f the
impoverished aligned him with the Radical movement of the 1830s, which counted on
and mobilized religious values.2 Elliott’s own Radicalism—his concern for the poor—
facilitated his construal o f a Christian ethics of global commerce. However, as Asa
Briggs points out, Elliott’s Radicalism followed from his support for free trade: he
supported Chartism and the Reform movement because of his belief in the need to
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accelerate the repeal of the Com Laws (40). The protest of poverty and the demand for
free trade are inextricable in Elliott’s verse:
Ye coop us up, and tax our bread,
And wonder why we pine;
But ye are fat, and round, and red,
And fill’d with tax-bought wine.
Thus, twelve rats starve while three rats thrive
(Like you on mine and me)[.] (“Caged Rats” 1-6))
Thriving rats taxing bread: the metaphor of bread-tax goes a long way in asserting the
Com Laws’ complicity with class-based oppression. Literally speaking, the Com Laws
did not necessarily involve taxes, but the metaphor, as metaphor, is apt, as it connotes
exploitation. The power structure of taxing is obvious: one group, comprised of taxers,
benefits while the other, comprised of the taxed, suffers. As critics of the Com Laws
articulated relentlessly, the Com Laws benefited the land owning class at the expense of
the up-and-rising bourgeoisie and working-class farmers. Bread-tax becomes shorthand
for denoting this fatal win-lose dynamic.
Neither com nor grain, but bread: Elliott translates the standard names for
commodities and other economic phenomena into words with deep biblical connotations.
Toil, tyrant, and slave are essential words in the Com-Law Rhymer’s vocabulary. They
signify economic processes as well as evoking religious contexts:
Where the poor cease to pay,
Go, lov’d one, and rest!
Thou art wearing away
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To the land of the blest.

No toil in despair,
No tyrant, no slave,
No bread-tax is there [in heaven],
With a maw like the grave. (“Song” 1-12)
The striking metaphor of the maw of a grave uses the iconography o f hell to visualize the
cruelty o f the Com Laws. The religious diction here not only correlates to, but also adds
to the meaning of specific economic terms. “Toil” emphasizes the strain that labor—the
conventional economic term—places on workers; “tyrant” and “slave,” acting as biblical
correlatives to the landowning class and the working classes, emphasize the injustice of
the class system. Through diction, Elliott participates in Radicalism’s well-established
strategy o f using biblical terms to describe economic and social injustice. The
vocabulary shift tags age-old narratives onto those defenses of free trade appearing in the
young discourse of political economy. It provides the Com-Law debate with a pre
history consisting o f similar instances of oppression.
For Elliott, the establishment of the Com Laws constitutes an unforgivable sin, a
deliberate act o f cruelty rather than misinformed economic policy. As poetic diction
reveals, the Rhymes treats the repeal of the Com Laws as a religious question. Further,
lest the point go unnoticed, the notes reaffirm that religious morality is at stake:
“Therefore, every supposed moral or religious man—every schoolmaster—every teacher
o f religion especially—should oppose the Com law; or he cannot possibly be either moral
or religious, and the devil would be more fit to be a teacher than he,” declare didactic
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notes to the volume (265). The verse, too, refers to the Devil, converging the fates those
bread-taxing tyrants on that of the ultimate tyrant: “Oh, Landlord’s Devil, take / Thy own
elect, I pray / Who tax’d our cake” (“The Taxed Cake” 21-24). By asserting the
incompatibility o f the religious elect with the economic “elect,” the rhyme urges its
audience to transcend a narrow, merely financial definition of privilege. My point here is
not that poetry was inherently more moralistic or religious than non-poetic or non-literary
discourses—it was not. Rather, I am suggesting that, through Elliott’s lens, we witness
how newer paradigms construed in political economy acquired synonyms—or
antonyms—in age-old religious narratives. That acquisition itself attests to a deeply felt
sense of congruence between the subject matter of political economy, religion, and
poetry.
Elliott’s poetry focuses on the act o f exchanging goods as well as narrating
individual outcomes that follow from the absence of exchange. In “Caged Rats,” the
prohibition o f free exchange violates God’s will:
Make haste, slow rogues! Prohibit trade,
Prohibit honest gain;
Turn all the good that God hath made
To fear, hate, and pain[.]
Till beggars all, assassins all,
All cannibals we be,
And death shall have no funeral
From shipless sea to sea. (17-24)
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The implicit context here is importation, since that was the only major prohibited kind of
trade. But what, exactly, is Elliott writing about here? His topic is the exchange of
goods, and he refers to the good that God made.3 The slippage between good and goods
is telling. In this model, the global transfer of goods allows the sharing of God’s good.
The protectionist system appears as an artificial intervention that the reinstatement of free
trade must reverse. Cannibalism, a prominent theme in the Rhymes, in addition to
suggesting the starvation of the masses under the Com Laws, provides a memorably
corporal model for the win-lose system allegedly instated by the protectionist system.
Through the imagery o f shipless seas, the poem suggests that the free trade debate
concerns the interconnectedness of the world population. Elliott’s metaphor for a freetrading world considers free trade to be a natural component of those natural flows and
planetary motions revealing that humankind shares a common fate: “If the winds, and the
tides, and the earth in her annual and diumal motion, were arrested, who dares to
contemplate the result?” (266), he asserts in Com-Law Rhymes, declaring the Com Laws
unnatural. Insisting that the whole world would benefit from free trade, in an 1850
volume o f collected poetry, the poet asserts “the heavenly principle which seems to
epitomize Christianity itself, that free exchange of blessed equivalents is the secret of all
universal progress” (More Verse Vol I, 8). With the emphasis on the Christian wisdom
o f “free exchange,” the unprecedented question of the emergence o f a giant global selfgoverning market is subsumed under the generic category of progress.
The Christianization o f free trade is not unique to Elliott’s poetry, though Elliott
may very well have been one of the pioneers of what became by the 1840s a deeply
ingrained tradition in Radicalism. The Anti-Com-Law League, which mobilized the
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masses against prohibitions on importation, utilized the same strategy. The League
membership card featured a simple drawing of a group of five, marked as a family
through signs of motherhood and patriarchy, that looks up in prayer.4 The text above the
figure, “Give us this day our daily bread” suggests a conventional prayer for sustenance,
but the inscription below, “national anti-com-law league,” mutates the convention. It
turns the prayer into a call for God to reinstate borderless commerce, thus hinting at a
divine sanction for free trade. Also notable is how this figure turns the family into the
primary agent o f free trade, so as to obscure capitalism’s reliance on the individual as the
unit of production and consumption. The Christian notion of free trade that marks the
membership card is representative of the anti-Com Law movements’ continuous reliance
on religious values.
The ecumenical Christian emphasis of Elliott’s 1830 anti-Com Law volume
anticipated, and perhaps even helped initiate, the non-denominational religious character
o f the anti-Com law movement led by the League in the 1840s. In 1841, upon the
invitation o f Manchester clerics of religion, over five hundred ministers from all over the
United Kingdom met to find “the Christian means of obtaining a settlement of the Com
Law question” (Prentice 233, qtd in Kadish 1). A hymn composed for the occasion and
sung to the tune o f “Old Hundreth Psalm” counted on a pro-free trade God: “From the
eternal throne above, / Look down upon us, God of love.” It reiterated the immorality of
the refusal to share Earth’s produce:
What tho’the earth her increase yields,
And plenty crowns the distant fields,
The selfish few, for love of gold,
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By cruel laws thy gift withhold. (Kadish Vol IV, 1)
With the Christian God predating nation-states, such religious perspectives on free trade
boasted the advantage of bypassing questions of nationalist pride and international law.
Christian tropes provided a transnational discourse which referred to distant lands rather
than individual nations such as France or the United States. Following the success o f the
1841 ministers’ conference, more anti-Com Law congregational activity followed, which
“established free trade as a semi-religious gospel within British popular political culture”
(Kadish 266). A Yorkshire newspaper articulated a plan for a church campaign for the
repeal o f the Com Laws: “Let free trade, as the policy of justice and equity, be lisped in
numbers and taught in nursery rhymes; let it be made to flow in the streams of elementary
instruction, and imbibed under the auspices of Christian Sunday schools” (qtd in Kadish
266). However, as I wish to underline, the church contribution to the repeal movement
did not just mobilize the masses, but also helped portray the free trade question as one
that transcended time and place.
This is not to say that British institutions became invisible in Christian
perspectives on free trade. Elliott’s Rhymes blamed any restriction imposed on the
freedom o f trade on the parliament. In “The Four Dears,” Elliott expands his focus to
include other commodities whose circulation was restricted:
Dear Sugar, dear Tea, and dear Com
Conspired with dear Representation
To laugh worth and honour to scorn,
And beggar the whole British nation. (1-4)
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Just as the com market was monopolized by domestic suppliers, sugar and tea markets
were monopolized by chartered colonial companies such as the East India Company.
Contemporary political economists would called these commodities “dear,” in the sense
of scarce. Elliott appropriates political economic vocabulary in a creative way here. A
sense of irony undercuts the economic denotation of “dear.” Conspiring against the
nation, parliamentary representatives are exactly anything but dear to the poet and the
people. Dearness, in its narrow economic sense, dooms dearness, in its affective sense, to
irony. Elliott’s criticizes conservative economics through the restoration of double
meanings and connotations to economic language, thus enriching the reformist
economics that he supported.
Elliott admired political economy. He praised Adam Smith for doing “good for
mankind” (qtd in Briggs 42; Elliott [1840] 82). In his poems, he found heroism in the
politics o f William Huskisson, a Tory who articulately opposed the Com Laws while he
was at the Board o f Trade, and whose 1828 parliamentary lecture on free trade provided
one of the most convincing and influential accounts of annual changes in the price of
com. Further, Elliott hailed Richard Cobden and John Bright, the most adamant
supporters o f free trade in politics, as national saviors. In fact, the very preface to his
Com-Law Rhymes presupposes the usefulness of the phraseology employed by
politicians and economists such as Smith and Cobden. The original first-edition volume,
a publication o f the Sheffield Mechanics’ Anti-Bread-Tax Society to which Elliott
belonged, was prefaced by a declaration penned by the secretary of the organization, John
Carr. The declaration is full of the technical terms such as “limiting the market for
production,” “restrict the exchange of manufactured goods for com,” “profits and
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wages,” and “transfer of public money” (55-57). The volume, very moderately priced,
targeted a working-class audience. The inclusion of a technical preface reveals that
Elliott valued economic analysis and presumed that the working classes were capable of
understanding it. The Rhymes, then, was not an attempt to criticize or replace political
economy, but an effort to familiarize, enrich, and complement it.
Elliott does not seem to have thought poetry to be either superior or subservient to
political economy, but he did assign a distinct role to poetry. He claimed for himself the
status o f a bard:
I claim to be a pioneer of the greatest, most beneficial, the only crimeless
Revolution, which man has seen. I also claim to be the poet of that
Revolution—the bard of Freetrade (sic); and through prosperity, wisdom,
and loving-kindness which free trade will ultimately bring, the Bard of
Universal Peace.
(More Verse and Prose Vol
l,v )
Elliott’s claim to pioneering the revolution presupposes poetry’s ability to change the
world, along the lines o f Shelley’s famous declaration, “Poets are the unacknowledged
legislators o f the world” (57). In fact, in the introduction to the Rhymes Elliott produced
his own compact motto, declaring, “All genuine poets are fervid politicians” (49). Selfidentifying as a bard, Elliott also extends the function of poetry to include the celebration
and commemoration o f historical developments, which, according to the claim to pioneer,
poetry itself may have helped crystallize. In this vision, the office o f the Bard itself is
open to transformation. Free trade, through its promotion of love and prosperity, will
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produce a new kind o f poet: one who will sing of universal peace rather than tribal or
national victory. The striking significance of this transformation becomes all the more
obvious when we consider that bards were originally an ancient order of minstrel-poets
“celebrating the achievements of chiefs and warriors” (OED). Elliott’s epitaph for the
Anti-Corn Law league leader John Bright, who hailed free trade as the harbinger of
universal peace, is “star of peace,” and Elliott seems to have self-identified as a star of
peace himself (More Verse Vol II, 37).
The Corn-Law Rhymes thus participated in the widespread notion that free trade
would bring together the whole world in peaceful harmony, a notion which was
articulated repeatedly in defenses of free trade from Immanuel Kant to Cobden. The
Corn Law Rhymes' reliance on Christian tropes to articulate the presumed cosmopolitan
nature of free trade points at the significant role that institutionalized religion played in
the misrecognition of the emerging global free market economy: self-regulating markets
around the world seemed to constitute the normal state of affairs temporarily eclipsed by
misinformed protectionism. Elliott singles out free trade as a facilitator of social
harmony: “Free trade means work for beef, not bone / It means that men are brothers”
(“Epigram,” Miscellaneous Poems). The size o f the fraternal community at stake here
expands as large as imagination allows. Free trade reconciles mutually antagonistic
classes within the nation, but as Elliott’s meditations on universal peace and maritime
interaction suggest, the Rhymes imagines fraternity across the seas as well. The trope of
the brotherhood o f men, with its religious connotation o f God’s paternal relation to the
entire humankind, reinforces the cosmopolitan vision of worldwide kinship. It also aligns
free trade advocacy with the anti-slavery movement, appropriating the latter’s
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imagination of universal equality via the language of religion. As the striking popularity
o f the Wedgwood medallion construed and circulated by the London Abolition
Committee (1787) indicates, brotherhood was a powerful concept in British abolitionism:
“Am I Not a Man and a Brother,” read the famous motto of the medallion, which
portrayed a kneeling slave. This design sometimes appeared on tokens with the
inscriptions “Man over Man He made not Lord” or “Whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even unto them” on the obverse side.5 The religious
component was present at the very origins of the anti-slavery movement, as the founder
o f the Quaker Society articulated as early as 1657:
He hath made all nations of one blood, to dwell upon the face of the earth.
.. He commands to love all m en ... And the gospel is preached to every
creature under heaven; which is the power that giveth liberty and freedom,
and is glad tidings to every captivated creature under the whole heavens.
(Fox reproduced in Craton

202)
Building upon the anti-slavery movement, the call for free trade utilized Christian tropes
and paradigms to promise a world undivided by international conflict and offer a vision
of global harmony.
I have so far spoken of the Rhymes' Christian orientation without aligning them
with a particular denomination. The Rhymes belongs firmly in a tradition of nondenominational Radical or Chartist hymns, though Elliott himself was attracted to
Unitarianism.6 Hymns “urging a . . . radical conception of social justice in the first half
o f the nineteenth century” did not appear in denominational hymnals; instead, they
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surfaced in newspapers or publications such as the Nationalist Chartist Hymn Book.
Non-denominational Radical hymns were popular in the 1830s and 40s, and at least some
o f Elliott’s poems fall within the genre o f the non-denominational hymn. Since we
understand by hymn “a song to the praise of God,” musicality is crucial to any discussion
o f Elliott’s rhymes as hymns: many of the rhymes in the volume were set to music and
many others were titled “Song.”8 Some rhymes’ status as hymns is fairly conspicuous.
A rhyme titled “Reform,” featuring devout lines such as “When wilt thou save the people
/ O God o f Mercy, when?” is considered one of the major Radical hymns of the period
(Tamke 103). Further, Elliott himself titled some of his rhymes “hymns,” such as “Hymn
written for the Sheffield Political Union.” Scholars have gone as far to treat all of
Elliott’s poems so far as hymns. A very detailed semiotic analysis of Corn-Low Rhymes
by Angela Leonard argues that the poems’ “variety of meters, themes, and musical
composition, but more predominantly. . . selection of vocabulary” identify them as
hymns. The question of whether we can classify each rhyme as a hymn is not relevant to
my argument, but to identify Elliott as a composer of hymns is.
I propose that through the genre o f the hymn, Elliott constructed a free-trade
aesthetics. By this, I mean that the mode of production for the hymn as a genre embodies
Elliott’s notion o f free trade, and this embodiment is all the more apparent because Elliot
addresses free trade thematically. As J. R. Watson discusses in The English Hymn,
textual and vocal reproductions of hymns “select verses and alter phrases in ways which
are contrary to principles o f textual recovery in other literary forms” (10). Producers of
hymns are free to take and reject what they want in piecemeal fashion. Verses and
phrases seem to float around, circulate, only to be appropriated by whomever, whenever
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desirable: “Each hymn is the old way slightly altered: hymns exist in hymn-books as
separate works, though often having a family resemblance to one another—sharing the
same meter, borrowing phrases from one another, sharing tunes” (19). The notion of
unrestrained access to provisions for aesthetic production parallels the ideal of free trade
as equal access to God’s nourishing creations, although the communitarian aspect of
aesthetic inspiration has little to do with actual politics of global capitalist exchange in
the nineteenth-century. But paradoxically, that communitarian aspect also speaks to freetrade ideals: an unlimited community engaged in intellectual and emotional exchange
becomes in some sense the aesthetic counterpart of an imagined world community linked
through commodity exchange. The sense of collectivity that hymn singing allows the
singers to feel is in line with the free trade ethics constructed in Corn Law Rhymes, which
treat protectionism as an unjust obstacle against the collective practice of circulating
produce around the world. From this perspective the hymn writer/composer, deriving
topics and styles from a communal pool—in contradistinction to the privately inspired
Romantic poet figure—seems an apt candidate for the title of the “Bard of Freetrade.”9
The aesthetic sense of free exchange suits Elliott’s construal of global commodity
circulation as free flow and solidarity. But a vision of global commodity circulation
effaces historical contingencies of nineteenth-century international commerce. Mediated
through Christian visions, free trade appeared to signify abundance, sharing, free
exchange. But importation and exportation did not actually imply communal sharing free
of charge: one commodity with a price tag was exchanged, most commonly, with money
and precious metals, by merchants incorporated into the grid of an industrial capitalist
system. The mode o f production o f hymns constituted an antithesis to the highly
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calculated contractual transactions of international commerce, even as it aestheticized an
ahistorical notion o f exchange and circulation.
The religious questions and perspectives that The Corn Law Rhymes brought up
were not at all marginal to economic essays on the Com Laws. Political economy had its
roots in moral philosophy, and ethical questions preoccupied political economists.10
While ethics cannot, and should not, be reduced to religious morality, religion’s deep
concern in what is right and wrong aligns religious belief with moral philosophical
inquiry, and, consequently, with political economy. From its inception political economy
concerned itself with religious matters. Famously, Adam Smith’s notion o f the invisible
hand and its harmonious universe points toward a deity. As economic historian Jerry
Evensky notes, Smith’s belief in the progress of humankind “rests ultimately on a leap of
faith: faith in the existence of a benevolent deity as the designer of the universe”
(Evensky 18). For Smith, the invisible hand of the deity not only realized an inherently
benevolent world, but also enabled an ongoing evolution toward an ideal future. Reading
Smith’s Theory o f Moral Sentiments alongside Wealth o f Nations, Evensky concludes
that “mature religion was for Smith natural religion: a noninstitutionalized belief in the
benevolence of the deity” (35). According to Evensky, absent in Smith’s account is any
reliance on the revelation or teaching of any church: Smith’s writings advocate natural
religion, which counts on reason alone to recognize a divine creator—but not divine
revelation.11 Although recent scholarship has revealed that deism—the acceptance of
natural religion—was neither widespread nor well defined in the Enlightenment,
is in line with the Enlightenment questioning of institutionalized religion here.
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Smith

Within and beyond Smith’s works, it was a common trope in political economy to
treat global commodity circulation as natural and divinely sanctioned. Perhaps the most
common construal was an agricultural barter example that metonymically represented all
kinds o f free trade,13 although international commerce in its most common forms was
mediated through money and based on the exportation of British manufactures in the
1830s and 40s. As Douglas A. Irwin points out, the trope of Providence shaping
commercial flows around the world occasionally surfaces in the works of James Mill, J.
R. McCulloch, and Nassau Senior (16). For example, in a defense of unregulated
importation published in the Edinburgh Review, McCulloch declares: “Let our rulers
renounce this selfish monopolizing system; let them cease to counteract the benevolent
wisdom o f Providence, by which, giving a diversity of soils, climates and products to
different nations, has provided for their mutual intercourse and commerce” (351). Such
references to the Providence spiritualized and naturalized the capitalist world-economy.
In reproducing Smith’s non-institutional construal of a benevolent deity, McCulloch’s
remark constitutes an alternative to the Com Law Ryhmes’ reliance on Christian
revelation to justify free trade. Both, however, show that the idealization o f free trade
continued to rely on religious sentiment even after the originary moment of political
economy. The list of nineteenth-century writers who produced significant works of
economics by taking religious sentiment as their guiding principle includes Edward
Copleston, Richard Whately, and Thomas Chalmers.14 Strikingly, their religious
sentiments and objectives could produce defenses of laissez-faire, as in the case of
Elliott: Coplestone questioned the Poor Laws on the basis that if a law compelled the rich
to give to the poor, then giving alms would constitute no virtue, and therefore helping the
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poor must be voluntary (Lipske 193). Later in the century, the work of perhaps the most
famous British political economist of the time, John Stuart Mill, would attest to the
continuing collaboration of religious sentiment and economic inquiry.15 My analysis of
religious tropes in pro-free trade—and therefore pro-laissez-faire—literary and economic
texts provides further evidence for a compelling argument put forth by A. J. B Hilton and
A. M. C. Waterman. As they contend, the common assumption that religion is in favor of
a non-market order is a mistaken one.16 I do not propose that all religious discourse was
categorically pro-free-trade, but support the theory that religious narratives and
vocabulary helped popularize laissez-faire.

An Industrial Past
A revealing example of the juxtaposition of tropes of Christian faith with those of
natural religion in the Victorian free trade movement appears in an essay by the Reverend
Edmund Kell, a popular supporter of the Anti-Com-Law League. Kell’s “The Injurious
Effects o f the Com Laws on All Classes of the Community, Including the Farmer and the
Landowner,” which proudly announces the author’s simultaneous commitment to the best
interest of all classes, reveals the centrality of religious—both Christian or
noninstitutional—tropes to the Com-Law Repeal movement. Economic theories in the
essay are sophisticated, though they are by no means original; further, the specialized
terminology o f the increasingly professional field of political economy imbues the essay.
Sophisticated mathematical reasoning and rhetorically impressive invocations of divine
power coexist. The author, who grounds his attack on the Com Laws in his commitment
to “the Religious and moral welfare of the community,” claims, with no apparent sense of
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unease, to be an authority on the mathematics of the distribution of, and fluctuations in,
wages. Kell writes of the inverse proportion between the price o f bread and wages—high
price leads to low wages—and argues that the proportion of the supply o f labor to the
demand, rather than the price of com, governs the rate of wages. Arguments regarding
devaluation and the inverse proportion between prices of com and the consumption of
luxuries also make an appearance in the essay. Most important for my purposes, such
highly technical arguments appear side by side with explicit or indirect references to
religion and a distant past imagined through religious narratives.
Similes provide one way of introducing religious concerns into the essay.
“Commerce should be free as air, and coextensive as light,” writes Kell. Air, of course,
is free in two senses: it is free o f charge, arid it is free fo move in all directions without
confronting obstructions. The simile works on both levels: the government should not
charge duties for the act o f conducting commerce, and commerce should confront no
obstructions. “Coextensive as light” reinforces this second suggestion. The similes
naturalize commerce, suggesting that transactions between distant parties are both normal
and inevitable. But the second simile functions on a connotative level as well: light
evokes the divine utterance in the Bible, “let there be light.” Not that every utterance of
the word unfolds a series of Biblical references—but this occasion is special. The essay
is written by a man who signs his name as “Rev. Edmund Kell,” and identifies himself
within the essay as a “Minister of the Gospel” (14). Further, as the introductory page
indicates, the essay was originally a lecture “delivered in a Sunday-school Room.”
Within this setting already full of Christian signs, the comparison of the properties of
commerce to air and light ascribe a religious aspect to commerce; specifically, they relate
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international commerce to the divine benevolence and wisdom that light evokes. If,
according to the Bible, light was the first thing there ever was, partly at stake here is a
question of age. Supporting “the removal of all restrictions on commerce, but especially
on the trade in Com,” Kell clarifies that the stakes of his argument on the Com Laws is
an argument about free trade. But how old is this thing called free trade that Kell
advocates?
On the one hand, Kell’s language is one shaped by industrialization. He writes
with expert language about wages, which are themselves a product o f the industrial .
factory system. Further, Kell is deeply aware that the so-called free trade system is one
where England sells industrial, manufactured commodities and buys raw produce from
other countries. His anti-Com-Law thesis in fact derives argumentative power from this
awareness:
And not only has the operation of the Com Laws deprived our
manufactures of the market of the Com growing countries, but of other
foreign markets where we might have obtained payment in other
descriptions of produce, for the Com growing countries of Germany and
elsewhere, being obliged to become through our folly their own
manufacturers, have succeeded so well as not only completely to satisfy
their own wants, but to be able to send their manufactures to other
countries,. . . and even to send to this country, those goods in which
England used particularly to excel. (20-21)
The Com Laws have allowed other nations to industrialize, and England is worse off for
this development, which “sap[s] the foundation of [England’s] greatness” (21). The
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preservation of asymmetry in international commerce (foreign produce for English
manufactures) motivates Kell’s objection to the Com Laws. Also remarkable is Kell’s
assumption that the industrialization of countries such as Germany depends solely on
English policy. With discussions of wage labor and industrial exports looming large in
the essay, free trade appears to be a historically contingent phenomenon consisting of the
exchange o f manufactures with produce.
This specific understanding of free trade as the exchange of English industrial
manufactures with raw produce from other countries was by no means original to Kell’s
essay. As historian Bernard Semmel shows in The Rise o f Free Trade Imperialism,
“possibilities o f a new commercial empire based upon England’s industrial
predominance” charmed the Parliament (146); ultimately, the desire to establish Britain
as the manufacturing workshop of the world via international commerce—an idea
defended by economists such as Josiah Tucker and Robert Torrens—motivated Peel’s
repeal o f the Com Laws.17 The understanding of free trade as a means of establishing
British industrial dominance is of course a perspective that would not have been available
for pre-industrial defenders o f unrestricted international commerce such as David Hume
and Adam Smith. Yet especially after the first two decades of the nineteenth century,
parliamentary debates emphasized the dependence of the “greater part o f the world” on
British manufactures and Britain’s status as the “manufacturing work-shop of the world”
(Thomson 1287-88, qtd. in Semmel 149). Robert Torrens declared in the House of
Commons, “if there was a free trade tomorrow, our manufacturers might meet all the
world; and their knowledge and skill, their capital and their machinery, would give them
a decided advantage” (Torrens 207, qtd. in Semmel 148). As Semmel sums up,
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parliamentary debates on free trade strove “to achieve a virtual industrial monopoly for a
British workshop of the world” (157). My point here is not so much that the free trade
movement, especially as led by the likes of Tucker and Torrens, was inherently
imperialist—that goes without saying—but rather that in industrial Britain, free trade
connoted the exchange of industrial manufactures with raw produce.
Kell’s own approach to free trade as a product o f the industrial age is challenged
by metaphorical language seemingly marginal, if not external, to the argument. Kell
likens England under the Com Laws to the ancient city of Tyre as it is described in the
Bible:
[England] itself is not worth inhabiting, when as in Tyre o f old once famed
for its purple and crimson dyes “whose merchants were princes, and
whose traffickers were the honorable of the earth,*”our commerce shall
have departed, & the Traveller shall stop on the banks of the Clyde, the
Mersey or the Aire, only to walk among the mins of dilapidated halls, and
tenantless manufactories, and to muse over the tale o f England’s
greatness!
*: Isaiah, 23 chap 8v. (footnote original, 17)
The metaphor here obscures the discontinuities between the pre-industrial commerce of
the ancient world and the nation-state-based, industrialized commerce of the nineteenth
century. The reference to Isaiah not only suggests a Biblical espousal of commerce, but
also enables the essay to antiquate free trade. The limits of the metaphor, however,
surface as Kell envisions English ruins. While “dilapidated halls” might evoke either
Tyre or England, the incongruity of “tenantless manufacturies” discloses the contrast
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between the industrial free traders of the nineteenth century and the ancient traffickers of
Tyre.18
Other references to the Bible and the Christian God firmly align Kell’s essay with
Christianity. Quoting from Proverbs, Isaiah, and Luke, Kell opposes the Com Laws
because they do exactly what the Bible cautions believers against: oppress the poor.
Kell’s final emphatic call for repeal relies on his preceding establishment o f free trade as
a Christian tenet: “Oh! Then my fellow-Christians in the name of your country—in the
name of humanity—in the name of your God—I call upon you to put an end to the
unmitigated evils of the Com Laws” (45). From “fellow-Christians” to “humanity”:
Christian solidarity derives its claim to benevolence from its service to the common
condition o f being human. The appropriation of a sermonic tone in the conclusion of the
essay is noteworthy, especially juxtaposed as it is to the technical terminology of
economics.
But it is not only technical terminology, but also the discourse of natural religion
with which the Christian undertone peacefully coexists. Mirroring the ideas put forth by
Adam Smith nearly a century prior to the lecture, Kell declares, “And must we not close
our eyes to the plain intimations of Providence, if we do not discern in this beautiful
arrangement, the intentions of the Benevolent Parent of the Universe?” (42). When Kell
appropriates the language of deism, it brings into his discourse a sense of world unity. As
in Enlightenment philosophy, the idea of free trade mediates the cosmopolitan notion of
the world population as a single community in the essay: “And shall we frustrate the
intentions o f Providence, by interposing human barriers to prevent the accomplishment of
wise designs, and intercept the bounties of Heaven?” (43). Whatever the theological and
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historical tensions between natural religion and Christian doctrine might be, the two
doctrines are superposed with no apparent tension here. Further, as far as the justification
of free trade is concerned, tropes of noninsititutional religion and Christian belief
function similarly: they suggest that free trade has always been around, since pre-modem
times.
The desire to represent free trade as an age-old practice and the simultaneous urge
to stress free trade’s industrial— and thus modem—status similarly clash into each other
in R. H. Home’s Orion. Although Home was a well-known poet, and Orion (1843) a
well-admired poem in its day,19 there is little scholarship on either. As the title indicates,
the epic poem is set in a mythological ancient Greece, with Orion, a giant from Chios in
the Aegean, as its main character. Always tmst-worthy and hard-working, Orion
undergoes challenging and transforming experiences in each o f the poem’s three books.
First, he becomes the lover of the goddess Artemis only to be ultimately repulsed by her
divine coldness; secondly, he falls in love with, and kidnaps, Princess Merupe only to be
blinded by the King’s men; finally, after Goddess Eos restores his sight, and Artemis kills
him out o f jealousy, he is restored to life as an immortal— a constellation in the sky—to
serve humanity. In his preface to the first edition, Home writes that Orion is not
“intended as a mere echo or reflection o f the past”; instead, it presents “a novel
experiment upon the mind o f a nation” (Preface 1843). The preface to an Australian
edition that Home published during his residence there in the 1850s highlights the
allegorical significance o f the poem: “Orion is man standing naked before heaven and
Destiny, resolved to work as a really free agent to the utmost pitch of his powers for the
good o f his ra c e . . . He is the type o f a Worker and Builder for his fellow man” (Preface
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1854). Home’s claim to speak to contemporary national matters, the poem’s espousal of
free agency and industriousness, and its eponymous hero’s service to the entire human
race evoke the issues that haunted the public in 1843, free trade and the repeal of the
Com Laws.
The limited scholarship that exists on Orion recognizes the poem’s relevance to
free trade. In a general study o f epic poetry in the Victorian period, Herbert Tucker
notes,
For progressives . . . there was O rion... An Endymion for the age of
industry, Home’s . . . epic takes Orion through puppy love and trials of
giant strength to establish the dignity of the body, the virtues of free trade,
and above all the salvation that lies in hard-work. . . The “higher
consciousness” with which in the last book Orion looks out on Mount
Epos (!) implies a technological vision of all nations as one gigantic
working class. (33)
My analysis o f Orion takes Tucker’s comments as a starting point. What are the virtues
of free trade that the poem establishes? Thematically, how does free trade connect with
progressivism on the one hand and industriousness on the other? How does the poem
incorporate the vision o f a transnational working class into its treatment of free trade and
industry? Orion treats both industrial development and free trade as the offspring of
progressive change made possible through worldwide labor. My argument raises a
question which Tucker does not pose: why would a long narrative poem, which
meditates, among other things on free trade and industrialization, take the very specific
form of an epic, conforming to most epic conventions? Further, why would it be set in
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ancient Greece, refer to Greek deities, and employ a mythological tone, not to mention
archaic syntax? I argue that Orion's form and language enact the fantasy that global
industrial capitalism, “progressive” as it is, can be readily translated into the vocabulary
and paradigms of the ancient world. In doing so, they normalize and naturalize the
emergent phenomenon of global capitalism.
Orion's preoccupation with the contemporary British economy begins with the
identification o f its hero’s “small” knowledge of “one art”: “Earth’s deep metallic veins /
Hephaestos taught me to refine and forge” (1.1). Living up to his epitaphs, “The
Worker” and “the Builder-up of things,” Orion constructs an iron palace out of the pillars,
stanchions, and wedges he makes single-handedly. That his industriousness consists
mainly in processing metals deeply resonates with the boom in the British iron and steel
industries after the invention of power blowers and rolling-mills at the beginning of the
nineteenth century. The growth of the iron industry, with its semi-finished products such
as rails and finished ones such as ironmongery, owed to foreign as well as domestic
demand.20 Home’s translation of the industrial economies of his time to the antiquity
relies on the supernatural: after all, to process iron and steel so fast and serially, one
needs either power tools or a giant with super powers. Home’s blank verse, full of
Miltonic inversions and archaic capitalization, effaces discontinuities of modes of labor
in ancient times and industrial ones. Inhabiting an epoch in which labor implies neither
poverty nor alienation from the end product, Orion is at once a worker and his own boss.
Character foils that Home employs set up an antithesis between industrialization
and commercial protectionism—in other words, they ally industrialism with free trade.
The poem contrasts Orion’s industrious and benevolent spirit to the inertia and
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conservatism o f the two giants who were exiled from Ithaca because of their opposition
to importation, Ecolyon and Akinetos. Home spares almost an entire canto to tell the tale
o f Encolyon’s and Akinetos’s exiles. Ithacans’ barren stony land never produced enough
grain
. . . But by the skill
O f their artificers in iron and brass,
And by their herds of goats and cloud-woolled sheep,
With other isles the Ithacans exchanged,
And each was well supplied. (1.2)
Ithacans, like the English, exchange animal- and metal-based products with grain. The
similarity is so striking that it is difficult to resist an allegorical reading in which Ithaca
represents England. The allegorical reading by definition calls attention to similarity, but
the difference between England and Ithaca is ideologically significant: England exported
industrially processed iron and linen rather than raw iron or cotton. Home’s allegory
effaces the historical contingencies of nineteenth-century international commerce,
through which England, claiming for itself the coveted status of the Workshop of the
World, nearly monopolized global industrial production. The very idea that nineteenthcentury international commerce could be allegorized in an ancient Greek setting assumes
that the exchange o f industrial commodities for raw produce is not categorically different
from commercial exchange in pre-industrial times.

21

Orion defends free trade by showing the folly of protectionism. Mirroring the
mercantilist / protectionist arguments that declared free trade a threat to national strength,
Encolyon recommends to the King that they stop importing grain so that Ithaca becomes
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“Great in herself by self-dependent power” (1.2). The King follows Encolyon’s
recommendation; subsequently, hunger, war, and evil take over Ithaca, and Encolyon is
obliged to leave. Akinetos has to follow him when he advises Ithacans to be patient and
“leave all else to fate” instead of re-commencing importation (1.2). The pro-ffee-trade
moral of the story is clear enough; what is more interesting, however, is the larger
paradigms through which the Com Law episode connects to the epic as a whole.
Boasting the grandiose epitaph “the Great Unmoved,” which roughly translates his name
into English, Akinetos represents the resistance to forces of change. Similarly, Encolyon
is a conservative: “Hater of all new things!—to whom the acts / O f men seemed erring
ever in each hope and error to advance.” (53). By contrast, Orion, to whom they serve as
foils, rejoices “action and advance,” whom he finds personified in his last love, Eos (3.2).
A double temporality for free trade emerges in the epic. At once, it is an ancient habit,
the natural state o f things, and a progressive impulse that leads to advancement.
The triangulation o f progress, industrialism, and free trade in Orion appears in
Home’s prose writing as well, though outside of the mythological epic form, the sense of
the naturalness o f free trade is not as apparent. In an essay titled “The Great Exhibition
and the Little One,” co-authored by Home and Charles Dickens and published in 1851 in
Household Words, the authors begin by highlighting “the law o f human progression”
(357). As in Orion, progress, embodied by England, finds a foil: China. “There may be
an odd, barbarous, or eccentric nation,” write the authors, “who may seclude itself from
the rest o f the world, resolved not to move on with it” (357). China, like Akinetos “the
Great Unmoved,” will not move. As the essay unfolds, we find that China’s seclusion is
both literal and figurative: it stands apart from the rest of the world in its presumed
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rejection o f progress, and it isolates itself from the rest o f the world by rejecting free
trade. Praising “industrial excitement,” the authors describe “those two countries which
display (on the whole) the greatest degree of progress, and the least—say England and
China. England, maintaining commercial intercourse with the whole world; China,
shutting itself up as far as possible within itself’ (357). In an essay in which
“‘intercourse’” comprised of internal and external commerce becomes the measure of a
nation’s progress, such isolation signifies backwardness.
The identification of progress as a “law,” and of China as an isolated oddity,
subtly justify English industrial progress—by 1851 England has become a free trading
country and the Great Exhibition attests to its commitment to free trade as well as
industrialism. It is this hint of naturalization that Orion develops into full form through
its ancient setting, as if English industrial / free trade values could simply exist in ancient
Greece. The risk o f an allegorical reading—the reduction of the hero Orion to a signifier
for England—is that it effaces the ideological work that the poem undertakes by
personifying the spirit o f industrial commerce marking the Great Exhibition. In Orion,
that spirit turns into subjective experience, but one that exceeds and overcomes the
alienated individual experiences that any single participant in global capitalism could
have. Individual experiences would consist of only a few isolated aspect o f industrial
production or commodity exchange, such as polishing iron rods in a factory (if one is
working class), receiving a large sum of money for wholesale (if one is a capital-owner),
or managing a ship full of cargoes (if one is middle-class). Orion’s holistic experience
does not correspond to the real experience that any actual economic actor would have;
instead, it envisions a subjective, yet holistic corollary to the entire system of production
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of exchange. Orion personifies the values that the global capitalist system as a whole
presumably promotes, which no actual participant in the system actually embodies or
witnesses. Such a role, it seems, none can undertake but a mythical giant.
The achievement o f divine understanding and perspective is the particular shape
that Orion’s holistic experience o f global capitalism takes. The divine subjectivity that
emerges as the personification of global capitalism, I find, is rather stunning—especially
given that contemporary conservatism treated the emerging global market economy as a
threat to religion. “Into myself I will therefore retire,” goes the motto of Akinetos, who
defends Ithaca’s Com Laws, and personifies China’s economic protectionism. Economic
isolationism seems to have a readily available subjective corollary—solipsistic
introversion. The triangle of progress, industry, and commerce corresponds a much more
nuanced subjectivity in Orion, the one giant who achieves divine benevolence and
wisdom before his subsequent transformation into an immortal, a guiding constellation in
the sky.
Orion’s divine energy circulates, its motion creating a contrast to the stasis of
Akinetos the Great Unmoved. “A small circle transpierces and illumes / Expanding,”
praises an invocation in which no Muse is the source of inspiration except Orion’s
greatness itself (3.1). The continuing expansion of the circle evokes cosmopolitanism
just as it firmly grounds the spirituality of Orion’s influence: “If his soul / hath entered
others, though imperfectly, / the circle widens as the world spins around” (3.1). Orion,
being the Worker and the Builder of the world, undertakes worldwide service, which, in
the minds o f many, was exactly what Britain, the so-called “Workshop of the World,”
was doing by providing the rest of the world with manufactured commodities. The
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giant’s final romance with Eos, the goddess of the morning, romanticizes his godlike urge
to serve the entire world. The romance unites the two in the service of humanity,
directing their attention to the numerous regions of the vast world:
'Tis always morning somewhere in the world,
And Eos ever rises, circling
The varied regions of mankind. (3.2)
As Eos circles, so does Orion, taking it upon himself to provide “general service and
import / To human happiness” (3.2). Orion sets up a contrast between the Builder of the
world’s desire to serve, and the Com-Law supporter Akinetos’s introversion:
The pure realm where he dwelt
Absorbed not all sympathies in itself,
Which yet sprang forth. (3.2)
Constructing a spatial model to express the industrious giant’s benevolence, the poem
aestheticizes and moralizes ever-expansive outward flow. Orion’s act of building for the
world becomes an act of infinite compassion here. In the last canto, recognizing Orion’s
service, the gods literally bestow divinity on him. A deity producing and building for the
whole world: the immortality of Orion, the Builder of the World, holds a flattering mirror
up to England, the Workshop o f the World, assuring the nation of both the righteousness
and the endurance of global capitalism.
Theologically, the ancient Greek religious beliefs in which Orion participates
obviously contradict those of Christianity, but the Victorian espousal of Greek antiquity
minimizes this tension. As Frank Turner points out, “it was possible to interpret Greek
religion as an earlier stage o f a human perception of the divine that was in certain
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respects compatible, if not admittedly identical with, Christianity” (“Why the Greeks”
76). Unlike the Romans, the ancient Greeks, predating Christ, naturally did not play any
role in the crucifixion; further, “Roman religion had widely been regarded as shallow,
insincere and political in character: Greek religion and its myths seemed, by contrast, to
be sincere, lyrical, and serious” (76). Richard Jenkyns argues that “the Established
Church had indeed forged a strange alliance with the Greeks” and shows that Greeks
were frequently perceived to be “children being educated in preparation for the coming of
Jesus” (67, 170).22 As this larger context reinforces, Orion’s religious experience with
the goddess and the gods and his own achievement o f immortality signify a sincere, if
immature, experience with the divine rather than Pagan ignorance.
The final address of Orion after his achievement of immortality envisions
transnational labor. According to this vision, what unites humans around the world is
that they all labor—and hence the facilitation of world unity by the deified “Worker and
Builder of the World”:
Thou Earth, whom I have left, and all my brothers!

For ever, as with generations new
Ye carry on the strife,— deem it no loss
That in full vigor of his fresh designs,
Your Worker and your Builder hath been called
To rest thus undesired. (3.3)
As in the Corn Law Rhymes and the anti-slavery movement, brotherhood is the trope that
enables the imagination of a worldwide community. Labor, according to Orion, remains
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a constant through time, connecting the past to the future. Labor will thrive during his
absence from the Earth, not the least because the constellation of Orion will serve as a
guide for humankind, just as the Workshop of the World presumably set a model for all
nations to emulate. In this final speech, the contrast between Orion and the isolationist
giants reaches its zenith. Finally, Encolyon and Akinetos’s opposition to free trade
becomes incorporated into a comprehensive system of morality that literally deifies
cosmopolitan communication and deeply condemns inward self-sufficiency.
The poem’s publication history reaffirms its thematic idealization of limitless
communication. Orion was sold at a price of one farthing—in Home’s own words, “less
than the price o f waste paper,” so as to enable many people to read what he humbly
called “an experiment upon the mid of a nation” (Pearl 62-63). Orion’’s emulation of
ancient Greek narratives, too, participates in a literary aesthetic that reaffirms the poem’s
thematic embrace of boundless sharing. The nineteenth-century fascination with the
Greeks was far from being a solely British phenomenon; writers and thinkers across
Europe read and wrote about Greek history and mythology. Ancient Greek mythology
provided a pool of plots, motifs, characters, and settings that European authors freely
appropriated and celebrated: “the Hellenic revival of the nineteenth-century involved an
international community of scholars and writers, many of whom appealed to the wisdom
of Greece in terms o f a universal human experience,” although “the study and
interpretation of Greek antiquity nonetheless occurred within the context o f national
intellectual communities,” influenced by specific political structures and university
systems in each nation (Turner The Greek Heritage 8). There was intellectual borrowing
from the ancient Greeks by the British, and also intellectual exchange about the antiquity
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within a larger European community. This sharing helped construct a common heritage
providing a historical basis for a unified European community. The model of intellectual
flow represented by the nineteenth-century interest in antiquity itself is quite congruent
with the cosmopolitan ideal of free flow that Orion sets up. Home’s writing in the
tradition of the ancient Greeks in the nineteenth-century calls to mind Elliott’s practice o f
composing in the hymn tradition. The aesthetics of literary appropriation and allusion
across large temporal and spatial distances—as in writing an epic poem about Greek
gods inhabiting Aegean islands and hymnal praise for the Christian god whose revelation
occurred in Jerusalem—partially enacts the cosmopolitan free flow that Home and Elliott
idealize.
Greek and Christian settings as well as allusions to mythical and Biblical
narratives transplant free trade into pre-modemity, stripping free trade of historical
contingencies such as industrialism or the market economy. Home’s and Elliott’s
defenses o f free trade participate in that transplantation through genre as well. My
concern here is not with the parameters and impositions of the genre as we understand it
today or, say, as the early modem public understood it in the sixteenth century. Instead, I
wish to reconstruct briefly the connotations of the genre in the nineteenth century.
Especially relevant to my argument is the perception of poetry as a timeless genre and the
poetic drive as a universal instinct, particularly in contradistinction to perceptions of the
novel as a corrupt contemporary fad. An emphatic declaration by William Fox, co-editor
o f the Unitarian Monthly Repository, illustrates how poetry as a genre could signify the
transcendence o f time and place: poetry “is essential to [man’s] nature itself; it is part and
parcel o f his constitution; and can only retrograde in the retrogradation of hum anity. . .
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The elements o f poetry are universal” (“Tennyson” qtd. in Collins 1181). Perhaps the
most authoritative reaffirmations of the universality of poetry in the period are by
Matthew Arnold,23 who pursued, in his own words, “the eternal objects of Poetry, among
all nations and at all times,” through his interest in the antiquity. He declared the search
for “those elementary feelings which subsist permanently in the race, and which are
independent of time” to be central to the Poet’s task (Preface ix-x). Home himself
affirmed the universality of poetry by tying it to human nature. Poetry stemmed from and
offered a glimpse o f the divine: “The poetic fire is one simple and intense element in
human nature; it has its source in divine mysteries of our existence” (New Spirit 241). He
similarly asserted in an essay on early English poets that “[gjreat genius, and especially
in poetry, always comprises certain principles of universality” (emphasis mine,
“Characteristics” 354).24 The fact that the support for free trade could be articulated
through a poetic medium attached a degree of timelessness to free trade. The very
existence of free trade poems pulled free trade into a realm of universality, exactly
because poetry acted as the gatekeeper of the universal human essence.
O f course, with Romantic poetry having revolutionized the genre not even a
century earlier, these notions o f the timelessness of poetry coexisted with inquiries into
the nature o f modem poetry. Poetic theory could address historical contingency, as
Arthur Hallam asserts:
Hence the melancholy which so evidently characterizes the spirit of
modem poetry; hence that return of the mind upon itself and the habit of
seeking relief in idiosyncrasies rather than community of interest. In the
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old times the poetic impulse went along with the general impulse of the
nation; in these it is a reaction against it[.] (620)
Within the context of this sense of a distinct form of modem poetry, the subgenres in
which Elliott and Home composed gain significance. The former’s rhymes, especially
given their hymnic characteristics, and the latter’s epic, deviate from the inward-looking
Romantic poetry claiming to translate unique individual experience into poetry. The epic
form, especially when it chronicles a people’s trajectory, triumph, and heroes—as does
Orion— seems to fit into Hallam’s category of the poetry of the old times. Elliott’s claim
to be a bard similarly presupposes a “community of interest,” a perceived characteristic
o f old-time poetry. Insofar as we can treat the subgenres of the hymn and the epic as
signifiers o f temporal endurance, then their housing of the new language of political
economy provides that language with the history it lacks. But such poetic deification and
antiquation, o f course, were not the only ways to invent a history of free trade.

A Primordial Present
If free trade characterized the past, how about the present? With the Com Laws
marking the absence of free trade, the present moment appeared detached from a free
trading past before 1846. But if the present contrasted with the imagined past in terms of
the practice of free trade, free trade advocacy provided continuity. G. P. R. James’s The
Smuggler (1845), published at the height of the Com-Law controversy and shortly before
the repeal, reveals that free-trade advocacy could link the nineteenth-century present to a
primordial past. By 1845, the free trade movement had gained so much momentum and
widespread support that the evils of border-crossing commerce were best articulated in a
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historical novel. The historical setting exiled the negative connotations of free trade into
what Carlyle famously called “a different country”: the past.
The Smuggler is neither pro- nor anti-free trade.

'yc

The various strands of

narratives I have traced in different chapters of this study—free trade as treasonous,
implicated in sexual excesses o f desire, nationalistic, and religious—all surface and clash
in this historical novel, which is set in Kent of the late eighteenth century, the heyday of
violent smuggling gangs operating there. The character of the professional upper-class
smuggler who sponsors the contraband traffic shoulders the burden of those strands of
narrative that disparage smuggling. In the actions of these smugglers, transnational
commodity flow appears most threatening. Smuggling corrupts governmental and public
institutions such as the judiciary system; the smugglers rape and kill a woman in a
subplot that reinforces the age-old metaphor between the female body and the national
territory. The series of events victimize the occasional local participant in contraband
transactions, who, unlike capital-owning smugglers, smuggles out o f obligation and
obtains little financial benefit. The woman who is raped and murdered turns out to be the
wife of a subsequently repentant poor fisherman turned smuggler.
The romantic plot enlarges the category of exchange by focusing on linguistic
exchange. Henry, a dragoon in charge o f stopping smuggling, is estranged from his lover
because o f an illicit verbal exchange. The romantic relationship received much approval
from both families until the couple decided to read the biblical marriage ceremony to
themselves, exchanged vows, and were caught in the act. The problem with the linguistic
exchange of the lovers is that it was unauthorized. Over and over, the father tells Henry
he would not have objected to his daughter marrying him: it is not that there is anything
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inherently wrong with the reading of the vows, but the fact that it was done without
authorization renders it immoral. This parallel plot of contraband linguistic exchange
provides a commentary on the smuggling plot, suggesting that while there is nothing
inherently wrong with the act o f free trading, free trade is immoral when practiced
without authorization, as do smugglers in the age of protectionism.
The novel ascribes a religious aspect to the inherent virtue o f free trade, even
though the romantic plot suggests inherent virtues can be cancelled by historical
contingencies. Mr. Warde, a wise old man ventroloquizes the agricultural-exchangeamong-diverse-climates arguments so popularized in the anti-Com-Law movement.
Claiming that he will not “be one o f the tyrants of the whole creation,” he speaks of
smugglers as
men who break boldly through an unjust and barbarous system, which
denies to our land the goods of another, and who, knowing that the very
knaves who devised that system, did it but to enrich themselves, stop with
a strong hand a part of the plunder on the way; or rather, insist at the peril
of their lives, on man’s inherent right to trade with his neighbors, and
frustrate the roguish devices of those who would forbid to land the use of
that produced by another. (87)
Absent in this familiar account is an explicit reference to Providence, but the inherent
benevolence of the world order points toward it. But such a reference would almost be
redundant: Warde comes from the family in charge of the local church, and his character
plays a saintly role in the plot. Quite miraculously, he is omnipresent, mysteriously
surfacing at the right place at the right time. His omnipresence enables him to witness a
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secret capable o f saving the lives and restoring the happiness of the main characters, and
he is present—of course—at the right time and right place to expose the secret. In doing
so, he determines the fate o f the whole community. From the beginning, his character
prophetically asserts that he will solve the problems that the main characters face, and the
resolution o f the plot confirms his prophecy.
If these signs already evoke a mystical existence, that mysticism develops further
in Warde’s history. Having lived in America, Warde has tattoos on his face. But the
narrative does not account for how exactly he spent his time in America, inviting
speculation and adding to the sense of mystery in doing so: did he live in captivity with
the natives? Did he wander? Warde’s nomadic presence adds to other hints of primitive
experience: he leaves England and returns whimsically, without giving notice to anyone.
The combination o f his age, mysticism, nomadic presence, seemingly omnipotent
knowledge, prophetic attitude, central role in determining the fate of the community, and
emotional distance from the community transforms Warde into a shaman figure.
Through his character, The Smuggler ascribes a primordial, as well as utopian, aspect to
free trade.
If, before the repeal of the Com Laws in 1846, it was uncertain whether free trade
or protectionism would reign in the future, after the repeal, a sense o f the present moment
as the age o f free trade emerged, even though the state policies of foreign commerce
remained protectionist in some ways. From Elliott’s Corn-Law Rhymes to Kell’s
“Injurious Effects of the Com Laws” and Home’s Orion, pre-repeal texts that transplant
free trade into the distant past—if not into a distant land—seek to legitimate a presumed
utopia: the future must become what the past was. The temporal dynamics of post-repeal
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histories o f free trade are different: the present has become what the past putatively was.
Through the lens of this narrative of continuity, free trade appears indomitable. An essay
that appeared in the Edinburgh Review in 1847, “Primitive Political Economy of
England” by Richard Jones, betrays this sense o f occupying a new moment in history: an
underlying awareness o f the expiration of the protectionist era imbues the essay. Yet the
essay has a complementary temporal premise, one that concerns the antiquation of free
trade: it aims to give a history to political economy as well as to free trade, thus
organically connecting the present moment to the past without denying the former’s
novelty. The double temporal objective of the essay—that of identifying the present
moment as new while historicizing the elements that make it new—surfaces even in the
title, “Primitive Political Economy,” which imagines similarity and difference at once.
Contrary to common notions that political economy took off with Adam Smith, the title
implies that political economy existed long before Smith. It also identifies this imagined
history as primitive.
In the historical account that the essay offers, Smith constitutes a pivotal turning
point separating the primitive from the modem, but he is not the father of political
economy. Smith is the turning point exactly because he called for the abandonment of
mercantilist principles in economic thought: the theory that “we must contrive to buy less
o f the foreigner, than we sell to the foreigner” has been, boasts Jones, “formally
annihilated” since Smith. Summarizing the mercantilist principle of the balance of trade,
Jones asserts confidently, “in our days it wants no parade of argument to show how
fearfully disastrous such a policy must have been” (312). But the essay’s original
contribution consists o f its willingness to exonerate some economic thinkers of the
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mercantilist era. While Thomas Mun becomes a scapegoat who shoulders the evils of
mercantilist thought, the work o f his predecessors such as Gerard de Malynes and
William Stafford appear partially redeemable—that is, not too mercantilist. Jones also
points out the role that the work o f Ferdinando Galiani, Fran?ois Quesnay, and David
Hume played in the development of Smith’s theories.
While Jones’s historiography is interesting and compelling in its own right, what I
wish to highlight here is the effort to discover an age-old hidden past for a new discourse.
As the Corn-Low Rhymes and Orion remind us, this effort is a part of a larger project to
which poetic interventions contributed as well. The transplantation of both free trade and
the discourse of political economy into a distant past undertook the ideological function
o f smoothing the transition into the ffee-market economy. Portraying protectionism and
the mercantilist principles underneath it as an anomalous temporary episode, this
transplantation suggested that the transition was indeed a mere return to normalcy. On
the one hand, Christian visions of a primordial free-trading past embodied a cosmopolitan
perspective by imagining a worldwide community of human beings united in their
identity as consumers o f divine resources. On the other, the transplantation of free trade
into the primordial times performed a nationalist function. With Britons taking pride in
free trade as both a British intellectual product and Britain’s “gift” to the entire world, the
effort to historicize free trade was also an effort to re-write the past in the vocabulary of
contemporary British nationalism and imperialism.
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Conclusion

It is time to revisit the questions with which I began: why are commodities and
merchants traveling across national borders so ubiquitous in early- and mid-nineteenthcentury literature, and why does their ubiquity matter? The novels, poems, and plays that
Contested Cargoes analyzes, which include Scott’s Waverley, Galt’s Annals o f the
Parish, Serle’s Ghost Story, Marryat’s Snarleyyow, Dickens’s Little Dorrit, Martineau’s
Illustrations, Charlotte Bronte’s Shirley, Ebenezer Elliott’s Com-Law Rhymes, and
Home’s Orion, are by no means the only works where inter- and transnational commerce
appears. Many others attest to the degree to which worldwide commodity circulation
haunted British literature. To list a few highly canonical examples, Jane Austen’s
Persuasion bases its plot on a fortune established by the war-time confiscation of goods
on French ships, Dickens’s A Tale o f Two Cities features an international bank invested
in saving French aristocrats, George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss singles out speculative
exportation as the source of family subsistence, and Christina Rossetti’s “Goblin Market”
allegorizes the consumption o f imports as a sexual fall.
The readiest account of the ubiquity of border-crossing commodities and
merchants assumes that literature simply imitates real life: according to such a mimetic
account, British authors wrote about importation, exportation, smuggling, and speculation
because they experienced or observed them in their daily lives. But this mimetic
explanation is at best incomplete, because, as I aimed to demonstrate through close
readings, textual commodities and merchants are not only representations of actually
existing economic phenomena, but also discursive platforms for the imagination and
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evaluation o f the global dispersal of ideas, beliefs, and people. Nineteenth-century
textual representations of commerce within and beyond literary discourses conceive of
and elaborate cosmopolitan belonging and experience. They allow the conceptualization
o f cities and settlements around the world as interconnected nodes and in doing so
disseminate a sense o f feeling global.
Implicit in the framing of the project is a distinction between colonial trade and
commerce among independent nation-states. There are definitely similarities between the
two; to begin with, both free trade and colonialism were imperialist and involved the
exchange o f British manufactures with raw produce. But the two appeared to be distinct
entities in the nineteenth-century British imagination, because colonial trade constituted
internal trade within the British Empire and free trade external. In other words,
commerce with the colonies did not count as foreign commerce, since the colonies,
despite their distinctness from Britain and each other, were technically territorial
annexations. Framing the project according to nineteenth-century definitions of
“foreign” trade prevented me from emphasizing the centrality of colonial trade to British
economy. For what it is worth, however, this frame has allowed me to trace the
imagination o f Europe as essentially interconnected. Scott, Galt, Marryat, and Dickens
wrote about Britain’s commercial ties to the Continent, which, as their fiction
emphasized, entailed cultural, affective, and religious ties. Bronte in Shirley singled out
the commercial U.S.-England coalition as the source of local harmony and romance. To
what degree did Britons draw a cognitive map of the world in which Britain, the
Continent, and the U.S. were filled out with the same color so as to constitute a single
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aggregate unit? This is a question I hope to have raised, though it is not one that I claim
to answer.
The exploration of cosmopolitan sentiment and experience is a common thread
that runs through the works I have examined in different chapters. The smuggler, the
Jew, the Highlander, the prostitute, and the capitalist surface as common figurations of
cosmopolitan experience. Their profit-mindedness, rootlessness, aristocracy,
Catholicism, eccentricity, lonely existence, and nomadic life each become markers of
cosmopolitanism. These figures, common as they are in nineteenth-century literature,
hint at how individual analyses of literary works in this study may open up new ways of
reading nineteenth-century literature at large. They also relate to a question that occurred
to me over and over in my research and writing. The name of Anti-Corn Law League
leader Richard Cobden seemed to have become almost synonymous with free trade in the
early Victorian period. But why did free trade need a Cobden? Perhaps all political
movements benefit from singling out a person as its instantly recognizable representative.
A human being apotheosizes the presumed coherence o f the cause, but I have come to
think that there is more to the ubiquity of Cobden’s name. The world peace that free
trade was to provide required a human subject to attest to the possibility of a
cosmopolitan identity. Cobden with his European connections was just that person. Like
the literary smuggler and capitalist, Cobden could metaphorically represent
cosmopolitanism, because he, unlike philosophical concepts and economic systems, had a
claim to subjective experience.
The issue of subjective experience brings us to another thread that connects the
readings appearing in separate chapters. What kinds of subjective experience does the
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economic system o f global capitalism correspond to and promote? The texts I examined
single out disloyalty, promiscuity, romantic mutuality, or mystic transcendence as the
subjective corollaries of international commerce—a remarkable feat not the least because
international commerce as economic phenomena (rather than discursive signifier)
requires so many participants (sailors, capital-owners, consumers, speculators) whose
experiences do not resemble each other’s. This obsessive gesture to correlate systemic
economic phenomena to subjective experience reveals one way in which literary works
were crucial to ongoing meditations on economic liberalism. Capable as they were of
imagining complex interiority, they presented a privileged, but not exclusive, medium for
elaborating subjective effects of economic developments. But this still leaves us with the
question of why there was an urge to map complex economic phenomena onto individual
subjective experience. Without doubt, misrecognition is involved. Smuggling was not
all about heartless betrayal or the spirit o f independence; it was a response to consumer
demand. British free trade with its imperialist goals had little, if anything at all, to do
with affective reciprocity. But this explanation—that the imagination of subjective
experience was necessary to create some sort of false consciousness—is reductionist as
well as compelling. First, I think the urge had to do with an internalized understanding of
just how new the proposed economic system of free trade was. Standards of judgment
for that system had to be imported from existing ethical codes: free trade was bad
because it was the opposite of monogamy, or it was good because it was like marriage.
Secondly, the idea of self-regulating markets implicit in free trade was in its core so
impersonal that perhaps the agency of the human subject had to re-enter the debate in
some form, as residue of centuries of humanist discourse. Thirdly, perhaps implicit in the
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urge to map free trade onto individual subjectivity was an intuitive understanding that
economic systems would deeply transform human experience.
If dwelling on subjective experience is one way in which literature contributed to
economic debates, meditating on time was another. Temporality is an issue that surfaces
repeatedly, especially in relation to questions of genre. Chapter one attended to the
historical novel’s representation of border-crossing commerce of pre-national times;
chapter two, to the overlap of the swift movement of the novelistic gaze with that
associated with commerce; chapter four, to the poetic creation of a primordial history of
free trade. Transplantation is a key issue in all three instances. By locating free trade in
new, if not anachronistic, historical contexts, the novels and poems I examine provided
fresh perspectives. Further, like literary forms, commerce itself evoked the ability to
transplant. In the cultural imaginary, it moved objects, abstractions, and people around
the world. In this sense, commerce and literature seem to have something in common,
that of evoking meditations on movement in time and space. The superposition of the
two in the form o f literary representations of commerce was doubly privileged to imagine
transplantations.
At stake in my argument is a new understanding of nineteenth-century British
culture in which cosmopolitanism matters, although traditionally we think of the
nineteenth-century as the age of nationalism. Looking both at the imperialism of free
trade and the challenge that its global outlook presented in the heyday of nationalism, this
thesis demonstrates that even British national identity became increasingly dependent
upon a sense o f world-citizenship during the course of the nineteenth century. In this, I
concur with scholars such as Pheng Cheah and Amanda Anderson that cosmopolitan or
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transnational outlooks coexisted with nationalism. This position serves as a corrective to
the common understanding o f trans-nationalism as something that comes after
nationhood and requires its collapse. While I am as interested in hostilities toward
cosmopolitanism as celebrations of it, I have tried to emphasize that even the anti
cosmopolitan is somewhat cosmopolitan in outlook. In critiquing or condemning
transnational loyalties and networks, the anti-cosmopolitan has to acknowledge their
possibility and presence. This is an odd dynamic: the very act of opposing cosmopolitan
perspectives—imagining a worldwide community, developing a cognitive map where
localities are organically connected to their outsides—replicates that perspective. Hence
the first two chapters’ coverage o f anti-cosmopolitan sentiment is also a revelation of
cosmopolitan perspectives. Contested Cargoes in its entirety insists that the
understanding o f global capitalism as a socially transformative force, which informs
present-day debates about globalization, was already present at the global ffee-market
economy’s moment o f origin.
The attachment o f an ethical valence to that transformative force is the focus of
all four chapters. On the surface level, what would determine the desirability o f free
trade was whether it would produce wealth for Britons and, perhaps, for people in other
parts o f the world. Without doubt, this was one evaluative basis. But as I have tried to
show, there were other bases of evaluation as well. Meditations on the desirability of free
trade employed the rhetoric of sexuality, feudalism, romance, and religion to imagine and
assess the affective and social consequences of economic liberalism. The justification of
capitalism required the importation of standards of ethics that were not inherently
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economic. Some hailed free trade as protector o f family ties and cultivator of the value
of mutuality, while others disparaged it as the end of self-restraint and loyalty.
But over what platform did these discussions take place? The evidentiary basis of
my argument is economic as well as literary. As numerous subgenres from public
lectures to pamphlets and treatises reveal, there is a wide range of writing that may be
roughly classified as economic. But my project gravitated toward certain genres: essays
in periodicals, pamphlets, and lectures proved more useful than formal inquiries that we
today recognize as classics, such as David Ricardo’s Principles o f Political Economy. I
do not at all wish to imply that formal treatises are free o f figures of speech or rhetorical
techniques—in fact, the seeming absence of rhetorical richness would itself constitute a
rhetorical strategy, because it signifies the scientific status of the prose. Neverthless, the
fact remains that (to the best of my knowledge) Ricardo did not trope free trade as the
apex o f affective mutuality. Anti-Corn Law League pamphlets did. Articles in the
Edinburgh Review considered the reconcilability of patriotism with free trade more so
than three-volume attempts to disclose hitherto unheard of economic laws. It was not
that formal political economy employed no linguistic figures, since all language is
figurative. It was not that formal political economy was entirely detached from its roots
in moral philosophy. To the contrary, the ultimate goal of political economy was to
discover policies which, given the inevitable operation of economic laws, would best
serve the interest o f the nation (not just the state, but the people living in it). I believe it
was the particular type o f trope that I was looking for, which had to do with friendship,
marriage, family, and religion, that essays and pamphlets contained more so than formal
treatises did. Perhaps political economy’s establishment as an independent discourse, as
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a self-standing system with its own premises and conclusions, exiled these tropes into the
less prestigious genres of economic writing. If so, the professionalization o f economic
inquiry ended up obscuring just how much capitalism depended upon religious and
gender-related ideologies for its justification. We can fully excavate this process of
justification only by attending to “economic thought” in genres beyond the formal
treatise, which may include texts as diverse as essays, pamphlets, lectures, illustrations,
novels, poems, and plays.
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Endnotes

Introduction
1 Theoretically, free trade implies the freedom to export as well. However, unlike
importation, exportation was not really a controversial issue, because many assumed it
would enrich the country by boosting its bullion reserves.
'y

The following summary combines accounts provided by Gambles, Irwin, Howe, and

Semmel in book-length studies. I provide parenthetical marks only when I cite insight
and information from one or more of these works that go beyond what is at this point
common knowledge in economic and parliamentary history.
Chapter 1
1. See, for example, John McCulloch, “A Free Trade Essential to the Welfare of Great
Britain,” ER 32 (July 1819), 58; “Restrictions on Foreign Commerce,” ER 33 (May
1820), 345, “Duties on Wine—Restrictions on the Wine Trade,” ER 40 (October
1824), 414-415; David Robinson, “Silk Trade,” B E M 18 (December 1825), 736, “Mr.
Huskisson’s Speech in Defense o f Free Trade,” BEM 19 (April 1826), 483; Alexander
Baring, M.P., Parliamentary Speech, qtd. in T. C. Hansard, The Parliamentary
Debates Vol. 1,21 April to 26 June 1820 (London: Wyman, 1820), 177.
2. Walter Scott employs the idiom frequently in Guy Mannering (1815) and
Redgauntlet. For some other literary examples, please see Thomas Serle, The Ghost
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Story (London: Miller, 1836) and G.P.R. James, The Smuggler: A Tale (London:
Simms and Mc'Intyre, 1850).
3. Christopher Harvie, Scotland and Nationalism: Scottish Society and Politics, 17071977 (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1977), 90-102, 105; Tom Naim, The
Breakup o f Britain: Crisis and Neo-Nationalism (Manchester: Verso, 1981), 110-114
andl 17-118; R. H. Campbell, Scotland Since 1707: The Rise o f an Industrial Society
(Oxford: 1965), 3,41-42. For some fictional accounts of the social influences of
former emigres in Scotland, please see John Galt’s trilogy Tales from the West,
especially The Last o f the Lairds (1826).
4. James Mill’s Commerce Defended and John McCulloch’s Principles o f Political
Economy some of the earliest and most detailed justifications of free trade in the
Com-Law debates, not only in Scottish though but also British political economy in
general.
5. Edward Edward’s “The Influence o f Foreign Trade Upon the Condition of the
Labouring Classes” in BEM exemplifies the periodical’s attentiveness to workingclass issues. For overviews of these periodicals’ political positions, see Fetter.
6. For critical analyses o f the Eurocentrism of nineteenth-century cosmopolitanism, see
Pheng Chea and Bruce Robbins, ed., Cosmopolitics: Thinking and Feeling Beyond
the Nation (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1998) and Sheldon Pollock,
Homi K. Bhabha, Carol A. Brekenridge, and Dipesh Chakrabarty, Introduction,
Cosmopolitanism, ed. Brekenridge, Pollock, Bhabha, Chakrabarty (Durham, NC:
Duke Univ. Press, 2002), 1-14.
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7. For an extremely influential example of this position, please see Georg Lukacs, The
Historical Novel, trans, Hannah and Stanley Mitchell (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska
Press, 1983), 30-63. For a summary of this tendency in literary criticism, please see
Kathryn Sutherland, “Fictional Economies: Adam Smith, Walter Scott, and the
Nineteenth-Century Novel” ELH 54.1 (Spring 1987), 97.
8. Smith writes, “[T]he study of his own advantage . . . necessarily leads [an individual]
to prefer that employment which is most advantageous to society” (Smith, 349).
Similarly, David Ricardo maintains, “The pursuit of individual advantage is
admirably connected with the universal good of the whole” (David Ricardo,
Principles o f Political Economy and Taxation [Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books,
1996], 93).
9.

London Merchants Petition by Thomas Tooke is reprinted in Norman McCord, Free
Trade: Theory and Practice from Adam Smith to Keynes (Devon: Newton Abbot,
1970), 49-53. Barry Gordon discusses the significance of the document in Political
Economy in Parliament 1819-1823 (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1977),
72.

10 Much criticism on John Galt’s work focuses on his establishment of a literary genre,
theoretical history, and the sense of progress, especially economic progress, that he
manages to convey through that genre. Keith Costain explores Galt’s creation of this
unique literary genre, which develops out of the epistemology of the Scottish Realist
philosophers o f the eighteenth century, such as Thomas Reid and Dugal Stewart. Long
before Galt fictionalized the genre, Scottish philosophers had been writing “theoretical
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histories,” which claimed to represent “‘conjectural’ outline[s] of social development
before records were kept” (“Theoretical” 349). Costain writes,
Theoretical history, then, was a type of historical writing with a method
and form of its ow n... Writings of this type do not present simply the
phenomena o f history but display a concern for the principles, the natural
“laws,” the causes and effects by which historical phenomena are inter
related and constitute an intelligible structure. (“Theoretical” 350)
Galt’s theoretical histories departed from their philosophical counterparts not only
because he inflected the genre to create fictional autobiographies, but also because the
society he explored did have its own written records. In this sense, Galt’s theoretical
histories not only applied, but also extended and challenged Enlightenment sociological
analysis. Compare, for example, Adam Smith’s Dissertation on the Origin o f Languages,
which Stewart identified as an exemplary theoretical history, with Galt’s fictional
histories. Smith claims to investigate “savage” societies in Dissertation; unlike Smith,
Galt identifies with his subject matter, and his methodology is more “recuperative” than
“scientific” (30). Nonetheless, Galt’s claim to representativeness—he believed that the
subjective experiences he imagined in works such as the Annals o f the Parish and The
Provost were representative of the way people thought and felt about the historical
developments o f their time—reveals his indebtedness to the Enlightenment’s postulation
of the universality of human experience. As Costain points out, Galt sought to “embody
abstract truths in character, conduct, and setting” (353).
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11 William Gordon was the name of a Collector of Custom in the larger area o f Aberdeen,
where Peterhead is located (Donnelly 187). But given that the play is only loosely related
to actual events, this is most likely a coincidence.
17

In the eighteenth century, the area around Peterhead, like many other locales in

Aberdeenshire, hosted much smuggling. Especially Collieston, where most of the play’s
nautical action is set, was a major smuggling port. Revenue collector Allardyce called
Collieston “the principal haunt of smugglers for landing goods” and its inhabitants a
“turbulent, riotous, pilfering set” (qtd in Donnelly 190). Some o f Aberdeenshire’s most
prominent citizens, merchants, and manufacturers, as well as fisherfolk, farmers, carriers,
servants, laborers, and bakers had smuggling connections (Donnelly 189). Aberdeenshire
merchants maintained a close link with the staple port of Campvere in the Netherlands,
and spirits from Holland the most popular contraband good (Moore 40; Allardyce 13).
Chapter 2
1 My observations about the spatial movement of textual prostitutes is indebted to
Deborah Epstein Nord’s Walking the Victorian Streets. However, while Epstein reveals
that literature and other discourses described prostitutes’ trajectories as “wandering”
(permeating, expansive, perpetually on-the-move) she does not establish any links
between this spatial trajectory and the trajectory of commodities. The same is true for
Judith Walkowitz’s Prostitution and Victorian Society, which uncovers prostitution and
contagion as mutual tropes. Walkowitz does not relate the notion of transgression
borders conceptually implicit in contagion to issues of economic exchange across another
kind o f border, those o f the nation-state.
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2 The asymmetry of my observation about existing criticism is deliberate here: while
defenses o f sexual pleasure / excess as existing outside power relations frequently refer to
the actual experience of pleasure, arguments about the mediation of capitalist ideology
focus on textual representations of sexual acts and the sexualized female body. The
obvious source o f the former position is Foucault’s History of Sexuality. In Victorian
Studies, Ellen Bayuk Rosenman follows Foucault’s lead in Unauthorized Pleasures to
celebrate the role of “the fluidity and multiplicity of sexual experiences” in complicating
binaries and point out the failure o f sexually conservative ideologies to “script erotic lives
and imaginations” (4, 2). Studies of discourses of sexuality in relation to modem
capitalism are many. J. G. A Pocock posits that femininity figured the insatiable and self
consuming character o f economic activity; Laura Brown argues the female figure
represented accumulation and consumption as well as the products of trade; Ann Louise
Kibbie discusses the figure o f the woman as the embodiment of “the seemingly magical
ability of money to increase itself’ in mercantile capitalism (1026). These studies all
relate sexual excess to anxieties about capitalism. As other critics show, discussions of
sexual pleasure are also central to the functioning of capitalist ideology. Angelika Rauch
argues that the figure of the prostitute, the modem representative of sexuality (modem
because it represents a fragmented experience), embodying fashion and desire, illustrates
“the fetish quality o f commodity” (88); Teresa L. Ebert reminds us that the celebration of
the pleasures and excesses o f sexuality “produces us as specific kinds of consuming /
desiring subjects in patriarchal capitalism” (38).
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3 The sexual appetite of the smuggler ultimately connects to the stereotypically
sexualized sailor figure. A compelling argument explaining the promiscuous sailor
stereotype addresses heterosexual normativity. Historians account for this stereotype:
“Sailors undoubtedly followed ‘the dictates of passions and appetites’ in port, as they
acknowledged, but they were also anxious to display the sins of heterosexuality—to
themselves, to each other, to outsiders” (Land 119; Trumbach, 55-63, 69, 195,425-30;
Hitchcock, 24-41). Promiscuity in port served as proof that sailors’ sexual appetites
remained unsatisfied at sea, when the men had no female company. I do not pursue this
convincing argument, because I focus on cases where something implicit in the act of
commerce—rather than sailing—enables the association between carefree sex and
importation.
4 Some examples are The Innkeeper’s Daughter by one of the most prominent
playwrights o f the times, George Soane, and False Colors, or The Free Trader: A
Nautical Drama in Two Acts by Edward Fitzball, a very prolific and popular
melodramatist.
5 Serle was an acting manager for the popular London theater Adelphi. “The Ghost
Story” seems to be his only play, but was a popular play in the 1836 season (The Adelphi
Theatre Project, available
http://www.emich.edu/public/english/adelphi calendar/mjjmt.html. Serle’s
administrative role in the Adelphi may account for his apparent familiarity the
conventional figure o f the smuggler that surfaces in and disturbs the domestic space.
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6 I call the pamphlet popular simply because it went through four editions in two years,
all of which are now available at the British Library, together with his publications on the
second Reform Bill. Elliot was a businessman and a member of the Athenaeum, a
gentleman’s club devoted to promoting the arts, letters, and the sciences. (Elliot’s letters
in the Trent University Archives confirm his club membership, and his business is listed
in City o f Westminster Archives, available online at
http://www.westminster.gov.uk/libraries/archives/indexes/guide/guide21.cfin)
7 See Titian’s Danae and the Shower o f Gold (1554), Rembrant’s Danae (1636), and
Edward Burne-Jones’s Danae or the Brazen Tower (1887). In the Victorian period, in
addition to Burne-Jones’s painting, the Danae myth appears in a poem by Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, “Jenny.” In “Jenny,” the seducer is money and the seduced the eponymous
prostitute.
The free trade cause was only one facet o f British liberalism. As Richard Bellamy lists:
liberalism can be identified with the various struggles to safeguard and
expand various aspects of individual freedom: from the attack on the
arbitrary government of absolute monarchs in the seventeenth century, to
the battles against aristocratic privilege, through the movements for
parliamentary reform and free trade in the nineteenth century. (1)
Bianca Fontana’s “Whigs and Liberals: the Edinburgh Review and the ‘Liberal
Movement’ in Nineteenth-Century Britain” provides a solid account of the overlap
between liberalism and free trade. Alan Sykes’s The Rise and Fall o f British Liberalism,
1776-1988 addresses the individualism embedded in economic liberalism. The
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contradiction between the defense of individuals’ rights and the denial of those rights to
women is of course a centuries-old discussion, and one of its most famous initiators
remains Mary Wollstonecraft.
9 Lori Merish’s Sentimental Materialism, Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace’s Consuming
Subjects, and Alex Owen’s Consuming Angels are some recent studies of the gendering
of consumerism as feminine in the nineteenth century. They do not, however, investigate
how this gendering figured prominently especially in discourses on import consumerism.
10 Judith Walkowitz’s Prostitution and Victorian Society demonstrates the prominence of
pollution and contagion as governing metaphors for prostitution.
11 Harrison 219; Fisher 112-136. Michael Pearson’s The Age o f Consent traces the
formation o f public response to regulatory legislation after the journalistic expose.
1 'S

While regulation most directly concerned a particular kind of sexual transgression
concerning prostitution, all kinds of sexual transgression were discussed through
regulatory vocabulary. Regulating sexual desires of all kinds was key to morality, as
Andrew Miller and James Eli Adams argue: “Victorians increasingly narrowed the scope
o f morality to the sphere o f sexual regulation” (2).
13 As Ellen Rosenman notes, circulating pleasures were not limited to prostitution.
Noting that falling in love on an omnibus leads to tragedy and despair, she asserts, “Like
prostitutes and sewers, though without their melodramatic flair, the omnibus symbolizes
and literally effects the free circulation of dangerous influences in the city, spreading
contagion across geographical and class boundaries as it traverses London” (52). For a
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more general study o f the circulation of urban contagion, see Peter Stallybrass and Allon
White’s The Politics and Poetics o f Transgression, especially pp. 125-49.
14 See Margaret Cohen’s “Traveling Genres” for an account of the international
constitution o f nautical fiction.
15 Christopher Herbert’s “Filthy Lucre: Victorian Ideas of Money,” following Freud’s
“doctrine of the symbolic equivalence of money and excrement” argues that in Little
Dorrit money and dirt become synonymous not the least because poverty and wealth
easily transform into each other (187). It is impossible to establish an impregnable
cordon sanitaire between them. I argue that another impossible cordon sanitaire is one
that would stop the global circulation of commodities and capital.
16 China, though, is out of the narrator’s reach, as Wenying Xu notes. Xu sees “an
imperialist ideology at work in Dickens’s dismissal of China by turning it into a place
without any specificity and thus reality” (54). I want to note that while the narrator does
indeed remain silent about China and the opium trade, this silence takes place in the
context o f a plot that educates its reader to question if dark secrets underlie silences, as
they do in the case o f Mrs. Clennam’s silence about her husband’s past.

Chapter 3

1 David Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage, still taught in economics courses
today, is the foremost example of this premise (See Principles). James Mill
independently articulated his own theory on commercial reciprocity between nations (See
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Commerce Defended). Alternative economic views were available contemporaneously,
outside and within Britain. In 1832 Baltimore lawyer Daniel Raymond argued it was
impossible to compete with the English on equal terms; in 1858, American economist
Henry Carey declared that British policy of free trade targeted the subservience o f the
world; in 1856, Friedrich List, professor of political economy at Tubingen, argued that
free trade was a good policy for England, but a bad one for countries lacking industrial
advancement (Semmel 178-79). Some British economists supported free trade for the
same reasons that Hamilton, Raymond, Carey, and List opposed it: trade between Britain
and less industrially advanced nations would establish British hegemony. Among those
who characterized global trade as a win-lose game were eighteenth-century political
economist Josiah Tucker, who argued that richer countries possessed an advantage in
commerce, and nineteenth-century economist Robert Torrens, who argued that free trade
in com would result in English dominance. England would become a power like Holland
“in the days o f her commercial prosperity,” “the granary of Europe,” “the great
storehouse o f the nations,” and the “emporium of the world” (Torrens 275-78). Torrens
was also a firm supporter of emigration, which he thought would “spread the British
name, British laws, and British influence throughout all climes of the world” (492 qtd in
Simmel 105).
2 For the Enlightenment roots of the link between commerce and cosmopolitanism, see
Schlereth. and my discussion of Kant’s “Perpetual Peace” in chapter one.
3 Deidre David discusses Martineau’s role as writer and traveler in patriarchal society,
and Sangeeta Ray, discussing imperialism, offers a detailed discussion o f the ways in
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which Martineau’s accounts of the Sepoy mutiny write British desire onto colonial space.
Two relatively recent evaluations of Martineau’s work vis-a-vis political economy, by
Elaine Freedgood and Ann Hobart, pay little more attention to her economic perspectives
except to identify them as capitalist. Freedgood argues that Martineau banished the panic
caused by the ills of capitalist society by assuring people of the timelessness of economic
laws; Hobart contends that Martineau’s autobiography is “roughly congruent with basic
axioms” o f political economy, which opposed altruism and paternalism.
4 For free traders’ opposition to the colonial system, see Howe and Irvin.
5 For the origin of this theory, see Ferguson.
6 Levi-Strauss 29-69, especially Ch. 5, “The Principle of Reciprocity.”
7 A Belgium Free Trade Association was established in July 1846; in September 1847,
this association was to summon citizens of all nations to the world’s first Congress of
Economists, on the topic of free trade and peace (Irwin 83).
Amanda Anderson in The Powers o f Distance shows that patriotism is not always
gendered feminine in Bronte’s work or in Victorian culture. Villette, she argues, genders
cosmopolitanism as feminine. She writes, “The crucial point to stress . . . is that it would
be misleading to assume or insist that women are simply excluded from those forms of
detachment seen as intellectually and morally heroic in culture” (35).
9 See, for example, Raymond Williams, The English Novel from Dickens to Lawrence
(New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1970) and John Plotz, The Crowd: British Literature
and Public Politics (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 2000).
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10 Christopher Lane asserts that marriage follows “acquired altruism” in Shirley:
“diminished selfishness,” he writes, defines “personal maturity.” Similarly, Gisela
Argyle notes, “the ultimate change in Robert Moore’s sociopolitical attitude to the
workers’ demands does not arise from political experience but from his shame in the
sphere o f romance, the result of Shirley’s indignant rejection of his mercenary proposal.”
11 Tracts o f the National Anti-Corn Law League, 10.
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12 See below a reproduction of the wrapper design, available in the special collections and
archives o f W.E.B Du Bois Library, University of Massachusetts Amherst.
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13 For some prominent articulations of this position, see Thomas Carlyle’s Past and
Present and Benjamin Disraeli’s Sybil, or The Two Nations.
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Chapter 4
1Alexis Easley’s “Ebenezer Elliott and the Reconstruction of Working Class
Masculinity” argues that Elliott’s poetry, for all its reformist thrust and promotion of
“positive social change,” contributed to a rhetoric of domesticity “limiting women’s
education, vocational, and political opportunities” (317). Such an emphasis on
domesticity might partly account for Carlyle’s taste for Elliott.
2 For an analysis of the intertwining o f non-Anglican theology and Radicalism, see
Bradley; for an account of the use of biblical language in Radical periodicals and
pamphlets, see Clement; for explorations of diverse forms of religious radicalism in
literary culture from women reading the Bible to the legacy of Puritan doctrines, see
Morton and Smith.
3 Elliott employs the same phrase in another poem titled “Reform”:
They murdered Hope, they fetter’d Trade;
The clouds to blood, the sun to shade,
And every good that God hath made
They turn’d to bane and mockery (17-20)
4 See the League membership card below, reproduced from a facsimile in McCord.
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5 J. R. Oldfield provides photographic images of these tokens in Popular Politics and
British Anti-Slavery in order to discuss them the context of consumer culture: the
widespread distribution of the numerous versions of these tokens “would not have been
possible had it not been for the dictates of fashion and the emergence of a rapidly
expanding consumer society” (160).
6 As one review of the Corn-Law Rhymes commented: “We know not—nor care to what
church he belongs; sufficient for us to know that it is the Church o f Christ” (826). For
documentation o f Elliott’s Unitarian inclinations and the appeal of his poetry to
Unitarians, see Seary and Brown, 416-17 and 309, respectively.
7 Tamke discusses the emergence and maturation o f this tradition in the works of Robert
Owen, George Loveless, and Edward Osier, as well as Elliott (103-104); Davie notes that
it was not until the nineteenth-century that anti-monarchical, egalitarian, and radical
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sentiments” appeared in “well-composed hymns” (7) and finds that Ebenezer Elliott
exemplifies this nineteenth-century tradition.
I am following the standard definition originally articulated by St. Augustine, and
discussed and reaffirmed by literary critic J. R. Watson in a central study on English
Hymns (2). The “Where the poor cease to pay” rhyme I have discussed is titled “Song”
and set to the tune “The Land o ’the leal.”
9 Tamke explores the collective singing experience (3), and Watson compares and
contrasts the hymnist with the Romantic poet (11, 330). Watson also attends to hymnic
visions of universal harmony as he writes of Radical hymnist James Montgomery’s
“vision o f all nations united in worship” (317).
10 The idea that discussions of ethics do not belong with economic theory is a relatively
recent construct. Works on the convergence of moralistic and economic inquiry before
and in classical economics are numerous. Emphasizing that “for centuries, there was a
natural affinity between economics and ethics,” economist Jeffrey Young, for example,
negates the conventional claim that Smith’s Wealth o f Nations “marks the time in history
when economics” escaped from this moralistic past and became a purely analytical, or
positivistic, enterprise” (5). Similarly, Deborah Redman points out,
eighteenth-century philosophers, including the founders of political
economy, never questioned the suitability of transferring Newton’s
methods to moral philosophy. After all, as they saw it, philosophy,
science, social science, and ethics were all the same kind of activity. . .
The classical era, then, was distinguished by the absence of a natural
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intellectual barrier between natural philosophy, logic, ethics, and moral
philosophy. (109)
Another study on the inextricability, and subsequent divergence, of moral philosophy and
political economy underlines that moral philosophy was more central to political
economy in the Scottish tradition than the English one: the latter treated the economy “as
largely an independent subject” (Rashid 114).
11 In addition to Evensky’s “Adam Smith’s Moral Philosophy: The Role of Religion and
Its Relationship to Philosophy and Ethics in the Evolution of Society,” my discussion
here relies on Donald J. Oswald’s “Metaphysical beliefs and the Foundations of Smithian
Political Economy.” John Dwyer’s The Age o f the Passions: An Interpretation o f Adam
Smith and Scottish Enlightenment Culture, arguing that the eighteenth-century was as
much the age o f passions as reason, attends both to Smith’s attack on religious fanaticism
and his Moderate Presbyterianism.
12 S. J. Barnett’s The Enlightenment and Religion: The Myths o f Modernity challenges the
argument that deism posed a serious threat to Christianity in the mid-eighteenth century
(expressed, perhaps most prominently, in works such as G. R. Cragg’s The Church and
the Age o f Reason 1648-1789 [1962]). “In any meaningful definition o f the term,” writes
Barnett, “the deist movement never existed” (13). Though institutional religion was
challenged, these instances do not comprise a unified understanding of deism (1-37).
13 Irwin writes that “the doctrine that held that providence deliberately scattered resources
and goods around the world unequally to promote commerce between the nations” is
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perhaps the longest-lived economic theory, developed by philosophers such as Seneca in
the first several centuries (15, see also 16-25).
14 A. M. C. Waterman’s Revolution, Economics, and Religion: Christian Political
Economy, 1798-1833 discusses the Christian economics of Edward Copleston, Richard
Whately, and Thomas Chalmers in great detail. According to Waterman, Christian
political economy disappears from the scene in 1833. I argue that Christian economic
thought was active after that point as well as before, but the evidentiary basis I consider
to embody and disseminate economic thought are wider than Waterman’s. My analysis
not only includes literary texts and essays on the economy that do not qualify as
“scientific” treatises, but also focuses on tropological and figurative uses of language.
15 Jeff Lipkes’s Politics, Religion and Classical Political Economy in Britain: John
Stuart Mill and His Followers studies the interfusion o f religious belief and political
energy throughout Mill’s career: “the pursuit of this objective [the project of improving
mankind] was a religion, and Mi l l . . . proved a devout communicant” (25). Lipkes
argues that the more Mill became interested specifically in Christian revelation, the less
Ricardian he became.
16 Anna Gables sums up: Hilton and Waterman “argued that the purchase of free trade
over nineteenth-century minds can be explained in terms of contemporary theological
languages and religious contexts” (5). However, as she points out, while the existence of
Christian poltical economy cannot be disputed, “the historiographical ‘Christianization’
of free trade . . . perhaps unintentionally, tended to reconfirm the hegemony o f free-trade
liberalism over the history o f nineteenth-century ideas” (6).
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17 See Semmel 14-33 and 186-97 for an overview of Tucker and Torrens’s imperialist
commitment to making England the Workshop of the World.
io

Anti-free trade essays similarly referred to ancient cities including Tyre, and similarly

effaced historical differences between pre-modem and nineteenth-century commerce.
“Facts Upon Facts against the League” by Albert Williams, argues that Egypt, Syria, and
Persia did as well as they did because their economy was based on agriculture, and
“Great Facts Concerning Free Trade,” by the same author, pursues the obverse argument,
contending that many ancient cities failed despite their strength in free trade:
Is it not a great fact that the world has existed according to our
chronology, upwards of 5,800 years? And is it not also a great fact, that
cities upon cities, nations upon nations, and kingdoms after kingdoms, and
empires after empires have been called into existence, have risen,
progressed, and fallen? Had they not trade? Had they not Free Trade? . . .
Had they not Free Trade? Did Com laws occasion the fall of Heliopolis,
that “City o f the Sun,” or of Memphis, that wonder and marvel of all men,
or o f Thebes, that “Metropolis of Ruins,” or any of boasted Egypt’s
‘twenty thousand cities’?” Did Com Laws occasion the fall of mighty
Nineveh, or of huge Babylon, or of the forgotten Petra, or of the powerful
Ashdod? Or of Ashkelon, or of Gaza, or of Ekron, or o f Bethel, or of
Tyre, “whose merchants were princes”? (20)
In another ancient-city argument Williams attacks free trade by using the opposite logic:
“The Laws, or the League! Which!” proposes that free trade will be the ruin of Britain as
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it was o f Rome. None of these essays considers the historicist position that there might
be something unique about the time and place of current debates, Britain of the 1840s.
19 Home befriended non-canonical literary figures such as Elizabeth Barrett Browning
and Charles Dickens; he collaborated with the former in writing his A New Spirit o f the
Age and co-authored an essay with Dickens in Household Words. Orion was well
received upon its publication in 1843. Commentary in The Westminster Review called
the poem a “classic in its own way as Keats’s Endymion, burning with a Shakespearean
wealth o f imagery” (Adams); Edgar Allen Poe declared “Orion has never been excelled..
. Orion will be admitted, by every man of genius, to be one of the noblest. .. poetical
works o f the age.” The epic poem’s tenth edition was published in 1874.
20 Exports o f pig-iron, iron, and steel doubled in weight every ten years after 1815 till the
1850s. However, as iron and steel industries developed in the U.S. and Germany,
England’s domination of the world market in these commodities declined after 1870. For
remarkable statistics on the iron and steel products and exportation rates, see “Iron, Steel,
and Coal” in F ran cis Crouzet’s The Victorian Economy.
01

Even beyond the context o f free trade, questions of historical continuity and

discontinuity are central to Victorian approaches to ancient Greece. Frank Turner
contends that the discontinuity between ancient Greek and modem European civilizations
accounts for the Victorian fascination with the Greeks:
To appeal to Rome was to draw a line of continuous cultural influence
within Europe; to appeal to Greece was to appropriate and domesticate a
culture of the past with which there had been, particularly in Britain, a
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discontinuous relationship. And that very discontinuity may have been
part of the attraction for nineteenth-century writers who regarded much of
their own experience as discontinuous with the recent past. (61)
On the opposite side of the coin, similarity motivated the interest in the Greeks: “A topic,
subject, text, personality, or statue from antiquity genuinely interested Victorian writers
and scholars only if they perceived it as more or less immediately relevant to their own
day.” (Turner 4). For example, the interest in Athenian democracy paralleled debates on
electoral and other democratic rights in the Victorian period. The discontinuity and the
similarity argument are not necessarily at odds, since the recognition of discontinuity
may have motivated an urge to bridge. Similarity between Greece and Britain cannot
account for Orion’s allegorization o f global industrial capitalism: Greeks including
Aristotle quite xenophobically opposed overseas trade (Irwin 11-15). Home, then,
imagines similarity where there is actually none.
22 I wanted to emphasize the perceived compatibility of ancient Greek religion with
Christianity in the Victorian period, so my brief account does not do justice to the
tensions between the two, which were discussed, among others, by Matthew Arnold.
William E. Buckler’s “Matthew Arnold and the Crisis of Classicism” and Joyce Zonana’s
“Matthew Arnold and The Muse: The Limits of the Olympian Ideal” explore those
tensions.
23 Ironically though, for Arnold the time during which he lived was not one that
cultivated universal poetic sentiment, and hence his resort to the antiquity.
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24 Home claimed Orion articulated universal principles. In the Preface to the Australian
edition, he declared, “The poem of ‘Orion’ was intended to work out a special design,
applicable to all times, by means of antique or classical imagery or associations” (ix). In
response to a comment from Perronet Thompson of the Anti-Com-Law League, he
implied that if Orion illustrated principles of free trade, it was because free trade was a
universal principle: “I believe the principle there [Canto II, Book I] imagined in fable to
be simple and universal— applicable in all ages” (xiii).
G. P. R. James himself was a protectionist. He published an essay on the Com Laws,
which defended the Com Laws because they protected the British farmer from
competition. James proposed an alteration in the sliding scale for the com trade (“Some
Remarks”).
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